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The report is presented in three parts. Part 1 is
concerned with an introduction to the scope of the study,
the functional classification of cooling system components
and types, and a summary and comparison of the character-
istics of seven types of cooling systems. Part 2 contains
methods of aircraft penalty evaluation, and the performance
and physical characteristics of components used in the
evaluation of cooling systems. Part 3 presents details of
analysis and evaluation of seven types of cooling systems
for design conditions up to 65,000 feet altitude anLd flight
speeds up to Mach 1.8.
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ABSTRACT

Part 2 of the report contains data developed and com-
piled for use in the evaluation of cooling systems.
Methods are given for the evaluation of aircraft penalty
of cooling systems in terms of equivalent drag, increase
in gross weight, reduced range, or reduced payload. The
components of cooling systems are classified as equipment,
distribution, intermediate and ultimate. Methods for the,
analytical simulation of equipment items by means of an
equipment component are developed. The physical character-
istics and performance of coolant distribution systems are
analyzed for constant velocity, constant-pressure-gradient,
aad constant-diameter designs. Methods are developed for
the analytical representation of cooling load distribution
along the header of a distribution system. Various types
of heat exchangers applicable' as intermediate components

( in cooling systems are analyzed. Methods are developed for
the evaluation of physical characteristics of air-to-air,
liquid-to-air, and liquid-to-evaporant heat exchangers.
Data on performance and physical characteristics are com-
piled for items serving as parts of the ultimate component
of cooling systems. Included are: air intakes, air ducts,
radial and axial blowers, compressors and turbines.

PUBLICATION REVIBY
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-approval by the Air Force of the findings or conclusions
contained therein. It is published for the exchange and
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SECTION III

AIRCRAFT PENALTY OF COOLING SYSTDLS

A problem fundamental to the study of aircraft equipment cooling
systems is the evaluation of the flight performance penalty imposed on
an aircraft by the addition of cooling systems. The overall evaluation
and comparison of different types of cooling systems is affected to a
great extent by their flight performance penalties. The purpose of this
section is to present the mithods of analysis and basic working equations
.employed to permit evaluation of flight performance or aircraft penalty
for the various types of cooling systems studied and for various types
of aircraft with which the cooling systems may be associated.

Flight performance penalty imposed on an aircraft by cooling sys-
tems results from system weight, external and momentum drags and change
in powerplant performance. Indirectly, factors such as reliability,
vulnerability, ease of maintenance, off-design performance of the cool-
ing system, etc. affect the overall aircraft penalty. These factors are
not considered within the scope of the presented working methods which
aim for analytical evaluation and comparison of the more direct factors
of cooling systems influencing the aircraft.

The penalty on an aircraft due to weight of cooling systems may be
evaluated in terms of the effect on (1) aircraft gross weight at take-off
for range and payload equivalent to that of the comparable aircraft with-
out cooling systems, (2) on range for equivalent gross weight and payload,
(3) on payload for equivalent gross weight and range. Also., in some
cases other interpretations of the weight effect may be required, since
with any aircraft having fixed mission characteristics, gross weight and
payload, the introduction of a cooling system or systems might necessi-
tate disposal or compromise of other equipment items and accessories of
the aircraft. The general procedure employed in this study to define
flight performance penalty is to determine the penalty relative to com-
parable aircraft without cooling systems. Thus, the weight of the cool-
ing system is translated into effects on gross weight, range or payload.

External and momentum drags of cooling systems result whenever at-
mospheric air is used, either for direct or indirect cooling of equip-
ment items. Th external drag represents the parasitic drag added to
the aircraft because of protuberances such as, for example, air intakes.
The momentum drag represents the net drag on the aircraft for the pro-
cess of taking air on board and subsequent ejection. It 'is possible for
some cooling systems to have negative momentum drag, i.e., to produce
thrust. Normally., however, systems impose a momentum drag penalty. The
sum of external and momentum drags associated with cooling systems may
be considered with good approximation to represent additional thrust re-
quired of the aircraft's powerplants to maintain comparable flight char-
acteristics as without cooling systems.
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Penalties imposed on powerplant performance by cooling systems can
result from (1) shaft power extraction required in all indirect cooling
systems for circulation of transfer fluids, circulation of air in direct
cooling systems employing blowers., and input power to vapor cycle refrig-
eration machines, and (2) from air extracted intermediately or after the
compressor of a powerplant for direct and indirect bleed-air cooling eye-
tems, and for remote power drives when air turbines are employed in pref-
erence to electric or irdraulic drives. Extraction of shaft power or air
from the aircraft's powerplants requires increased fuel consumption of
the powerplants in order to maintain comparable flight characteristics as
without cooling systems.

Powerplant performance penalty must be integrated with drag and
weight penalties to define the overall effect of the cooling .systems on I)
the aircraft. Of the maz methods possible for defining flight perform-
ance penalty, two general methods are presented that have been used in
the evaluation and comparison of the various cooling systems studied. The
first method consists of evaluating the equivalent drag of the cooling
system. The second method is based on evaluation of the effects of the
cooling system on aircraft gross weight, payload and flight range.

Nomenclatuare

Symbol Concept Dimensions

C constant dimensionless
Dr drag pounds
Lf lift of aircraft pounds
p static pressure pounds per square foot, abs.
P power Btu per hour
Rg range of aircraft feet
SFC thrust specific fuel consumption pounds per hour-pound thrust
T temperature
w fluid flow rate pounds per hour
W weight pounds
I ratio of fuel weight at take-off

to gross weight of aircraft dimensionless
Mach number parameter, imensionless

1 + 0.24
a difference or change of a quantity

Subscript Refers to

bd bleed air
c compressor
D distribution component
a exit
eq equivalent
ex external
g gross weight
i inlet
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I intermediate component
mom momentum
para parasitic drag
p-sy power ,supply system

payload
ref reference value
sh shaft power
sy cooling system
U ultimate caaponent
Ir turbine
00 free stream conditions

Superscript Refers to

o total or stagnation condition
power in units of horsepower

Equivalent Drag Method

Equivalent drag is defined as the sum of weight drag. external
drag, momentum drag and ary potential loss in thrust of a powerplant due
to air bleed and/or shaft power extraction. External and momentum drags
are defined directly by the system evaluation procedures as the parasitic
drag introduced by air inlets and outlets., such as leading-edge or
boundary-layer-air intakes, and the drag (possibly thrust) resulting
from momentum change of atmospheric air taken aboard the aircraft and
subsequently dischaarged. Weight drag is defined as the drag equivalent
to the system's dead weight, converted to a drag basis by assumption of
an operating lift-to-drag ratio for the aircraft.

Drag due to air bleed or shaft power extraction from a powerplant
can be defined in one of several ways. The assumption may be made that
the powerplant operating conditions remain fixed, and that the loss in
propulsive thrust due to air bleed or paver extraction suffices to de-
fine the powerplant performance penalty. Alternately, it may be assumed
that best comparison of systems would be obtained by assuming constant
flight characteristics, with or without air bleed or power extraction;
so that constant thrust level, and, hence, flight speed. should be main-tained. On this basis, an increased fuel rate is required and the drag

penalty is defined by the potential gain in powerplant thrust corre-
sponding to the increased fuel rate if the powerplant had no air bleed
and power extraction. The latter procedure is believed preferable to
that assuming a constant fuel rate, since evaluation of effects for an
extensive range of flight Mach numbers is more satisfactory, the power-
plant penalty effects can be more directly combined with other drags to
define flight performance penalties, and., in general, the assumption of
constant flight speed should provide a better datum plane for comparison
of cooling systems.

The equivalent drag of a cooling system is defined, therefore, by
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Dreq - ex + Drm m + Wsy/(Lf/Dr)ref +AWfuel/SFCref (111-1)

where Drex represents the external drag, Drmcn the manentunm drag caused
air taken on board, Wy the dead weight of the cooling system,

(tf/r)ref and SFCref the operating lift-to-drag ratio and specific
fuel consumption of the powerplants, respectively, and Awfuel the in-
crease in fuel flow rate to the powerplants necessary to maintain con-
stant thrust level with air bleed and/or power extraction. In defining
the equivalent drag of a cooling system, the assumption is made that
all changes in drag and engine performance are small in comparison to
the corresponding values without a cooling system. Specifically, it is
assumed that decremental thrust and incremental drags are small in con-
parison to the total drag of the aircraft, so that decremental values
of thrust and incremental drags can be assumed equivalent aerodynami-
cally and in their effects on flight performance, thus permitting sum-
mation of the individual effects to yield a total equivalent drag.
Also, it is assumed that in defining the drag due to bleed air an/r
power extraction, the specific fuel consumption SFref, expressed in
pounds of fuel per hour-pound net thrust, may be used as the specific
fuel consumption of the powerplant without air bleed or power extrac-
tion. Evaluation of powerplant performance with air bleed rates needed
for cooling systems n this study has shown this assumption to intro-

duce a very negligible error in defining the equivalent drag.

Oross Weight, Payload and Range Methods

While the equivalent drag of a cooling system provides an index to
the effect of the cooling system on the aircraft's flight performance,
the use of this paramter has oftentimes the disadvantage that its mag-
nitude cannot be readily translated into direct or concrete effects on
aircraft flight performance, particularly when considering different
types of aircraft, cooling systems and flight conditions. The alternate
method of defining flight performance penalty is based on evaluation of
cooling system effects on flight range, aircraft gross weight, fuel load
and payload. For this purpose, the first assumption is that the Breguet
range equation (Reference III-1) is accurate for relative caoparisons
of the effects of cooling systems. The range of any aircraft may,
thereby, be defined in the form

Rg a C in 1 (111-2)Rg . Drpara 1 - (wfueS77gI

where the parameter C includes all flight conditions affecting the ba-
sic range of the aircraft, Rg, and Drpara represents the total equiva-
lent parasitic drag of the aircraft. The initial fuel load Wfuel is
represented as a fraction of the aircraft'a initial gross weight W
The second assumption is that the aircraft operates at a constant Hight
speed and altitude. Thus, the operating lift-to-drag ratio is assumed
constant and the flight altitude will increase with flight time. The
increase in altitude for operation above 35,000 feet depends upon the
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value of WfueAg, and will normally be 5000 to 15.,000 feet. The drag
term is inc I-ued in equation (III-2) to incorporate effects of drag in-
crease(due to cooling systems) on the fuel consumption rate of the
powerplants.

Since comparison of the effects of cooling systems is made on the
basis of equivalent flight conditions with or without a cooling system,
it is possible to define the reference range of the aircraft without
cooling systems by

1
Rgref SFC-ref Drpara-ref C ln _ Xref

Q) where Xref is the ratio of initial fuel load to gross weight of the
aircraft without a cooling system; Hence, the range for an aircraft
with a cooling system relative to the same aircraft having comparable
Zlight conditions and powerplants but without a cooling system is de-
fined by

C. R SFCref Drpararef 1  refj

By this procedure, the flight plans of the aircraft are essentially
equivalent, i.e., variations in altitude, flight speed, etc., which may
occur will be similar in both cases since one might justifiably assume
that cooling systems will not create pronounced effects on aircraft
operational characteristics.

In order to introduce into equation (III-3) the effect of air
bleed or power extraction, one may write

SFC ' wfuelSF 1 + t 'fe (III- h)

Drref SFPref

To include the effects of external and momentum drags, it may be as-
sumed that

Drpara 1 + Drex + Drmm . (11-5)
Drpar&-ref Drref

where Drref is defined as the flight drag of the aircraft without a
cooling system, being equal to the net thrust of the powerplants during
unaccelerated level flight. It is reasonable to assune that in air-
craft operating in the Mach number range from 0.5 to 1.8 the changes in
fuel rate, external drag and momentum drag due to cooling systems are
normally small in comparison to their reference values, i.e., the fuel-
'rate and drag for the entire aircraft without cooling system. Thus,
equations (111-4) and (111-5) may be introduced into equation (111-3)
in.. the form
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inIii
L 1 1  1 -Xref (111-6)

Rgref 1 + E"'ex + Drmom + Lwfuel/SCFrefl/Drref

The relative range defined by equation (111-6) is assumed to be applica-
ble to all types of aircraft, regardless of the flight speed or power-
plant performance, since the range effect is related to a comparable
aircraft having the same flight conditions, but no cooling system. Lim-
itations on the accuracy of equation (111-6) depend on the correctness
of the assumptions that drags are additive and that relative effects on
range are described by the Breguet-type range equation.

1. Constant Range

Of considerable interest in the design and evaluation of cooling
systems is the determination of effects on the aircraft when the flight
range is equal to that for the same aircraft without a cooling system.
For purposes of evaluation, let it be assumed that ary change in a vari-
able is small in comparison to the basic value of the variable. Thus,
for the condition of constant range, equation (111-6) may be expressed as

In in- 1  1 + DrefJ (III-7)
or ~~IX dln l nldDrre f]

or

T--r-e Dref

where Dr is hereafter referred to as the drag of the system, which is
smaller tan the equivalent drag of the system by the weight drag as de-
fined in equation (III-1). Differentiation of this expression yields

dl - n -e D (111-8)

L11 ref I ref

Suppose now the condition is examined when it is permissible
to increase the gross weight of the aircraft in order to maintain con-
stant payload. Thus,

d = Xref(dWfuej/Wfuel) - Xref(dW Ajg) (111-9),

, dWg dWfuel+ sy (III-0)

so that equation (111-8) may be rearranged to the following form, as-
suming small finite changes in the variables,
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&wfuel 
r8

+-in

wfuel-rf ] w40fI g-e fie

Equation (III-ll) defines the fractional increase in fuel load required
to maintain constant range under the condition that the maximum gross
weight is permitted to increase. The fractional increase in gross
weight, neglecting possible changes in the aircraft's fixed weight which
might be required if the gross weight is increased during the aircraft
design stage, is defined by

9Wg - Way + &Wfuel

or

[ief] of + [s11 (111-12)
Wg-ref Wg-ref Drref

Numerical values of Xref, the ratio of fuel load to gross weight, might
be considered to vary for different types of aircraft designs and mission
requirements from about 0.20 to roughly 0.75. Low ratios are character-
istic of aircraft operating at relatively short range and high payload,
while high ratios would normally be associated with high-speed aircraft
having reasonably long range. The ratio would tend to increase somewhat
with increased flight speed. Common values of this ratio for militaryr
aircraft are considered to be about 0.4 or 0.5.

Ezamination of equation (III-11) shows that under the condi-
tions of constant range and assuming Xref to be 0,5., a cooling system
weight equal to 1% of the reference gross weight would increase the re-
quired fuel load by 2% of the reference fuel load; a 1%-increase in the
aircraftts drag, due to air bleed and/or power extraction and external
and mcmentum drag, would increase the required fuel load by 1.4% of the
reference fuel load. The increase in gross weight required for constant
range is, therefore, by equation (111-12), 2.7%. Suppose, for example,
a cooling system is added to a bomber which has a basic gross weight and
fuel load of 200,000 and 80,000 pounds, respectively. Let the cooling
system weight and drag be 200 and 100 pounds, respectivey. Assume, al-
so, that the total net powerplant thrust for the flight condition is
15,000 pounds. Thus, by equation (III-ll) the fuel load must increase
by 1.02%, or 815 pounds. The required increase in Voss weight would be
1015 pounds. For aircraft operating with low ratios of initial fuel
load to gross weight, i.e., around 0.2, equation (I1-11) reduces to,
approximately,

&aWfuelwfuel-rof - [1/(l - Xref)j (Dreq/Drref)

which indicates that the fractional increase in fuel load is very nearly
equal to the fr,-ctional increase in drag due to the equivalent drag of
the cooling system. When the ratio of fuel load to gross weight is high.
the effect of an increase in system weight is mre critical. If Xref is
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0.7, 1 pound of cooling system weight requires 3 pounds extra fuel, and,

thereby, a 4-pound increase in goss weight. For the same condition and
a lift-to-drag ratio of six, I pound drag requires over 8 pounds extra
fuel.

Useful alternate forms of equations (ITI-li) and (;11-12) for
comparison of aircraft cooling systems, based on constant range and pay-
load, are

1
Wfuel ef (Lf/Dr)(Drsy) In (II-13)

:I-Xref IK7f

and, since ID

gW 9 awfuel + War

then,

AW 1  (Wv) + rIn (Lf/Dr)(Drs 7 ) (111-.4)9W -Ie By _ iXe

This equation defining gross weight increase ma be conveniently inter-

preted by noting that if the equation is rearranged to the farm

(l-zsef) Wg ,, Wy + [(l- ef) In (Lf/Dr)(Dr 57 ) (III-14a)

the coefficient on the drag term that is a function of Xref varies only
from 0.25 when Ire is 0.3 to a maximum value of about 0.367 when Xref
is 0.633. Also, the range of Xref from 0. 4 to 0.6, an average value
of the coefficient of 113 is correct to within less than 10%. Thus.
with good approximation, the gross weight parameter (1-Xref)&Wg is de-
fined by the sum of the system weight and a term equal to the product
of one-third of the lift-to-drag ratio and the drag of the system.

For fixed gross weight of an aircraft, constancy of range re"
sults in reduced payload when flight performance penalties are intro-
duced. The reduction in payload is defined by letting the right-hand
term of equation (111-9) be zero, so that equation (111-8) reduces to

4wful -X~ ln(III-15)

7f;;l-ref fl(Dr/Drf)

In terms of the gross weight,

AWpIAWg . (wf 1 + Wy)/Wg

so that
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L~Wi~g* Wy/~g (lref [n j~ (Drsy/Drref) (111-16)6WlW a/g+ I1Xe) -e

or

I (llrefI) in j (Drsy/Drref) - Wsy/Wgwp - 'Xrf) rref • Wg
Wpl-ref 1 - Iref - (Wfixd/Wg) (III-17)

-where Wfixed represents the operating empty weight of the aircraft.
Using the previous example of a 200,000-pound airplane having a cooling
system weight and drag of 200 and 100 pounds, respectively, the reduc-
tion in payload required for the same range of the aircraft without a(7 cooling system is 609 pounds. For purposes of system evaluation, equa-
tion (111-16) may be rearranged to

AW~i- -Wa j A-ref)in' ' ] (Lf/r)(Drsy) (111-18)

Suppose, for example, that the fixed weight of the aircraftis 4 'of
the gross weight and the value of Xref is 0.50. Thus, the reference
payload is 10% of the gross weight. For these assumed conditions, equa-
tion (111-17) shows that a cooling system drag of 1% of the drag of the
aircraft without a cooling system reduces the-payload by about 35%o.
The weight of the cooling system, for constant range and gross weight,
will always reduce the payload by an mount equal to the system weight.
A comparison of equations (Ill-la) and (111-18) shows that for any
cooling system the ratio of the payload reduction required for constant
gross weight to the gross weight increase required for constant payload
is equal to

AWpl/ .Wg - -1 ref

Thus, typically, the req.udred reduction in payload is 40 to 50% of the
required gross weight increase. Also, the ratio of the percentage of
reduction in payload to the percentage of increase in gross weight is
defined by unity plus the ratio of the fixed weight to the reference
payload. Thus, on a percentage basis, the payload can decrease, typi-
cally, from 3 to 9 times the percentage of increase in gross weight.
The basis of evaluation to be used, i.e., constant payload or gross
weight, to determine cooling system penalty would depend upon the mis-
sion requirements and the design characteristics of the aircraft.

2. Reduced Range

When neither gross weight nor payload may be altered the cool-
ing system penalties result in reduced range of the aircraft. The mag-
nitude of range reduction for fixed gross weight and payload is defined
by use of equation (111-6). The weight of the cooling system, Wsy., re-
duces the aircraft's fuel lead. Thus,
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Then, the fractional reduction in range becomes, neglecting second-order
correction factors,

Rr.f (l.Xref) in Drref

Wy+ I1lXref) 1n -j j [-i]C
Lre =-ref

Wg L )1n . Wg, (III-19a)(1- Xef) ln lXe

The denominator of the system weight term in equation (11T-19) is ap-

proximately 1/3, as previously noted. so that with good approximation
.RA/Rgref * s + (Lf/Dr)Dr (111-20)

If the fuel and payloads are fixed and the gross weight is permitted to
increase to accomaodate the weight of the'cooling system, the fractional
loss in range is defined by

(Xref)(Wsy/-g) Dr
Ag -_______ 1 - . .-AL. (111-21)

Rgref (1-Xref) nr

3. Alternate Method

The basic equation for 6ptimu range of jet aircraft is slightly
different than equation (111-2). The range equation for jet aircraft
appears in the literature in different forms based upon different condi-tions of analysis. Reference III-I presents a range equation which when

compared with the basic equation (111-2) differs, in effect, only in the
term containing the ratio of the fuel load to the aircraft gross weight.
The modified range equation for jet aircraft is placed in the form

Rg a [0/(SFC)(Drpara)] [1 - (l-Xref)'. ]. (111-22)

For constant range and payload, the required increase in air-
craft gross weight, based on equation (1I-22), is defined by
(1-Xref)AWg - Wsy + 2 [(l-Xref) 0 ' 5

- (.1-Xref)] (Lf/Dr)(Drsy) (111-23)

This equation and the comparable equation based on the previous analysis,
i.e., equation (III-14a), differ only in the term defining the effect of
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the drag on the gross weight increase. The difference lisi in the coef-
ficient that is a function of the reference ratio :of the fuel load to
gross weight, Xref. For typical values of Xref$ the coefficient on the
right-hand term of equation (III-23) is 10. to 20% greater than that in
equation (11-14a). Thus, for cooling systems imposing a small per-
aentage of the total penalty because of dead weight, the difference be-
tween the two methods would be significant. However, since with most
cooling systems the dead weight reresents an important portion, or., in
some cases, nearly all of the total penalty, the difference between the
gross weight penalty predicted by the two methods would not b6 of great
importance. For most cooling systems, the difference will be well
within the limits of accuracy of the overall evaluation of drag, weight,
etc.

A review of the literature indicates that a variety of basic
range equations have been employed, depending upon the type of power-
plant, desired simplicity of evaluation, etc. It is believed that the
equations developed in the preceding sub-sections based upon the Breguet-
type of range equation are on the average the most suitable for general
evaluation of aircraft penalty resulting from the use of equipment cool-
ing systems.

'Powerglant Performance Penalty Resulting from

Alr Bled and Shaft Power Etract ion

The evaluation of powerplant performance penalty due to bleed airand/or shaft power extraction iS based on the assumption that the power-

plants are turbojet engines. The methods presented in the preceding
sub-sections for evaluation of aircraft performance penalty-can, how-
ever, be adapted to arn type of powerplant. In general, the comparison
of the relative penalties associated with different types of cooling
systems will be similar for turbojet and turbine-propeller engines.
Therefore, the results of the cooling system studies presented in this
report are based only on aircraft having turbojet engines.

The penalty imposed on the powerplant due to bleeding air from its
compressor is evaluated on the basis of the increased fuel flow required
to operate the p owerplant at constant net thrust. The resultant penalty
Imposed on the aircraft is evaluated by the methods outlined in the pre-
ceding sub-sections, either as a potential loss in thrust, when evalua-
ting the equivalent drag of a cooling system, or, as the increased fuel
flow affects the aircraft gross weight, payload or range. 'It is assumed
that the air bleed occurs at discharge of the compressor. A number of
methods for evaluating turbojet performance with air bleed have been ex-
amined. Most working methods and information available are based on per-
formance of specific powerplants and, thereby. do not permit general use
for the wide range of flight Mach numbers and aircraft-considered in this
study. Furthermore, Available methods are based on correction of the
generalized powerplant performance, so that evaluation of air bleed ef-
fects requires considerable computational effort, in addition to knowl-
edge of the generalized powerplant performance. In order to avoid se-
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looting one or several specific turbojet engines, the following simpli-
fine the increase in fuel rate necessary to maintain constant engine

thrust.

Sful • 0.0335 (T i...ref/2000)(V )

where w represents the bleed air rate expressed in pounds per hour,
TO. -f he turbine inlet total temperature without air bleed and fuel
the Lcrease in fuel rate expressed in pounds per hour. Equation
(11t-24) was -developed on the basis of general cycle studies of the ef-
fast of air bleed and the methods and data presented in References I1-2,'
111-3 and 111-5.

Similar studies based on cycle analysis and References II-4 and
11-5 were conducted to define the penalty on turbojet engine performance
due to shaft power extraction. The basis for determining the performance
penalty is the -,-increase in fuel rate necessary to maintain constant net
thrust of the powerplant. The increase in fuel. rate has been defined by

.9p- )0.87 .(po pOi)025

where the fuel rate is expressed in pounds per hour, the shaft power Fsh
in horsepower. pO1 p, i represents the total pressure ratio developed by
the engine's compressor and Poo a flight Mach number parameter equal to
1 + 0.*21IL2

Equations (III-24) and (111-25) reveal the following order of magni-
tude of fuel flow penalties for air bleed and power extraction from tur-
bojet engines operating at constant thrust. The fuel flow rate must in-
crease about 30 pounds per hour for each 1000 pounds per hour of bleed
air at typical cruise conditions. A survey of the bleed air cooling sys-
tem indicates that should this type be employed for present-day or near-
future aircraft, the minimum and maximum bleed air rates required,would
be from 500 to about 25.,000 pounds per hour, respectively. Thus, the
minimum and maximum fuel rate penalties to be expected for bleed air
cooling systems would be from 15 to 750 pounds per hour. -The equivalent
in-flight load-carrying capacity corresponding to this range of fuel rate
penalty could be from somewhat less than 100 to somewhat greater than
12,000 pounds, depending upon the flight lift-to-drag ratio of the air-
craft. The increase in fuel rate required for shaft power extraction
amounts to from 0.3 to 0.65 pound fuel per hour-horsepower, so that the
fuel rate penalties for the present study due to shaft power requirements
are likely to range fran about 0.5 pound per hour to possibly 100 pounds
per hour. This range of extra fuel rate required defines a range of
equivalent in-flight load-carrying capacity of from about 3 to 1800
pounds. The above figures are intended to illustrate the range of penal-
ty corresponding to the limits of maximum and minimum cooling capacity
expected for present-day or near-future aircraft.
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The effect of air bleed on the aircraft proper may be illustrated
by examination of equation (111-14). Suppose an aircraft has a basic
ratio of fuel load to gross weight of 0.50, an in-flight lift-to-drag
ratio of 15 and an in-flight specific fuel consumption of 1.1 pounds per
hour-pound net thrust. The drag due to 1000 pounds per hour air bleed
is about 27 pounds, and by the right-hand term of equation (111-13) the
fuel load at take-off for constant range must be increased by 280 pounds
due to the 1000 pounds per hour air bleed only, i.e., exclusive of sys-
tem weight and other drag introduced by the cooling system. If it is
assumed, in the way of an example, that the weight of the bleed-air cool-
ing system is comparable to the weight of an evaporative cooling system,
i.e., one employing an expendable coolant, and that other drags of the

( bleed-air system are neglected, assumptions which favor theibleed-air
system, then it is found that, typically for high subsonic Mach numbers,
the breakeven point in terms of increased gross weight using water for
the expendable coolant, corresponds to about 4 hours flight time, ieo,
for less than 4 hours flight the evaporative system would necessitate
less increase in gross weight than would the bleed-air system.

The general effect of shaft power extraction on the aircraft may be
evaluated in a similar manner. Consider,'for example, a turbojet engine
having an in-flight compressor pressure ratio of 5.l. For a flight Mach
number of 0.9, the increased fuel rate, defined by equation (111-25). is
0.45 pound per shaft horsepower-hour. Assuming subsonic flight with a
powerplant specific fuel consumption of 1.1, lift-to-drag ratio of 15
and a reference fuel load to gross weight ratio of 0.50. the required
increase in take-off fuel load for constant range amounts to 4.3 pounds
per shaft horsepower extracted. This increase in fuel load is the pen-
alty due only to shaft power extraction, i.e., exclusive of system
weight, external and munentum drag. In all probability, for cooling
loads up to 100 kilowatts, the shaft. power extraction for well-designed
cooling systems, and other than vapor cycle machines, will not exceed
25 to 30 horsepower, so that the increase in fuel flow would not exceed
20 pounds per hour. The maximum increase in take-off fuel load for this
power extraction would be around 400 pounds, although quite commonly it
would be around 150 to 200 pounds for the 20 pounds per hour increase in
fuel flow.

A vapor cycle refrigeration machine used as the intermediate ccnpo-
nent of a cooling system may require as much as 1 horsepower input power
per kilowatt cooling. Thus, assuming a power transmission efficiency of
67% , the shaft power extraction fram the powerplant 'Mounts to about 1.5
horsepower per kilowatt, or an hourly increase in the fuel rate of
roughly 0.75 pound per kilowatt cooling capacity. The increase in take-
off fuel load due only to power extraction required for constant flight
range would be, therefore, between 2 and 10 pounds per kilowatt cooling,
depending upon the type of aircraft and mission. The increase in take-
off fuel load for typical high subsonic flight due only to power extrac-
tion would be about 7 pounds per kilowatt, and about 2 to 4 pounds per
kilowatt for typical flight at a Mach number of 1.50 For a conceivable
cooling load of 100 kilowatts, the take-off fuel load of a large long-
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range aircraft may require an increase of as much as 1000 pounds with a
vapor cycle cooling system, excluding effects due to weight and drag of
the cooling system.

Application of Methods for Evaluation of Aircraft

Penalty of Various Types of Cooling Sstems

In the previous sub-sections methods for evaluating aircraft penalty
resulting from cooling systems are presented from the viewpoint of de-
fining the equivalent drag, the required increase in aircraft gross
weight for fixed payload and range, the required reduction in payload
for fixed gross weight and range, the range reduction for fixed gross
weight and payload, and the range reduction for fixed fuel load and pay-
load. For study of the relative merits of aircraft cooling systems, it
is believed that of these methods, the equivalent drag method and the
method defining required increase in aircraft gross weight for fixed
payload and range are the most suitable. The equivalent drag method has
the advantage of defining a parameter which the aircraft designer can
translate into the effects any cooling system has on the aircraft per-
formance in awq way he prefers. It has, however, the basic disadvantage
of being difficult to interpret and does not present in a tangible way
the effects cooling systems have on aircraft performance. The method
evaluating gross weight increase required for fixed range and payload is
believed to provide the most realistic basis for comparison of cooling
systems. The increase in gross weight allows for the cooling system.
weight and the .extra fuel load required. This basis of comparison most
nearly reflects what changes in design of an aircraft, having fixed mis-
sion characteristics, are required when a cooling system is incorporated.
The method does not account for change in fixed weight of an aircraft,
which would normally result when the weight is increased during the de-

sign stage. No attempt has been made to include this effect on fixed
weight. The method represents the case of an existing aircraft having
its gross weight increased without undergoing structural modifications.

As an example of the use of the previously presented methods the
following discussion is presented for the ram air cooling system. The
application of the methods to other types of cooling systems would be
similar.

Both direct and indirect ram air cooling systems require facilities
for taking atmospheric air on board the aircraft, conveying the ram air
to a heat exchanger, and then conveying it to the point of ejection fra
the aircraft. These facilities, comprising the ultimate component, in-
troduce dead weight and drag; the latter resulting from external and
momentum drags of the intakes, outlets and the ultimate cooling air flow.
Since the equipment cmponent is not considered as part of the cooling
system, the weight of direct ram air systems is defined by

Way a (Wintakes + Wducts + Woutlets)U S WU (111-26)
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The drag is defined by

Drsy w DrmcmU + Draexintakes,outlets - DrU  (111-27)

since direct systems require no shaft power for distribution of transfer
fluids. Thus, for direct ram air cooling systems, the increase in gross
weight required for constant range and payload is defined on the basis
of equation (III-14a) by

(l-Xref)[&Wg]ra air WU + 1(l-Xref) in ij[ r](Dr)(III-28)
direct

The equivalent drag, according to equation (Ili), would be evaluated by

[DrqJai DrU + (Lf/flr) (WU) (111-29)

When ram air is employed for indirect cooling of equipment items,
the effects of the intermediate and distribution cnponents must be in-
cluded in the previous relationships. The intermediate component in-
creases the dead weight of the system and indirectly affects the drag of
the system because of the increased flow resistance of the ultimate cool-
ing air. The distribution component, in addition to increasing the sys-
tem weight, requires power extraction fron the aircraft's powerplants
for circulation of the transfer fluid in the distribution component.
Also, the power must be transmitted fran the powerplants to the transfer
fluid, and, thereby, requires a power supply system which might be a
separate unit for the cooling system or be part of a general power sup-
ply system within the aircraft. The weight of the indirect ram air cool-
ing system is represented by

Wsy = WU +WI +WD +Wpsy (fII-30)

and the drag by

Drsy M DrU + (&wfue,/SFCref) (111-31)

where the right-hand term of equation (111-31) defines the drag equiva-
lent of the increased fuel flow to the powerplants required to maintain
constant propulsive thrust with shaft power extraction. The gross weight
parameter and equivalent drag of indirect systems are defined by substi-
tution of equations (111-30) and (111-31) into equations (III-14a) and
(III-1). Should the power supply system be operated pneunatically by
bleed air from the powerplants, the right-hand term of equation (111-31)
would represent the increased fuel flow required because of the compres-
sor air bleed.

CcUpromise in the design of direct and indirect ram air systems is
obtained basically by distribution of the aircraft penalty between dead
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weight and drag on the aircraft. One extreme of design is minimization
of drag by sacrificing the weight of the cooling system. The drag of
the ultimate component may be minimized by using non-protruding intakes
handling low-energy boundary layer air. The weight flow rate. of 'ulti-
mate air may be minimized by employing heat exchangers of high effec-
tiveness. Lowering the air flow rate reduces the external and mcmentm
drags of the ultimate component. The reduction in drag, however, in-
creases the system weight, since by utilizing low-energy boundary-layer
air the pressure available for overcoming the resistance of the flow
passages is lw and, therefore, the size of the air ducts, etc., must be
large. Increasing the effectiveness of the heat exchanger introduces
greater flow resistance and, thereby, reduces the pressure loss available
for the ducts. Oppositely, one may design for minimum dead weight by em-
ploying high-resistance flow systems. F)

A major problem in the design of ran air cooling systems is the de-
termination of the optimum distribution between dead weight and drag so
as to impose the least penalty on the aircraft. Similar compromise in
design is required for the distribution component of all indirect ye-
tems. Small weight of the distribution component results in large
pumping power and, thereby, appreciable power extraction from the air-
craft's powerplants. It is apparent that for any system having speci-
fied operational conditions there exists an optimum weight or size of
the distribution component that results in minimum overall penalty im-
posed on the aircraft.
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SECTION IV

THE EIUIPMENT CCPONET

For the evaluation of aircraft cooling systems it is necessary to
know the heat transfer and flow resistance characteristics of the equip-
ment items being cooled. With indirect cooling systems, these charac-
teristics affect directly the pumping power, transfer fluid flow rate
and permissible heat transfer temperature level in the intermediate com-:
ponent and, thereby, affect indirectly the required ultimate fluid flow
rate and the overall performance penalty imposed on the aircraft. With
direct cooling systems, the heat transfer and flow resistance character-
istics of the equipment items being cooled affect directly the require-
ments of the ultimate component.

Since the types of equipment items which may require cooling in arV
aircraft vary widely in heat transfer and coolant flow design, it isconsidered impossible to establish a generalized relationship betweenheat transfer and flow resistance that would be applicable to azr equip-

t s ment item served by any cooling system. In order to take these charac-
teristics into account in the evaluation of cooling systems, it would be
necessary to specify the number of each of the various types of equip-
ment items being cooled, the general type of cooling design employed for
each item, and the relationship of heat transfer and flow resistance for
each type of cooling design.

Since the present state of the art does not permit definition of
these basic relationships without extensive experimental and analytical
study, the heat transfer aspects of the equipment items are defined in
this study by employing an equipment component of known characteristics
which is considered to be an integral part of the equipment item. The
equipment component is a heat exchange surface through which heat is
transferred from the equipment item to the transfer fluid in an indirect
system or directly to the ultimate fluid in a direct cooling system.
The mechanism by -hich heat is transferred from the various parts of the
equipment item to the equipment component remains unspecified in this
study, so that, presumably., the equipment component may be serving ary
type of equipment item. The heat transfer surface representing the
equipment component could be interpreted, for example, as the envelope
surfaces of all parts contained in an equipment item having an open
through-flow cooling arrangement, or as an external heat transfer sur-
face for closed equipment items having an internal coolant which is cir-
culated over the component surfaces within the equipment item and the
internal surface of the equipment component.

Primarily, for the purposes of defining its physical make-up and
interpretation of cooling system characteristics, the equipment compo-
nent is simulated by a heat exchanger of tubular construction. The
fluid transporting heat to the intermediate component with indirect
cooling systems or the ultimAte fluid with direct cooling systems is as-
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sumed to flow through the tubes of the heat exchanger. The tube surface
of this heat exchanger represents the heat transfer surface of the equip-
ment component. The simulating heat exchanger serving as the equipment
component represents the heat transfer link between the cooling L7stem
and the equipment items. It is necessary, therefore, that the desired
temperature level and cooling rate of an equipment item be defined in
terms of the equipment component. The required cooling rate for an
equipment item defines the required cooling capacity of the equipment
component. The desired or required temperature level of an equipment
item must be indexed by selecting a temperature for the heat transfer
surface of the equipment component. It is assumed in all instances that
the temperature of the surface of the equipment component is constant
and uniform for arw selected steady-state operational condition of the
equipment item and cooling system. Inasmuch as the heat transfer mecha- (
nism on the equipment side of the equipment component is not specified,
it is not possible to specify the temperature level of the equipment
component as a function of the desired temperature level of parts of
equipment items. The temperature of the heat transfer surface of the
equipment component must be considered as an independent variable of
analysis, and the viewpoint must be taken that cooling system perform-
ance and physical characteristics shall be defined for a range of tem-
peratures of the equipment component. On this basis, the major problem
associated with the use of an equipment component to represent the
equipment items becomes one of selecting the most appropriate range of
temperatures to be used for evaluation of cooling systems.

The temperature of the heat transfer surface of the equipment con-
ponent was specified for this study to range from 1300 to 2500F. This
infers roughly equipment items which have required mean temperature
levels from slightly above 130'F (54.4 0 C) to 350-4OOUF (175-200 0 C) or
higher. The summarization of the approximate limiting temperatures of
a wide variety of equipment items presented in Reference IV-l yields a
distribution curve roughly as illustrated in Figure IV-1. Thus, typi-
cally, based on present and near-future temperature limits, about 75%
of all equipment items have a limiting temperature between 1300 and 250 0F.
As the state of the art improves the distribution curve will shift to
the right in Figure IV-l, so that equipment component temperatures of
20O to 25O0F will be required when the bulk of the equipment items have
limiting temperatures in the range of 250&to 350 or 40,OF. The speci-
fied range in surface temperature on the equipment component of from
13O&to 250OF to be used for investigation of aircraft cooling system
performance and physical characteristics appears to be most appropriate
for existing and near-future equipment items in general.
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Figure IV-l. Approximate frequency distribution curve
on tempeature limits of various aircraft equipment

C) ititaus. Based on temperature limit data in Ref. IV-1.

Nomenclature

Symbol Concept Dimensions

c specific heat at constant pressure Btu per pound-OR
d diameter feet
e heat exchanger effectiveness dimensionless
f Darcy friction factor dimensionless
h heat transfer coefficient Btu per hour-square

foot-OR
J mechanical equivalent of heat foot-pounds per Btu
k coefficient of thermal conductivity Btu per hour-foot-OR
K flow resistance coefficient dimensionless
L length feet
N number of items dimensionless
p pressure pounds per square

foot, abs.
P power Btu per hour
PC power-to-cooling ratio dimensionless
Pr Prandtl number dimensio nless
q heat rate Btu per hour
Re Reynolds number dimensionless
S surface area square feet
T temperature
u flow velocity feet per second
w fluid flow rate pounds per hour
a area ratio dimensionless
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r specific weight pounds per cubic foot
A difference

Subscript Refers to

* exit
equipment component

i inlet
m mean value

Superscript

o total or stagnation conditions

I&Auient Comonent Characteristics Requiring"
seci ication for cooling System Evaluation

Since, in general, it is not possible to specify the type and heat
transfer and flow resistance characteristics of the .equipment component,
all characteristics of the equipment component required to conduct cool-
ing system studies must be considered as independent variables of the
cooling system.: -Thus, the cooling system studies should determine the
effects these variables have on the system's performance and ptysical
characteristics.

The general characteristics of the equipment component which should
be specified are (1) the required cooling capacity, (2) the desired sur-
face temperature, (3) the effectiveness of heat exchange, and (4) the
flow resistance or the percentage of loss in total pressure of the fluid
flowing over the heat transfer surface. These four characteristics are
independent variables for the cooling system study. Practical limita-
tions and approximate interrelations of the variables should be used
whenever possible by the designer to avoid evaluation and design of sys-
tems operating under unrealistic conditions. Specification of the inde-
pendent variables cooling capacity, percentage of loss in total pressure
and the temperature rise of the fluid passing through the equipment com-
ponent may be substituted for the above-mentioned group when it is not
necessary to have specified the surface temperature associated with the
heat exchange process. In general, it is believed that more practical
limitations on the ranges of investigation may be maintained by using
the former set.

The effectiveness of heat exchange of the equipment component is

defined by

s  (T - Tn)/(Tl - Tn ) (17-1)

and represents the ratio of the actual temperature rise of the fluid
passing through the equipment component to the maximum temperature rise
theoretically possible. The cooling capacity in Btu per hour is related
to the flow rate and fluid temperature rise by
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qs - WE OpE (TE - Tn) (I-2)

or
q - w, Eoen SE(T" -Si) (Iv-3)

The percentage of total pressure loss is defined as the ratio of thedrop in total pressure of the fluid across the equi~wnt component to

the total pressure of the fluid at inlet to, the equipment component.

Analysis for the kuipnent C'mponent
Simulated by a Tubular Beat McO; er

C\ The transfer or ultimate fluid flows; through the tubes of the
equipment component. Heat transfer between the tube surface and the
fluid occurs by forced convection, The heat transfer coefficient is
defined by the standard Nusselt expression

h dj/lk a 0.0225 (Re)°' 8 (pr) °.4 (XV-4)

(r Effects of transitional flow in the vicinity of the tube entrance on the
average heat transfer coefficient for the entire passage are ignored,
which leads to conservative values of the heat transfer coefficient cal-
culated from this. equation. A more convenient form of equation (IV-4)
is obtained by introduction of the friction factor f, which for smooth
surfaces is related to the Reynolds number by the expression

f . .16/(Re)o 2  (

Cmbining equations (1v-4) and (IV-5) yields
h - (fl6)( -fu cp)/(pr) ° o (4

where y represents the specific weight of the fluid in pounds per cubic
foot and u the flow velocity of the fluid while passing through the
tubes.

The heat dissipated to the fluid by forced convection is defined by

qE a (h8 S Tm)E (I-?)

where S represents the inside surface area of all tubes in the equip-
ment component and .Tm represents the mean temperature differential of
heat transfer between the fluid and the tube surface. With the tube.
surface specified to be at constant temperature, the mean temperature
differential is defined by

&TE (T1 e - -Tii)/ln [(T~ Tgi)/(,Tp. - T~e] (v8

The surface area of heat transfer is defined by
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SS fdEi LENE (1v.-9)

with LE representing the tube length and NE the number of tubes in the
equipment componento Also, by heat balance., the heat received by the
transfer fluid is related to the flow area, velocity and fluid tempera-
ture rise by the equation

q O - 0,785 NE (dsi)2 ( ru cp), (Te - Ti) (W-i0)

By combining equations (IV-6), (IV.-7)o (IV-8), (IV-9) and (17-lO),, one
obtains

otis (f LW/2di) * PrO) M n[(R - TLi)/(Trs - Tbe)] (IV-n1)

which relates the length parameter of the tubes in the equipment compo-
nent to the inlet and exit temperatures of the fluid passing through and
to the surface temperature of the equipment component. Then, by use of
equation (IV-l), equation (IV-ll) may be expressed in the form

(f LW/2di) u (PrE)0 6 ln[ [ /(l - eE)] (37-12)

This equation serves to define the interrelation of effectiveness of
heat exchange and tube length-to-diameter ratio when the heat exchange
surfaces are at constant and uniform temperature.

The effectiveness of the equipment component is used extensively as
an independent variable of analysis for evaluation of cooling system
performance and physical characteristics° In general, high, values of
effectiveness, above about 0o90, imply equipment cooling design having
considerable heat transfer surface in series with the flow, which cre-
ates near-maximum heat exchange for the available inlet temperature dif-
ferential. The effectively long heat transfer passages also result in
considerable resistance to flow. Low effectiveness of heat exchange im-
plies relatively short flow passages having low flow resistance and re-
duced heat transfer capacity. Air-craft equIp.ent items have effective-
nesses ranging from 0.2 tovoccasionally., above 0.9.

The pressure loss of the fluid across the equipment component is
the result of frictional resistance of the flow passages and abrupt
contraction and expansion at their entrance and exit, respectively.
Assuming the flow to be incompressible. the loss in total pressure
across the heat exchanger is defined by

(/po )2g)[KE + (1 - GE)2 + (f/di)EI (X-3)

where uE represents the flow velocity of the fluid during passage
through the tubes, Kpi the entrance loss coefficient and (l-) the
exit loss coefficient, where aE represents the ratio of the cross-sec-
tioal area of flow in the tubes to that in the headers. Typically, KEi
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and as have values of 0.25 to 0,35 and 04 to 0.5. respeotively, so that
the sum of theientrance and exit loss coefficients is about 0.6. Equa-
tions (1-1 3 ) and (IV-12) may be combined to rlate'the flow resistance
of theequipment component to the effectiveness of heat exchange.

(eip/~) 3 a (/2g f~ (l,..f)2 + 2(Pr,)~ n/1.)) (Iv-14)

With liquids as the transfer fluid flowing through the equipment
coaponent in indirect systems the entrance and exit losses represent a
smaller percentage of the flow resistance than far air used in direct
systems because of their higher Prandtl number. Typically, for an ef-
fectiveness of 80% the entrance and exit losses are about 10 and 20% of'
the total flow resistance for water and air, respectively,

The flow velocity in the tubes, uEs, is in the above pressure drop
relationship basically an independent variable of analysis. Increasing
the flow velocity results in heat exchangers of proportionally smaller
frontal area and volume but greater flow resistance. Hence, the selec-

-T tion of the flow velocity involves a ecmpranise in design between size
and flow resistance. This phase of design must be approached from the
equipment design viewpoint with the results being integrated with the
effects on cooling system performance, and indicates the importance of
integrating equipment cooling design with. cooling system design.

The pumping power required to transport the fluid through the
equipment component is related to the pressure drop by the equation

z, V. wE pl.s-15)
P3U 3 Ap/y)z IzV-)

The cooling capacity of the exchanger may be expressed as

qs a (w cp)s(Ts ,- TEi) - (w cp) (eB)(TEO - Tsj) (IV-16)

Thus, the power-cooling ratio of the exchanger is

PCE  U A P/[J(apr e) (Ta -TEI

or., by use of equation (IV-1i)

- [Ks, + (- :,) 2  .g 2 ... 6 .n 1 (up-2

2gJ(.p )s (TEO - TEOi)

or

[Tc3  .. 1s1 + (1 2 + 2(PrOO06 In 1

looJLUE j
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An inspection of equation (IV-18) shows that for typical values of
the entrance and exit loss. coefficients, the power-cooling ratio of the
exchanger is a minimum for effectivenesses in the range of 0.3 to 0h4
for liquids and 0.5 to 0.55 for gases. Although these conditions repre-
sent the minimm pumping power required for any required cooling'capaci-
ty, the optimum condition refers only to the equipment component. The
desirable effectiveness for the equipment component, from the stand-
point of optimum cooling system design, would generally be greater than
these values, since higher effectiveness reduces the required flow rate
forthe coling systemo

Equations defining the weight and spatial requirements of the

equipment component are not included since these parametersare not in-
cluded in the study of cooling systems. The equipment _omponent is as-
suimed to be an integral part of each equipment or group of equipment
items and does not in effect constitute a part of the cooling system in
the present study. The long-range integration of equipment cooling de-
sign'and cooling system design would necessitate detailed consideration
of these factors.

BQuipment Component Interpretation C
for Groups of Equipment Items

As discussed in the previous sub-sections, the equipment component
consists of a heat exchanger represented in regard to heat transfer by
a surface temperature T.S and an effectiveness of heat exchange eE .
Cooling systems, in general, would serve a number of equipment items so
that the equipment component must be considered to represent the equiva-
lent of all the individual equipment items. Since the procedure fol-
lowed in this study is to evaluate cooling system characteristics in
terms of equipment component surface temperature and effectiveness, it
is necessary to be able to translate this information in terms of the
heat transfer characteristics of any group or groups of equipment items.
Thus, if the heat transfer characteristics of all equipment items are
known, it would be necessary to translate this information in a maner
such that an equivalent equipment component is defined having a speci-
fied surface temperature, effectiveness of heat exchange and cooling ca-
pacity. Oppositely, it would oftentimes be desirable to be able to
specify the equivalent in terms of equipment items of aw selected com-
bination of equipment component surface temperature, effectiveness and
cooling capacity.

Since, in general, the effective temperature for heat transfer
varies considerably for different equipment items, a study of this
problem has indicated only one general and reliable method for convert-
ing from a group of equipment items to an equivalent equipment component,
or vice versa. This method is to convert from combinations of inlet
temperature and coolant flow rates required to an equivalent combination
of surface temperature, effective and inlet temperature. If the cooling
requirements for each equipment item are specified by a plot of maximum
permissible inlet temperature versus coolant flow rate, the overall mixed
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mean temperature rise and required inlet temperature for anr flow rate
may be specified, since by equation (IV-l)

aTt a ez (Tp - Tni), (17-19)

the arbitrary selection of awy numerical value of either effectiveness
or surface temperature will permit definition of the other. Stated in
another way, knowledge of the required inlet temperature and the fluid
temperature rise is sufficient to define the cooling system character-
istics and any combination of effectiveness and surface temperature
satisfying equation (17-19) will suffice. Should all equipment items
represented by an equipment component have the same surface temperature,
then evaluation of the mixed mean temperature rise &Tt and the inlet

k temperature allows definition of the equipment component effectiveness
directly by equation (IV-19)., or selection of the effectiveness defines.
the fluid temperature rise. Best arrangement of the equipment items
for any specified overall temperature rise and inlet temperature is not
considered in the cooling system study.

C I1 Physical characteristics and performance of cooling systems pre-
sented in the subsequent sections treat the equipment component on the
basis of surface temperature and effectiveness as independent variables.
In order to interpret these data in terms of required inlet temperature
and flow rates, values of the equipment component's inlet temperature
arepresented. Then, the mixed mean temperature rise may be defined by
use of equation (17-19), and the corresponding required flow rate by
heat balance.
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SECTION V
THE DISTRIBUTION CC[PONENT

The distribution component of a direct cooling system represents
the distribution lines for the suppy of the ultimate coolant to equip-
ment components. The distribution component of an indirect cooling
system represents the flow system used for circulation of a transfer
fluid between the equipment components and the intermediate component.
In the present study, for the types of cooling systems considered and
because of the use of the equipment component to represent the equip-
ment items, the use of the distribution component is almost exclusively.
associated with indirect cooling systems. Thus, the use of a distribu-
tin component implies a cooling system consisting of an ultimate com-
ponent, using either a liquid or air as the ultimate fluid, a heat ex-
changer serving as the intermediate component between the transfer and
ultimate fluids, and a distribution component conveying the transfer
fluid between the intermediate component and the equipment component
representing the various equipment items.

The distribution component, when used as a flow system for circu-
lation of a transfer fluid between equipment components and an inter-
mediate component, may have physical characteristics of widely varying
nature, depending upon cooling system variables such as (1) equipment
heat load, (2) equipment surface temperature, (3) effectiveness of heat
exchange at equipment heat transfer surfaces, (4) type of transfer flu-
id, (5) dispersion of heat loads throughout the aircraft, and (6) the
piping arrangement selected for transfer of the fluid to and from the
equipment components. Because of the multiplicity of possible flow ar-
rangements of a transfer system and the operational conditions of the
equipment components., and because of the influence the designer as an
individual can have on the p1rsical characteristics of a component of
this type, it is desirable to simulate the distribution component by
analytical models. The objective of constructing such models would be
to reduce complex flow systems to simplified networks which are amenable
to rational analysis. The simulating models should be analytically de-
signed to permit the maximun generalization of all variables influencing
the characteristics of the distribution component. The following gen-
eralizations, which are believed representative of real distribution
components, can be made to permit this type of study.

All transfer lines (a transfer line consists of a supply header and
a return header) can be visualized as consisting of starting sections
and operating sections. A starting section in a transfer line serves to
transport the cooling fluid between the intermediate component and the
general vicinity within the aircraft at which the cooling fluid is used
for cooling of equipment items . Within the starting section, fluid is
not removed from or returned to either supply or return headers. Hence,
the pbvsical characteristics remain essentially constant, regardless of
the operational conditions or the distance necessary for transport of
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the fluid. The operating section of the transfer line is defined asthose parts of the distribution component where fluid is removed from

the supply header, passes through heat exchangers simulating equipment
items, and is received by the return header for transport to the inter-
mediate component. The length of the starting section relative to the
length of the operating section of any transfer line depends upon the
relative location of the intermediate component and the dispersion of
equipment items selected to be served by any cooling system, whether in-
dividualized or centralized in basic design.

The operating section of a transfer line is generalized by intro-
ducing as an independent variable the gradient with respect to flow dis-
tance of the local cooling capacity divided by the product of the local
effectiveness of heat exchange and the local difference in temperature
of the equipment heat transfer surfaces and the transfer fluid. This
gradient then serves to define the local gradients of flow output from
the supply header and flow input to the return header. The gradient may
be assigned various functional relationships with respect to distance,
which thereby permits simulation of any type continuous liquid removal

Crates that would be required of arbitrarily arranged cooling loads along
the transfer line. Furthermore, the assigned gradient can be interpreted
to represent any combination of cooling capacity, effectiveness and sur-
face-to-fluid temperature differential that might be associated with an
equipment item.

With an analytical model so constructed, the general characteristics
of the operating and starting section may be defined, and the results
would be employed to define the characteristics of the transfer system
serving any arbitrarily selected group of equipment items. The methods
for selecting optimum transfer line sizes in relation to the overall
penalty imposed on the aircraft must be defined. Thereafter, the pen-
alty on aircraft performance resulting from the distribution component
may be defined.

Nomenclature

Symbol Concept Dimensions

A flow area square feet
B a parameter dimensionless
a specific heat at constant pressure Btu per pound-OR
Dr drag pounds
e effectiveness of heat exchange dimensionless
f Darcy friction factor dimensionless
K flow resistance coefficient dimensionless
kw cooling rate kilowatts
L length feet
Lf lift of aircraft pounds
p pressure pounds per square

foot., abs.
P power Btu per hour
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Symbol Concept Dimensions

q heat rate Btu per hour
Re Reynolds number dimenslo nless
SF0 thrust specific fuel consumption pounds per hour-pound

thrust
ag specific gravity, referred to 62.4 dimensionless-

pounds per cubic foot
t thickness feet
T temperature OR
u flow velocity feet per second
V volume cubic feet
w fluid flow rate pounds per hour
W weight pounds 3
x distance along tube feet
X ratio of fuel load at take-off to dimensionless

gross weight of aircraft
length parameter dimensionless
area ratio or parameter dimensionless

p parameter dimensionless o
specific weight pounds per cubic foot
viscosity, absolute pound-seconds per

square foot
coaponent efficiency dimensionless
parameter

Subscript Refers to'

d constant-diameter header
D distribution component

dp/dx constant-pressure-gradient header
E equipment cauponent
ex external
F fitting
g gross weight
i inlet or Internal
I intermediate component
op operating section
opt optimum value
p-sy power supply sys tern
ref reference value
s surface
sh shaft power
at starting section
sy cooling system
t transfer fluid
u constant-velocity header
U ultimate camponent
o base value or inlet station of operating section
1 exit of supply header in operating section
2 inlet of return header in operating section
3 exit of return header in operating section
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Superscript Refers to

* unit of inches
o total or stagnation conditions

power in horsepower or to partial value of
ay parameter

a exponent
n exponent
p exponent

Pfsical Characteristics of Transfer Lines

When employing liquid transfer fluids in cooling systems it would
not be desirable to pressurize the fluid more than is required to over-
come the frictional resistance of the flow circuit. Hence, the maximum
internal line pressure for most transfer systems would be in the range
from a few pounds per square inch to several hundred pounds per square
inch. Within this pessure range, medium and low pressure hydraulic
tubing probably would be employed to convey the liquid transfer fluid.

Standards of wall thickness of aluminum, steel and copper Iydraulic
tubing were surveyed to determine variations with standard tube size,
defined by external diameter. A maximum internal pressure of 500 pounds
per square inch was considered. Wall thicknesses were defined on the
basis of Class I use, according to the Joint Industrial Ccmmittee for
Hydraulic Standards and on the basis of standard Class A aircraft serv-
ice in which a working safety factor of four is utilized. The results
of this survey are shown in Figure V-I, where wall thickness is plotted
as a function of external tube diameter for standard sizes in various
materials. It is intended that the curve shown on this graph be used
for evaluation purposes to define wall thickness as a function of tube
external diameter. Inasmuch, however, as results of cooling system
studies have yielded optimum line diameters of less than 1 inch for
nearly all design conditions, it is assumed in the following that the
wall thickness is constant and equal to 0.038 inch for the general range
of tube sizes from 2/8 to 1 inch. The wall thickness variation with di-
ameter described by the curve in Figure V-i is defined by the equation

U0.03 [1 + (1/3)(d".x2 (v-i)

so that the internal diameter is defined by

and the weight per foot of tubing by

D-tubg/LD - (constant) [d ooex-0.03 _0.02(d ) 2 .+

+ (113)(dB.) 3 (l -0.01d.e) (v)
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Figure V-l. Wall thickness of medium- and low-pressure tubing.

where the constant is equal to 0.110 for aluminum, 0.318 for steel and
0.363 for copper. If a constant wall thickness of 0.038 inch is as-
sumed for the tube diameter range below about 1 inch, then the weight
per foot of aluminum tubing is defined by

WD-.tubing/LD - 0.1IIO(db..ex - 0.038) - 0.lh(di + 0-038) (V-4)

The weight of standard aircraft fittings has been studied to estab-
lish their weight variation with size. The results are illustrated in
Figure V-2 for aluminum fittings. In the general study of distribution
components it is not possible to specify the number and various tyes of
fittings used. Therefore, it is assumed that the weight of fittings is
25% of the line weight. which for an average line diameter of 0.50 inch
is the equivalent of about one fitting to every 3 feet of line. Proba-
blyl this factor of 25% would be somewhat low for most operating sec-
tions and high for starting sections of distribution components. but may
be. considered as a representative value for an average distribution com-
ponent. The weight of the distribution component per foot is defined,
therefore, by

wDID • 0.1 (d,.. - 0.038). 0.l7(di + 0.038) (v-5)

based on aluminum as the material and a constant value for the wall
thickness of 0.038 inch.
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.eriy Balance and Circulation Rate of
Transfer Fluid

The flow circuit of the distribution component serving an indirect
system between the equipment and intermediate components is illustrated
schematically in Figure V-3. Fo purposes of simplifying. analysis and
evaluation, all equipment items are assumed to have their individual
equipment heat exchangers represented by a single exchanger having a
surface temperature TES and an effectiveness of heat exchange eE as
discussed in Section IV. The transfer fluid is circulated through the
distribution component by a pump. The location of the pump does not ap-
pear to be critical. In respect to heat transfer, the pump is best lo-

Ultimate Fluid Distribution Component

Intermediate Equipment

Component Component
TEs P eE "

Circulating

TUI-e Ti-t-i  PUMP TEe

Figure V-3. Schematic arrangement of the distribution
component in relation to equipment and intermediate

components for indirect cooling systems.
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cated immediately ahead of the intermediate component since arV tempera-
ture rise of the fluid created by the pump would increase the temperature
potential of the exchanger and, thereby, serve to minimize the effect of
this temperature rise on the average temperature level of the transfer
fluid in the distribution component. Oppositely, however, from the view-
point of minimizing the required base pressure level of the transfer
fluid, the pump would be best located immediately ahead of the equipment
component. This would provide a pressure level sufficient to prevent
boiling of the transfer fluid in the high-temperature region of the sys-
tem, while operating the system at the lowest base pressure possible.
Ordinarily, neither of these effects have been found to be important and
are ignored in the evaluation procedures for the distribution component.

The transfer fluid enters the equipment component-at the tempera- (I
ture TEi, which is assumed equal to the temperature of the transfer flu-
id at exit of the intermediate component, TI-te-. and leaves the equip-
ment component at the mixed mean temperature TE. Since any temperature
rise of the transfer fluid across the circulation pump is assumed to be
negligible, the temperature of the transfer fluid at entrance to the
intermediate component, TI-t-i., is equal to the mixed mean temperature
TBe. Assuming no heat loss or gain in the distribution component be-
tween the equipment and intermediate components, the heat transfer rate
in the intermediate component from the transfer fluid to the ultimate
fluid is equal to the heat transfer rate in the equipment component and
represents the cooling capacity of the system. The temperature of the
ultimate fluid at inlet to the intermediate component is represented by
TUI-i and at exit by TUI- e . The overall temperature potential for the
equipment, distribution and intermediate components is the difference
between the equipment component surface temperature, TEs, and the tem-
perature of the ultimate fluid at inlet to the intermediate cemponent,
TUI-i. By establishing analytically the distribution component charac-
teristics as a function of this overall temperature difference, the
physical characteristics and performance requirements of the distribution
component may be integrated conveniently into the overall evaluation of
cooling systems.

Since the transfer fluid flow rate through the equipment component
is equal to that through the intermediate component, and the heat trans-
fer rates in both components are assumed equal, heat balance between the
two components yields

o--(T - TEi) - cpti(Ti_t.i - TIt. )  (v-6)

The mean temperature level of the transfer fluid is the same for both
components and the pressure level is essentially the same so that the
numerical values of cp-tE and cp-tI are extremely close to being
equal. Thus,

TFe - TEi -Ti_t_ i - Ti_t-. V,7
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The effectiveness of the equipment component is defined by

eE w (TEe - TEi)/(Ts - TEl) (V-8)

and the effectiveness on the transfer fluid side of the intermediate
component by

ei_t  -(Ti-t- i  -it_e)/(TI_t_i - TU_I_i)  (V-9)

The temperature rise of the transfer fluid in the equipment component
is, then

(- TEe - TEi w eE(T -TF)

and in the intermediate component

Tljt-i T-te - elit(Tti -TUI_i)

0)I so that

[(TEe-TEi)/eEl + [(TI-t~i-TI.te)/ei-tl Te-TEi+TI-iTU.uI.i

which by use of equation (V-7) reduces to

(TEe-TEi) [(l/eE) + (l/e.t) 1]. T s Ti-i-i (V-10)

and defines the temperature rise of the transfer fluid across the equip-
ment component, or the temperature drop of the transfer fluid across the
intermediate component. as a function of the overall temperature differ-
ential for the equipment distribution and intermediate components. The
ratio of the temperature change of the transfer fluid to the maximum
temperature change theoretically possible is defined by equation (V-10)
as

(T ~,- TEi)/(T~s- TU.j.i) a / [(I/eE) + (1/ei-t) - 1] (V-11)

Numerical values of this ratio are presented in Figure-V-4 for a range
of effectiveness of the equipment component and the transfer fluid side
of the intermediate component. Effectivenesses of 70% for both coupo-
nents result in only a little mare than one-half of the temperature po-
tential actually being used for heat dissipation purposes. Effective-
nesses of 90% result in about 82% of the temperature potential being
used.

The required circulation rate of the transfer fluid may be defined
by heat balance, which for the equipment component is

3413k k wDt cp-t (Te - TE) (V.42)
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where kw represents the cooling capacity of the system expressed in
-kilowatts and wDt the transfer fluid flow rate in pounds per hour. A
generalization of equation (V-12) may be obtained by combining it with
equation (V-f1). This yields

wDt/kw - 3413 [(l/eE) + (/ei..t) - 1J/[cpt(TFs-Tu_.,.i)] (V-13)

or,

WDt TEs-T-I'i " 34o13 [(I/ft)*(i/eit) -l1 (V-i4)-- (P~ t )  00

The bracketed term on the right-hand side of this equation is equal to
the reciprocal of the ordinate in Figure V-4, so that the required cir-
culation rate for the transfer fluid may be estimated readily by use of
this relationship.
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Flow Resistance and -Pumping Power

Pressure loss of the transfer fluid flowing in the distribution
component proper results from flow resistance imposed by the transfer
line and its fittings. The overall pressure loss for the entire distri-
bution component circuit results from the transfer line, the fittings,
the transfer fluid side of the intermediate component and the equipment.
component. The pressure gradient in the transfer line proper may be
evaluated by application of the standard Darcy head-loss equation.

dpB/dkD 2 ('Dtu~)/2g dDi (V-15)

dr) Since, by continuity

wDt " 3600 (A-U)Dt (V-16)

and the specific gravity of the transfer fluid is

e9t " DV62 -4 (V-17)

equation (V-U) may be rearranged to the form
d t/dL " fDt~wDt '1°° )2/1 2.'9 41 15 gt) (V-18.)

For constant-diameter transfer lines and when the transfer fluid is a
liquid, equation (V-18) may be integrated directly since the pressure
gradient will be constant along the tube. The resulting equation where
pressure drop is expressed in pounds per square inch is

The Darcy friction factor fDt is a function of the Reynolds number of
flow and, if the flow is turbulent, also of the relative roughness of
the tube surface. The Reynolds nmnber of flow is defined by

Re - rud/(gA)

which may be rearranged to the more convenient form

ReDt w 0.l32(wDtIl000)/(di ADt) (V-20)

where the viscosity of the transfer fluid gDt is expressed in the units
of pound-seconds per square foot. The Felative roughness of the tubing
would be, typically, defined by O.6xlO04 divided by the internal diame-
ter of the tube expressed in inches. The Darcy friction factor for any
combination of Reynolds number and relative roughness is defined by use
of the standard Moody friction factor chart. In most distribution com-
ponents it appears that the Reynolds number varies approximately in the
range from 5000 to 100,000. Within this range the friction factor is
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defined quite accurately by

ht * O.18/Reg 6
2  (v-21)

or by use of equation (V-20)

O o.27o(dj ADt)0 2/ o/1ooQ) 0 2  (v-2)

Flow resistance of tube fittings, such as elbows, unions and tees,
were studied and have been correlated by the following equations.

For a 90 0-elbow,
A& . O.058(SgDt/q3*95) 0 (1.5-00074/42.4

e .2.bt/s qt) .-- (v-23)

For a union,

0p0 o 2l(sgDt )(7.2t/sqD )(l .8m .l db., )  (v-24)

For straight-through flow in a tee,

i -O.000 64(SgDt/d 5ex)(7.2wDt/SgDt)( +Ol7d Z) (V-2%)

For 90 0-flow in a tee,
*o;"j/5, )(1.83+0.19d* )

0"a o.0 6 (i3 gtd4)(7 (V-26)

For evaluation of cooling systems in general it is not practical to
specify the type and number of fittings. Thus, the procedure inthe
general study has been to increase the line pressure loss by 25% to ac-
count for the loss che to fittings.

The pumping power in horsepower required to transport the fluid
through the distribution component is related to the overall distribu-
tion component pressure drop expressed in pounds per square inch,
transfer fluid specific gravity and flow rate in pounds per hour by the
equation

t " Cw t/1ooo)( A 0)/(858 sgt) (V-27)

This relationship defines the output power required of the circulation
pump in the distribution component, assuming an incompressible fluid as
the transfer fluid.

Power Supply System

The power supply system includes all equipment, such as lines, con-
trols and power transmission equipment in general, necessary to transmit
power from the aircraft's propulsion plant or an auxiliary powerplant,
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to the point of power application in the cooling system. Shaft power for
cooling systems is needed for circulation of transfer fluids in the dis-
tribution component, for driving blowers, or for driving the compressor
in vapor cycle refrigeration machines. A general review of power supply
systems for aircraft indicates that, for those systems utilizing shaft
power extraction from a main powerplant, the weight per delivered horse-
power to a driving device is in the range of from 5 to 10 pounds. On
this basis of weight definition it is not assumed that a separate power
supply system would be installed for the cooling system, but rather that
the power would be supplied through a power supply system, or systems,
for the aircraft in general. An estimation of the weight of a ~peumatic
power supply system is placed in the range of from 1 to 6 pounds per
shaft horsepower delivered by the air turbine.

For the distribution component, the power supply system must pro-
vide to the transfer fluid the pumping power necessary to circulate the
transfer fluid at the specified flow rate. Inasmuch as the power re-
quirements for this purpose are normally relatively low, it is assumed
that the weight of the power supply system for circulating the transfer
fluid is defined by

wpOsY W 0 t for 1 t > 0.25 (v-28)

and
wp.sy . 5 for t < .0.25 (v-29)

The weight is assumed to be 20 pounds per output horsepower of the
driving device for powers greater than 0.25 horsepower, which would cor-
respond to the previously stated weight .of 10 pounds per horsepower de-
livered to the driving device if the overall efficiency of the driving
device is 50%. For power requirements below 0.25 horsepower, equation
(V-29), it is assumed that a minimum representative weight for the en-
tire power supply system, which includes the pump and drive motor, would
be about 5 pounds. The pumping power t for the distribution component
in equations (V-28) and (V-29) is defined by equation (V-27). The pro-
cedure established by equations (V-28) and (V-29) is recommended for use
only when the power requirements are relatively small and is not em-
ployed, for example. in connection with vapor cycle refrigeration sys-
temas.

The shaft power extraction from the aircraft powerplants h neces-
sary to provide a pumping power Pt is defined by

Tp (v-3o)

where ,p-.sy represents the overall efficiency of the power supply sys-
tem from-the point of extraction from the powerplant to the point of de-
livery to the transfer fluid. In the analysis of distribution compo-
nents it is assumed, because of the relativey low power requirements,
that the efficiency of the power supply system is about 33.3%, so that
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Generalized Representation of Operating Section

The operating section of the distribution cumpqaent consists of the
transfer line from the point of initial fluid removal to the point of
final fluid return. It is assumed that within the operating section the,
distribution component is arranged in the form of supply and return
headers and cross-over lines, the latter permitting fluid removed fram
the supply header to pass through equipment items to the return header.
A schematic arrngement of the operating section is shown in Figure V-5.
Each equipment item or group of equipment items connected in series is
served by a cross-over line interconnecting the supply and return head- 4N
ers. The supply and return headers are assumed to be of equal length L. ki

L
~(0 Station (1)

' " " Suppy

Header
Equip. Equipo Equip° Equip. 1Eqip.I

Items Items Items Items Items_-- rosOe

IF 11 Cross-O0ver'

Station '(2)
Return Header

Station (3)

Figure V-. Schematic arrangement of the operating section
assumed for general analysis of the flow and pbysical char-
acteristics of the distribution component.

The distance to any point along the supply header, measured from the
point of initial fluid removal, is designated by x. It is assumed that
the pressure differential between adjacent points of the supply and re-
turn headers is greater than the flow resistance of the equipment items
placed between these points, so that the overall pressure drop of the
operating section equals the pressure drop in the supply and return
headers plua the pressure drop of the last group of equipment items and
cross-over line.

The actual fluid removal rate at various -points along the supply
header is a function of the required cooling capacity, the effectiveness
of heat exchange and the desired temperature level of the equipment cam-
ponent, and the initial temperature of the transfer fluid. In an effort
to simulate the actual rate of fluid removal and return to the headers
by a working model amenable to rational analysis, it is assumed for pur-
poses of analysis that the fluid is continuously removed and returned at
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all points of the supply and return headers. There exists, then, at all
points along the, headers a gradient of fluid removal and return with re-
spect to the flow distance. The gradient of fluid removal and return at
arV point along the headers is defined by the gradient, with respect to
distance, of the local cooling capacity divided by the product of the
local effectiveness of heat exchange, specific heat and the local dif-
ference in temperature of the equipaent heat transfer surfaces and the
transfer fluid. In equation form the fluid removal and fluid return
gradient is defined by

dwDt d 1 v-B
cp~t, eE(TE-1 - Tti)1

The gradient may be assigned various functional relationships with re-
spect to flow distance to permit simulation of arq type of continuous
liquid removal rate that would be required by arbitrarily arranged cool-
ing loads along the transfer line.

In order to develop the assumed generalization of fluid removal
rate into a working equation which may be employed for general analysis
of the operating section, the case of constant gradient of fluid removal
is first considered. Suppose the groups of equipnent items served by
the operating section are all thermal3y equivalent so that each group
requires the same flow rate of transfer fluid to accomplish the desired
cooling. Therefore, the rate of fluid removal and return will be the
same at all points along the headers and the gradient of fluid removal
with respect to flow distance will be constant. The total flow rate

* which has been removed from the supply header at amr distance x relative
to the total flow rate removal for the entire supply header is, then

(D-t-o - wD-t-x)/(wD-t-o " iD-t-l) " x/L (V-33)

where WD_t_o represents the transfer fluid flow rate at entrance to the
operating section and wD.t.l the transfer fluid flow rate at the end of
the supply header. By rearrangement of equation (V-33), the ratio of the
flow rate remaining in the header at azrV distance x relative to the ini-
tial flow rate for the case of constant gradient of fluid removal is de-
fined by

Since, in general, the charaoteriutics of the equipment itemm mq
not-dictate the use of a constant gradient of fluid removal and return,
the equation may be modified to the more general form of

(wz/WO)t 1 - -(w/wo)Dt] (X/L)n (V-34)

where the exponent n may be assigned various values to characterize vari-
ous types of fluid removal along the header. The flow rate ratio
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Relative distance along header, x/L

Figure V-6. Generalized representation of fluid extraction
and return in the supply and return headers of the operating
section in a distribution component. Equation .(V-3).

(Wl/Wo)Dt is referred to as the terminal flow rate ratio of the opera-
ting section. Various types of fluid removal gadients are shown in
Figure V-6, which represents a generalized plot of equation (V-34). The
ordinate of the plot defines the fraction of the total fluid removed at
any dis tance along the header. The difference of the ordinate value
fr m unity defines the fraction of the total fluid removed which remains
in the header at any distance. For exmnple, with an exponent n of 2 and
at a point midway along the supply header, i.e., x/L is 0.5, 25% of the
total fluid removal has occurred. Between the middle and end of the
supply header the remaining 75% of the total fluid extraction will occur.
Thus, in general it would be possible to select an appropriate value of
the exponent n to characterize the actual fluid removal gradients exist-
ing with arV given set of equipment items and locations.
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TDti - 60°F: q' - watts, Tgs O F Supply Header

q'.3Q q'u700 qlm200 q'-120 qVn800 qv -900 qlw400
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T1-2 T-1 TEs- 2 s) T -2O T-20O T w250 rEs-250T 4 T ° = O O T

Return Header

Figure V-7. An assumed group of equipment items served by the
operating section of a distribution component illustrating
the selection of the characteristic exponent n. See equa-
tion (V-34).o

The use of this generalized procedure may be illustrated by as-
suning a group of equipment items as shown in Figure V-7. The required
cooling capacity,, required temperature level, and effectiveness of heat
exchange are specified for each equipment item. It is assumed that the
equipment items are equally spaced al~ng the headers and that the ini-
tial transfer fluid temperature is 60'Fo By application of energy bal-
ance to the transfer fluid passing through an equipment component, the
flow rate required by an equipment item is defined .by

WDt.E - const. qI/[eE(TE-s- T_ti)

or., the total fluid removal up to ar distance x along the header is de-
fined by

b -t -WDt-x uconst. Zq~_ET~ - T~~~

where the summation process is carried out for all equipment items
served by the header up to the point along the header under considera-
tion. From the data shown in Figure V-7, the total flow rate removal
along the header may be calculated. The resulting distribution of flow
rate removal is presented in Figure V"8 on a generalized basis as de-
fined by equation (V-34). The terminal flow rate (Wl/Wo)Dt is assumed
to be zero. The solid line in Figure V-8 corresponds to an exponent n
of unity, and is seen to-be representative of the fluid extraction gra-
dients. Thus, it might be assumed fr these data that the operating
section can be described or represented by continuous linear fluid re-
moval and return from the supply header to the return header.
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Since the fluid extraction and return in the headers is assumed
continuous, the flow within the header is related to the flow velocity
and flow area by the continuity equation for incapressible flaw.

or, by use of equation (V-34)

1 - B (u-t/-O o)(AD-tX/ADtO) (V-36)

where

B a 1 - (wI/o)D.t (V-37)

and
y -X/L. (v-38)

The parameter B defines the fractional removal of the total flow, equal
to the difference of unity and the terminal flow rate ratio, and the
parameter y defines the relative distance along the supply header.

Assume ,fcr purposes of convenience in analysis., that the velocity
distribution is defined by

(N-t.r'N-t-o) - (a. n)l' (v-39)
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where m is a parameter of analysis 'having a nmnerical value dopndent
upon the type of header design. Thus, by combining ,equations (v".36)
and (V-39)s a generalized flow area equation is obtained. which is

(AIx/Ao)D.t (1 - Byn)m. (v-4o)
The total pressure gradient due to flow resistance at aiV point

along the header is defined by the Darcy head-loss equation

(dp°/dx)-t - - ( (v-h1)

which may be rearranged to the form

( /2- "L gd.o )2 R. -il -t

2 0oo".±] VV-h2)-t (v,4)PD-tD- - r J -t
By use of equations (V-39) and (V- ) equation (V-4o2) reduces to

(j~ dp0 dZ)t .- (r'ufd2gdo..i)~ (fx/fb)'t(l., Efl)2Jm

"D-t OY D-t

Letting

Go yu~f 02g (V-44)
and introducing equation (V-38).~ the generalized flaw resistance equa-.
tion for the supply header becomes

(pg * )o).(1 - Dn) 2' 2 i d (v-)

Experience in evaluating the flow characteristics of distribution
omponents has shown that the optimum flow rates in the transfer lines
are within the turbulent region for every case considered. Thus, the
variation of the friction factor, fx, along the header is never geat.
The internal surfaces of the transfer lines may be assumed to be 1w-.
draulically smooth, so that the variation of the friction factor may be
"Presed by the relationship

(fX/fO)Dt 0 (RedR*X) D- (V"46)

Introducing into this expression the generalised equations for header
flow area and flow rate, equations (V.3h) and (V-hO), yields
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*(f1f (1 - ,)O2Oola (v-47)

and the generalized flow resistance equation (V-45) for smooth tubes
may be rearranged to the form

(PO 1-o1) GoLO- Bo..'.-24 dy
(0 Dt " I (1 - dy (v..8)

The generalized flow resistance equation for the case of constant
friction factor reduces from equation (V-45) to

PP,- " (1 - By)-, (v-49)

Thus, the flow characteristics are generalized in terms of the ex-
ponents n and m. Various values of the exponent n characterize various
fluid removal gradients from the header while values of the exponent m
characterize the type of header design. Table V-I summarizes the types
of header design dependent upon the selection of the value of the ex-
ponent m.

Table V-1. Relation of Type of Header Design to Exponent m.

Type of header design Exponent m

Constant diameter 0

Constant flow velocity 1.0

Constant pressure gradient 0.75 (smooth tubes)' 0.80
(constant friction factor)

Increasing diameter,9 d(dlxi)/dx - (+) <0

Increasing flow velocity, duz/dx (+) > 1

It is assumed, rather arbitrarily, that because of the flow dis-
turbances due to fluid removal or return and because of the increasing
relative roughness of the tube surface along the header when the diame-
ter is reduced, a constant friction factor) rather than the variation
defined for smooth tubes, is more realistic and should be used to define
flow resistance of the headers. Hence, equation (V-49) is used for anal-
ysis in preference to equation (V-48). Integration of equation (V-49)
for various values of the exponents n and m is obtained by either series
fomation or by the following transformation. Let
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and then let
.(sin 0)21nl(B) "

so that by the transformation

J (1 _ By~ coo G) 2p+l(sin 0) (2/n)lIQ (-00I 0
101 P n(B)I/j (Jso2~~sn@(1)'d ¥0

The transformation by equation (V-50) permits closed analytic solutions
in many instances, while far others the method of series formation is
employed.

(Solutions to equation (V-49) for various values of n and m are pre-
sented in Table V-2. The pressure drop of the fluid through a header is
generalized as a function of the initial flow conditions, the header
lengh and the terminal flow rate ratio (wIWo) to The functions of

W oD- t shown in Table V-2 for the various values of n and m are
equal to the generalized pressure drop parameter.

I(P - fdD %imo)/ao Lo.,

where ao is defined by equation (V-4). The pressure drop for both the
supply and return headers will be twice that defined by equation (V-49)
since the drop in the supply header is equal to the drop in the return
header, on the basis of the assumption that the fluid output gradient
in the supp3y header equals the fluid input gradient to the return
header at adjacent points along the header. Therefore, the overall
pressure drop for the operating section of the distribution component
is equal to twice the pressure drop of the supply header plus the pres-
sure drop across the last group of equipment items served by the headers.

The volume of fluid within a header. which must be evaluated to de-
termine the weight of the operating section, is defined by evaluation
of

where by substitution of equations (V-38) and (v-40), the generalised
form becmes
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Table V-2. Generalized Header Pressure Drop Relationships.

(wl/,o)D- represented by wl/Bo .  1 - (wl/vo)D.t.

o o. 0.8 1.0

[wlj 2. iflW

'1  1  81 f16 il[0.25 L'3. OR) +10 ) 3'3L + 1.0 8 ITj6 _WO

1.0 2

10 +(i+()2 [1 _ _ _ _ __ _

2 [iV1~( 12] 1[.(h) 1.0ill~

100 0Ilo+ IJ1w 1 0 ~2 1 + .16

w+ T.0/.2E + 7.4-J9B +

+ rwo+

2 8 i,,,t ,2 . 1+ ol 1. +

- _______ +__ ,_o_ ._ _ -,o. ,fo/ v O o

WADO 5TR W103~

p 
1

+,0.0240B + 0.O016B +

+ OOll-7B + 0.0090B +

+ 0.0072B + 0,0059B +

+ O.O05B +*..o

vt,-o-l/%-D,..o Lo-'t" (1l- Wn)= d.. (V-52)

O
Solutions to equation (V-52) are obtained for vtrious values of n and m
by use of the transformation equation (V-50)'or' by infinite series. So-
lutions for representative values of n and m ae presented in Table V3o
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7t Table V-3. Generalized Fluid Volume Relationships for Header.
(w3/vo)D~t represented by wl/wo. B - 1 - (wl/wo)D.b.

S0 0 0.4 0.8 1.0

0.2~ 1.0 1-r 18(.25 1 o.00 8 .06- 033 -. 3 .. + 4

( --Io\l12
-i 0.f[(( ) 5 i}C) -o.625 Iv3 .4+ 0.441 .' jl24 -535wl + 0.395w"

- - r r. W) lWO

o. 0212 o ' + 2-45 I1 Iwl l +i 2 IFIIIM U. ;) - r\o 9 7Bo T 3' 1 o.". ,

lo. 1 05o

2 1.0 Series Series 2 +.

4 1.0 Series Series 4

The data shown in Figure V-1 indicate that far the internal diame-
ter range of about 1/8 to 1 inch it is reasonable to assme that the
tube wall thickness is constant and equal to 0.038 inch. Thus, the ex-
ternal diameter of the tubing is defined by

d U + 0.076

and the cross-sectional area of metal by

A-metal 0.5 it (O.038)(d;... + , . )
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Table V 4. Generalized Header Metal Volume Relationships.

(wI/wO)D... % represented by wl/wo. B -. l'- (v3/wo)D_t.

0 .8 0 .0 1.0

i4 8

0.25 10,0 Series 0o~6-(-)[0357.~ oat .7 -

o._______ o .o~ . 1],, .j o
10oE. 0-

2 ~~t +E Seis SeisV 2j1wJ)

0.2 ") 4,,o l) + To ,o'

.o0--1 IV.o 3- 94])o

0501.0 Series Seris S er2e

rwe) 0*01o i, (2). + 0.076).

The volume of metal in the header is defined by

VDmetal 0.01 eta dx (2.. -etal
0-0

so that
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LO-1 ~ 00'019 n (2di + oo076)dy.

0

By introducing the square root of equation (V-40) in the above equationto define the internal diameter variation of the header, the generalized
equation for header metal volume is

VD-etal( 31,800) ' o 1 - )/vLo.1 . , 26.4 a i o  (1 i- Bn) d (Vi-53)

Equations defining the term
j(1 - Byn)AV/2 cj

are presented in Table V-4 for various values of n and m as a function
of the terminal flow rate ratio (Wl/wo)Dt.

The header weight, equal to the weight of tubing and transfer fluid,
is defined by combining equations (V-52) and (V-53) with the specific
gravities of the fluid and metal.

(Wmetal + Wt)/LO' - o.(sg)t(di.o)2J ( - x)m d +

0

+ (sg)metal .00196 + 0.052(_i_o) (1 - Byn)m/2 (V-54)

f I0.

Distribution Component Pressure Drop and
Pumping Power for the Transfer Fluid

For a distribution component of the type illustrated in Figure V-5
the flow resistance is defined by the resistances of the starting sec-
tion., the operating section, the last crossover line and equipnent group
in the operating section, and the transfer fluid side of the intermediate
component. A generalized representation of the distribution component
pressure drop is

{ 2f (1 - 4
AP-t 1rio

+PL.. 2(L. Lat[ L~()~ (-%
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where the first term in the equation defines the pressure drop due to the
operating section, the second term that due to the last crossover line in
the operating section, the third that due to the starting section of the
distribution component and the last term that due to the transfer fluid
side of the intermediate component. The parameter P1_2 is used to con-
vert the flow resistance of the last crossover line and equipment group
into an equivalent straight run of tubing. The parameter Kp is intro-
duced to allow for resistance of fittings in the starting section. Flow
resistance of fittings within the operating section is not included since
it is assumed that the pressure differential existing at adjacent points
along the operating section is more than sufficient to overcome arV re-
sistances of this type. The parameter P1 is introduced to convert the
resistance of the transfer fluid side of the intermediate component into
an equivalent straight run of tubing.

The pumping power required to circulate the transfer fluid through
the distribution component is defined by equation (V-27).

Comparison of Flow Resistance and Weight of the Oper-
ating Sectn for Various T s of Header Desiga

The pressure drop of the operating section of the distribution com-
ponent for various types of header design is presented in Figure V-9.
The flow resistance is compared to that for constant-pressure-gradient
headers. The constant-diameter header, described by an exponent m equal
to zero, has the least flow resistance. Constant-velocity header design,
described by m equal to unity, results in the greatest flow resistance
because of the rapidly decreasing diameter of the header as the terminal
flow rate ratio (w/wo)D~t is decreased. The header diameter reduction
for constant pressure gradient is less than for constant velocity, so
that the flow resistance is lower, but the reduction in the header diame-
ter creates a flow resistance significantly above that for constant di-
ameter.o

The fluid removal gradient is characterized by the exponent n, with
relative flow resistances presented in Figure V-9 for values of n of 0.5,
1.0 and 2.0. With reference to Figure V-6, low values of n define appre-
ciable fluid removal rates along the beginning portion of the operating
section, while high values of the exponent n characterize cases of rela-
tively little fluid removal near the beginning of the operating section
and appreciable rates of fluid removal toward the end of the section.
The effect of the type of fluid removal gradient on the flow resistance,
illustrated in Figure V-9, depends greatly upon the type of header de-
sign. With constant-pressure-gradient header design, the flow resistance
is independent of the type of fluid removal gradient. Constant-diameter
header design is affected to the greatest extent by the type of fluid re-
moval gradient. An increase in the value of the exponent n tends to de-
crease the flow resistance with constant-velocity design, since late re-
moval of appreciable portions 'of the fluid results in a larger average
diameter of the header. When a large percentage of the total fluid re-
moval occurs early along the header, such as with n of 0.50, or less, the
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Figure V-9. Comparison of pressure 4rop or flow resistance for the
operating section of a distribution component. Pressure drop for con-
stant-diameter (m .0) and constant-velocity (m al) header design re-
ferred to that for constant-pressure-gradient (mu 0.8) header design.

header diameter becomes quite small near the end of the fluid removal
section. With constant-diameter header design, however, the effect of a
decrease in the value of the exponent n is a reduction of the flow re-
sistance, because, with constancy of flow area for this type of design,
the average velocity of flow along the header is geatly reduced with ap-
preciable fluid removal early along the header. With constant-diueter
headers, and a terminal flow rate ratio of 0.10., the data of Figure V-9
illustrate that should rearrangement of the equipment items served by the
operating section be possible so that n is decreased from 2.0 to 0,. the
flow resistance is reduced by .a ratio of nearly 3 to 1. Oppositely., with
constant-velocity header design. a 'decrease of the exponent n from 2.0 to
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;05 at a terminal flow rate ratio of 0.1 results in about 35% increase
in flow resistance.

The importance of different types of header design and fluid re-
moval gradients is not nearly so peat with high values of the terminal
flow rate ratio. The magnitude of the terminal flow rate ratio employed
in a distribution couponent depends upon the arrangement of the equip-

ment items and the compromise in design of a system between the penalty
of power supply for overcoming flow resistance and the penalty due to
weight of the distribution component. If more than one group of equip-
ment items is being served by a distribution component., then the termi.-
nal flow rate ratio for the first operating section may be quite high so
as to provide considerable subsequent fluid removal for other groups of Cl
equipmernt items. The compromise in aircraft penalty between pmping
power and weight must be studied from the viewpoint of minimizing the
ross weight penalty imposed on the aircraft

The effect of different types of header design and fluid removal
gradients on the weight of the operating section is presented in Fig-
ures V-1O and V-11. In Figure V-10, the weight of the transfer fluid
and metal in the operating section for constant-ressure-gradient design
is presented as the fraction of that for constant-diameter header design.
Figure V-11 presents a similar comparison for constant-velocity-header
design0  The type of fluid removal gradient, characterized by the value
of the exponent nD has no effect on the weight of fluid and metal for
constant-diameter-header design An increase in the value of the ex-
ponent n always results in greater weight of the header whenever the ex-
ponent m is greater than zero. Thus, for both constant-pressure-gradi-
ent and constant-velocity design the weight of the header is reduced for
low values of the exponent n, i.e., early fluid removal along the header.
Constant-pressure-gradient header design always results in greater
weight of fluid and metal than constant-velocity header design. The
difference is not particularly significant.except for relatively low
values of the terminal flow rate ratio. For an initial header diameter
of 0.75 inch and a terminal flow rate ratio of 0.10. the operating sec-
tion of a constant-pressure-gradient header is about 9% greater in
weight than for a constantvelocity-header for linear fluid r emoval,,
ioeoo an exponent n equal to unity. The greater the initial dismeter
of the header, ioe.o the larger the diameter of the starting section of
the distribution componento the greater is the possible weight saving
with constant-velocity or oonstant-pressure-gradient header design. This
effect is due to the fact that with small tubes the weight of the metal
becomes a greater portion of the total weight.

Comparison of Aircraft Weight Penalty
for Various Types of Header Dsiga

Comparison of the weight data of Figures V-10 and V-l1 with the
flow resistance data of Figure V-19 shows that for all conditions of de-
sign the various types of header design and fluid removal gradients pro-
duce opposite effects on weight and flow resistance of the operating
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section of a distribution component. Thus-, from the previous data and.
analysis, it is not possible to define which type of header design pro-
duces the minimum gross, weight penalty of a cooling system. Although.
in general, a complete analysis. and evaluation 'of a cooling system would,
be required to define the optimium type of header design, considerable

A Initial header(43 0 .9 -internal diameter,.

inces 0-

(7-2

C)

40.6

/ -- ----- 2.0

Smu 0.8

Terminal flaw rate ratio.,08 .

Figure V-10. Copartson-of the weight of fluid and metal in the oper-
ating section of a distribution component for constant-Vwessiue-gradi-
exit header 'design, (M w 0. 80) with, constant-diameter header design (mn
0). Specific gravity of fluid, 0.88, _Specific gravity of metal,,, 2.7.,
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insight as to the relative penalties involved fc Ct tieifferent do-signs
can be obtained by evalu~ation of the aircraft'sa gross weight penaltyr
due to the operating section alone. Since the supp3V and return headers
of the operating section have the same characteristics, it 'is necoesary
to consider only one header. The basic independent variable of, analysois

L.

Initial internal 0.40 /,
0.-header diameter,9 00 0001.

00

0.60.81.
Terina flwraerti0(,/oD

Fiur 0-l oprsn ftevih o li n1etli pr
ating s0to f it-7u1ocapnn frcntatvlciyha
design -(.011ihcnsatdaee-hae ein(a*0.Seii

gravity of fluid,0..Spifogaiyf tl,..
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is the type of header desin, characterized by the exponent m°

With reference to equation (III-14a) the increase in gross weight
of an aircraft having constant range and payload due to system weight
and drag is defined by

(1 - Xref) AWg - Way + -X lref) ]n(Lf/DrXDrsy).

The system for this analysis is the operating section of the distribu-
tion component and the power supply system associated with *oviding
the required pumping power for the operating section, Thus,

) wsy (Wetal + Wt)Dop + wp.sy (v-56)

The drag of the system, Drsy. would be the potential loss in propulsive
thrust equivalent to the required increase in fuel flow rate to the
powerplant for constant propulsive thrust, when shaft power is extracted
for the power supply system. Thus,

Dr y - awfuei/SFCref

Dry U (~wfueJ/Psh)(PshSFCref)

which by use of equation (V-30) becomes

Bsy (e6wfue/Psh) t-op 'Ip-sy SFCref) (V-7)

The parameter Awfuel/Psh, the increase in fuel flow per hour for each.
shaft horsepower extracted from the powerplant, is defined by equation
(111-25). Suppose the parameter jo is defined as

Va (Awfue/Ph)(Lf/Dr) (l-ref) ln-Fre (7-58)

Then., by introducing equations (V-56), (V-57) and (V-58) into equation
(III-14a) one obtains

(l-Xref)..W N (Wal +Wt)D-op+Wp-y+ t-o -8 (v-59)

Assuming the weight of the power supply system is defined by equation
(V-28) and the overall efficiency of the power supply asutem is 33,A%
a working form of equation (V-59) is

(lXef)&Wg . (Wetal+Wt)Dop + (20 + 3 )P .op (v-60)

where AWI represents the gross weight increase of the aircraft due to
the operating section of the distribution component. The parameter
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could vary fron roughly 0.4 to 5s but typiaal3y would have a value of
about i to 3.

By-use of the generalized pressure drop equation (V-49) and equa-
tion (V-27) defining the relation between flow rate of fluid, pressure
drop, and pumping power, the following generalized expression for the
pumping power required to transport the fluid through the supply header
is obtained.

*fxf (1- ,(v-6)

0

where the parameter a' is defined by )
al . fo(u D-t.olO) 3 (sgDt) (V-62)

Also, since the integral term of equation (V-61) has a value of unity
for a constant-pressure-gradient header, the generalized pumping power
equation may be re-expressed as

(F) dp/ ". (1 - Byn )2 -2 . dy (V-63)

0

and 0..15 -i-o al (V-44)
NPt)dp/d, w .l ~.. t(-h

The weight of the fluid and metal in the header is defined by the
general equation (V-54). For a constant-diameter the integral terms of
this equation have values of unity, so that the generalized weight equa-
tion becomes

(Wmetal +' 1 W)0-34. t) -io) 0+ O052.(sgMetal).(d;i- +

(Wmta Wt) 1 (v-65)+000196(sgietal) 7tT~ 3

where the right-hand term of the equation represents the ratio of weight
of. 'fluid and metal for arr type of header design to that for constant-
diameter design. Numerical values of this ratio for various conditionsof design are presented in Figures V-10 and V-i.

The combination of equations (v-6o), (V-63) and (V-65) yields an
expression which may be used to define the gross weight increase for the
various types of header design. As previously mentioned,, it is not pos-
sible to analyze generally the effect of various types of header design
without giving consideration to the entire cooling system. This is i1-
lustrated specificaly by the parameter a', which is a function of the
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Darcy fric 'tion factor and the transfer fluid flow velocity. In particu-
lar, the optimum value of the flow velocity cannot be determined except
by an overall evaluation of the entire cooling system. In order to cir-
cunvent this basic difficulty, a study of the'flow velocity in the dis-
tribution comlponent of previouslyr optimized cooling system designs em-
ploying constarrt-diameter headers has'been conducted. The results hare
shown that for a rather wide range of operational conditions of cooling
abotm8 to eetprscn.We hsrneo flow velocity intedsrbto opnn ais com-
syst 8t5 etpeesn.We thsrneo flow velocity intedsrbtoicpnn ais ran

II

*~1.2

0'

'02

.~0078

S0.6

0. .2. o.4. 0.6,. 0 .

Figure V-12. Comparison of gross weight penalty of. constant-pressure-.
gradient hedrdesign to constant-diameter heaerdesign for various

diameter of the transfer line of 0.75 inch. Specific gravity of fluid,
0.88.i Specific gravity of metal, 2.7. *3.0..
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Terminial flow rate~ ratio,0 (w,/wO)Dt

Figure V-13. Comparison of gross weight penalty of constant-pressure-
gradient-header design to constant-diameter header design for various
operational conditi.ons of the operating section and an initial diameter
of the transfer line of .0.25 Inch, Specific gravity of fluid, 0.88.
Specific gravity of-metals 2.7. 3.0.
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bined with a typical range of values for the Darcy friction factor, it
is found that a representative range of values for the parameter at
would be from about 0.01 to 0.12. Thus. the general effects of various
types of header design are studied by including Gt as an independent
variable of analysis having values within this range.

A comparison of the gross weight penalty for constant-pressure-
gradient headers to the penalty for constant-diameter headers is pre-
sented in Figure V-12 for an initial line diameter of 0.75 inch and in
Figure V-13 for an initial line diameter of 0.25 inch. The data are
presented for a value of the parameter p of 3.0 and values of the
parameter a' of 0.02, 0.06 and 0.10. Also included in the plots are
data for three values of the exponent n, of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0, to charac-
terize various types of fluid removal gradients of the header.. A high
value of a' denotes relatively high flow velocity and/or friction fac-
tor. The results show that when the frictional effects are low, the
use of a constant-pressure-gradient header results In a gross weight
saving compared to a constant-diameter header. However, for the initial
diameter range of 0.25 to 0.75-inch (the most commonly encountered di-
ameters of liquid distribution components are usually less than 0.75 0
inch) the use of a constant-pressure-gradient header rather than a con-
stant-diameter header shows no significant savings in weight for values
of a' above about 0.04. .For an initial line diameter of 0.25 inch (see
Figure V-13) the. constant-diamieter header appears superior to the con-
stant-pressure-gradient header for nearly all operational conditions
which might be -encountered..

In comparison with the constant-pressure gradient header, a con-
stant-velocity header has the advantage of less volume and, thereby,
less weight, but has the disadvantage of appreciably greater flow re-
sistance. Thus, in comparison with a constant-diameter header, the con-
stant-velocity header will show still greater gross. weight penalty than
the constant-pressure-gradient header. This is illustrated in Figure
V-14 for an initial line diameter of 0..75 inh. The constant-diameter
header will appear more favorable relative to a constant-velocity header
as the initial line diameter is reduced. It is apparent by inspection
of Figure V-14 that the constant-velocity header has a small weight ad-
vantage over the constant-diameter header only when the frictional ef-
fects are reduced to a minimum.

On the basis of this study it is concluded that in general the use
of a constant-diameter operating section of a distribution component is
superior to other possible types of design for typical operational char-
acteristics of distribution components and for all arrangements of the
equipment items served by an operating section. Thus, the simplifica-
tion in evaluation procedures for determining cooling system penalty
made possible by assuming constant-diameter headers for the distribution
component appears., entirely Justifiable., The assumption of constant-di.,
ameter headers will only rarely introduce a slightly greater weight pz-
alty than other types of header design. Also, since in most types of
cooling systems the weight of the operating section is a relatively
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small percentage of the total system weight, the effects on gross weight
herein illustrated are of considerably less importance on the overall
aircraft penalty introduced by the cooling system.

Evaluation of Optimum Line Diameter
for the Distribution Component

In anr indirect cooling system, considering all variables fixed,
except the diameter of the transfer lines, it is apparent that an in-
crease in this diameter reduces, the pumping power required to circulate
the transfer fluid and, thereby., the extra fuel load and dead weight of
the power supply system, but increases the weight of the transfer lines.
Consequently, there exists an optimum transfer line diameter for arV se-(7 lected set of operational conditions of the cooling system. The optimum
line diameter may be determined by evaluating the variation in gross
weight penalty of the cooling system with line diameter, while maintain-
ing all system variables fixed. On the basis of the conclusions of the
preceding sub-section, it is assumed that a constant line diameter would
be used in both the operating and starting section of the distribution

(- conponent. The analysis may be conducted on the basis of the starting
section only, where no fluid removal occurs, since the flow resistance
of ary operating section may be represented as a certain fraction of the
resistance for an equivalent length of starting section. Flow resist-
ance of the equipment and intermediate components need not be considered
since these resistances would remain essentially constant as the trans-
fer line diameter is varied.

For aluinum tubing and a constant diameter, equation (V-65) be-
c mes

(Wmetal + Wt)O / O34(sgDt)(dDi)2 + O.14ddi + 0.0053 (V-66)

The required pumping power is defined by equation (V-61) as

P/Is 0 .115 dNi a'(l + Kr) (V-67)

where the factor (1 +KF) is added to account for flow resistance of fit-
tings. The continuity, equation defines the. flow rate as

wDt '- oo0(uDt)(62.4 ag t)(o.785 di)14(v-68),

Combining equation (V-67) with equations (V-62) and (v-68) yields

'/ ftl+ K,)(WDOOOO)/fut)d(1,O]

Then, assuming smooth tubing, and introducing the friction factor rela-
tionship of equation (V-22), the pumping power equation becomee

-5 A (V-69')
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The effect of line diameter on the gross weight penalty of the distribu-
tion canponent may now be established by substituting equations (V-66)
and (V-69) into equation (V-59) to yield

(l -x ef) Wj/LD - .3 (sgt)C(dD" )2  O o o o 5
''-ref'~~lIDU~46JJ~Si + 0.1~441p + 0J~.005 +

F .w. p - .. + 0 .2 )( ,.KF) . I 2.8

Differentiation of this equation with respect to the line diameter al- -
lows derivation of an expression for the optimum internal diameter of
the transfer line in the distribution component° The resulting rela-
tio nsh~ip is

.Oo275(l4 KF)Oo58[ _ ]0o158 0.o3o16[w O.1g4 --

1 0.667 egDt
(v-70)

which permits definition of the optin um line diameter for any type of
transfer fluid, weight and efficiency characteristics of the power sup-ply systen and flow rate of transfer fluid. For the specific weight and
efficiency characteristics of the power supply syste defined by equa-
tions (V-28) and (V-31)h iiep, 20 pounds per pumping horsepower and
33,3% overall efficiency , and K equal to 0.25 to account for fitting
flow resistance, equation (V-7l)may be reduced t0 the form

0.7(-o) 0-158 0° °'°)",, 0316)°°°0 6(wt/l0OO) °'4I4-  (v-72)

p1 + 0.667 s Dt

hcamination of equation (V-71) or (V.-72) shows that the optimum line
diameter is controlled or affected principal by the flow rate of the
p transfer fluid Fr examples doubling the transfer fluid flow rate in-

fcreases the optimum diameter by po The specific ravity of the tans-
fer fluid also is of considerable importance. An increase in the spe-

-cific avity of the transfer fluid frao 1.0 to 1.5, for example, would
decrease the optimum line diameter by 25%. The effect of the viscosity
on the optimm line diameter is almost negligible. For example, a ten-
fold increase in viscosity increases the optimm line diameter by only
about 7.05%. The effect of the power supply systen weight and effici-
ency characteristics are not of major importance, since the simultaneous
doubling of the weight per horsepower and reducing the efficiency by
one-half increases the optimm diameter only 12%. The variation of op-
timum line diameter with transfer fluid flow rate and specific avity
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is re:n:,d:i : Figu e e The mhost ccmn ag of tube dieterhas been found to be from about 1/8 to 3/8 inch, although with sane sys-
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Figure v-15. Variation in the optimu line diameter of the distribu-
tion canponent wit4 transfer fluid flow rate and specific gravity.
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SECTION VI

THE INTERMEDIATE COMPONENT

The intermediate component serves in all aircraft cooling systems
whenever the ultimate fluid does not pass through the equipment compo-
nent. In these cases a transfer fluid flows through the equipment cor-
ponent wherein energy is absorbed by the transfer fluid at a rate suffi-
cient to cool the equipment item or items. The transfer fluid carries
the heat rejected by the equipment component to some point in the cool-
ing system where it must be transferred to an ultimate fluid. The cou-
ponent of the cooling system which permits this energy transfer is
termed the intermediate component. The average temperature level within 0
the intermediate component will always be lower than in the equipment
component, so that the temperature level at which heat is rejected to
the ultimate fluid in an indirect system will always be lower than for
the same operational conditions in a direct system. Thus, it is appar-
ent that the design of indirect systems will be more critical in terms
of aircraft penalty, not only because of the lower average temperature ((
at which heat is rejected to the ultimate fluid, but also because !of
the weight and pumping power requirement introduced by the intermediate
component.

The intermediate component in an indirect ram air cooling system
would be either an air-to-liquid or air-to-gas heat exchanger. Since
the transfer fluid will, most commonly, be a liquid, the air-to-liquid
heat exchanger is considered to be the principal type of intermediate
component for the indirect ram air cooling system. The heat transfer
process will be forced convection between the fluids and the heat ex-
changer surface and conduction through the separator plates forming the
surface in the exchanger, since neither the air rnx the liquid transfer
fluid would normally undergo any change in phase. For the evaluation
of the performance and physical characteristics of the indirect ram air
system, it is necessary to define working methods whereby the physical
characteristics and nearly optimum design of this type exchanger may be
determined.

The ultimate fluid in the expanded ram-air cooling system is also
air, so that the design of this type of cooling system as an indirect
system would require an intermediate component which is an air-to-liq-
uid or air-to-gas heat exchanger. Here again, the most likely transfer
fluid would be a liquid so that the air-to-liquid heat exchanger repre-
sents the principal type for this cooling system.

Similar eonsiderations apply to bleed air cooling systems with the
exception that precoolers or other auxiliary heat exchangers are often-
times employed in the cycle. Thus, for example, with the simple bleed
air cooling system an air-to-air heat exchanger would serve as the pre-
cooler since ram air is 4psed as the therpal sink. The characteristics
of air-to-air and air-to-liquid heat exchangers should be defined,
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therefore, for study of bleed air cooling systems.

With indirect blower cooling systems either air-to-liquid or air-
to-gas heat exchangers would most likely serve as the intermediate com-
ponent. Fuel cooling systems are considered to be principally of the
indirect type and, therefore, with a liquid transfer fluid., the liquid-
to-liquid heat exchanger is considered to be the most important type of
intermediate component.' The refrigeration machine proper represents the
intermediate component in vapor cycle cooling systems. For this reason.
the details of the intermediate cmponent are covered in Section XIV
dealing with the performance and physical characteristics of vapor cycle
cooling systems. An indirect expendable cooling system requires a heat

r exchanger to serve as the intermediate component wherein forced convec-
tion heat transfer occurs on the transfer-fluid side and evaporation or
boiling occurs on the ultimate fluid side. Thus, the principal type of
intermediate cmponent for indirect expendable systems is a boiling
liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger.

The following sub-sections present the anaiyses and development of
( evaluation methods for liquid-to-liquid, air-to-air, air-to-liquid and

boiling liquid-to-liquid heat exchangers.

Nomenclature

Symbol Concept Dimensions

A ' cross-sectional area of flow square feet
b plate spacing feet
cp specific heat at constant pressure Btu per pound-OR
C coefficient variable
d diameter feet
e effectiveness dimensionless
f friction factor dimensionless
g dimensional constant 32.2 pounds per slug
G mass velocity pounds per hour-square foot
h heat transfer coefficient Btu per hour-square foot-OR
J heat transfer correlation factor dimensionless
k coefficient of thermal ccnductivity Btu per hour-foot-0R
K flow resistance coefficient dimensionless
kw cooling capacity kilowatts
1 length parameter dimensionless
L length feet
m parameter -dimensionless
n number of tube rows or :Iinations dimensionless
N number of items dimensionless
NTU number of transfer units dimensionless
p pressure pounds per square footabs.
PC power-to-cooling ratio dimensionless
Pr Prandtl number dimensionless-,
q heat rate Btu per hour
rh hydraulic radius feet
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Symbol Concept Dimensions

II thermal resistance and gas constant OR-hour per Btu and feet
perOR

Re Reynolds number dimensionless
s pitch of tubes in heat exchanger dimensionless
S surface area square feet
t thickness feet
T temperature OR
u absolute velocity feet per second
U overall coefficient of heat Btu per hour-square

transfer foot-OR
V volme cubic. feet
S flAid flow rate pounds per hour

W weight pounds
heat transfer parameter
specific weight pounds per cubic foot
ratio of absolute pressure to dimensionless

standard sea level pressure
(2115 pounds per square foot) J

crossflow factor dimensionless
TI temperature effectiveness dimensionless
0 ratio of absolute temperature to dimensionless

standard sea level absolute
temperature (519°R)

absolute viscosity pounds per foot-hour
p density slugs per cubic foot

parameter variable
thermal resistance ratio dimensionless

Subscript Refers to

C combined value
core core of heat exchange
* exit

f frictional factor or coefficient
F fin
fl fuel
h heat transfer coefficient
hTJ coefficient associated with-the product hq
i inlet or internal
I intermediate component
J heat transfer correlation coefficient
ii mean value
max maximum value
min minimum value
nf no-flow dimension
0 overall value
a surface or separator plate
t transfer fluid
th thermodynamic value
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Subscript Refers to

U ultimate com-ponent
X heat exchanger
1,2 sides of heat exchanger

Superscript

dimension in inches
power in horsepower or watts

o total or stagnation values
amnr exponents

Liquid-to-Liquid Heat Dcohanger

The indirect fuel cooling system requires a liquid-to-liquid heat
exchanger to transfer, the heat dissipated by the equipment items from
the transfer fluid to the fuel acting as the thermal sink. It is as-
sumed that the heat exchanger consists of a tube bundle and shell with

(7 the fuel flowing through the tubes and the transfer fluid flowing in
crossflow over the tubes. The transfer fluid side may be baffled for
multi-pass flow. A schematic diagram of the general flow arrangement
assumed is shown in Figure VI-l. The dimension LI represents the fuel
flow lengths z the transfer fluid flow length for one pass and L3 theno-flow dimension.

Fuel Out_

TaseFluid -t-iudhatecagr

wInc ' f 6

Trransfer Fluid

out

Figure VI-1. Assumed general flow arrangement for
liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger.
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1. Fuel-Side Heat Transfer Coefficient and Flow Resistance

With the fuel flowing through the tubes, the heat transfer co-
efficient of forced convection between the inside surface of the tubes
and the fuel may be defined by

hf1  0.023 kfl (Refn)O.8(prf)O.4hn  - di (il

where kfl, Ref 1 and Prf 1 represent the coefficient of thermal conductiv-
ity, Reynolds number and Prandtl number of the fuel during flow through
tubes of inside diameter di. The heat transfer coefficient'hi defined
by equation (VI-1) represents an average value for established flow in
fairly long tubes, and will therefore define values somewhat on the con-
servative side, when applied to tubes of relatively short length. The
Reynolds number of the fuel flow may be re-expressed in the following
manner.

Ref1  pfl uf d//ffl (di/nl)(wf/Afl) (vI-2)

where

Afl - (n/4)(dj)(Ntubes) - P785d?(2Lnf/s 2 do) (VI-3)

assuming a square pitch. Letting the parameter 13 be defined by

13 L2/Lnf (VI-4)

equation (VI-2) may be rearranged to the form

Ref 1  - do wfl 1 l, s2/(0.785 q /if, di) (VI-5)

Assuming the inside and outside diameters of the tubes to be 0.20 and
0.25 inch, respectively, and substituting equation (VI-5) into (VI-l)
yiel34s for the fuel-side heat transfer coefficielt,

hf 1 12 00 P fl s 1 (VI-6)

where the parameter pfl is defined by

Pffl kf 1f , (VI-7)

The flow resistance of the fuel-side of the heat exchanger is
due to tube entrance and exit losses and the resistance of the tube sec-
tion proper. Since the flow is incompressible, the loss in total pres-
sure of the fuel due to the flow resistance may be defined by
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60 [Ki + Ke + ff LIdj] (Yf uj 1/288g) (VI-8)

where ffl represents the standard Darcy friction factor. The inlet and
exit loss coefficients Ki and Ke remain nearlyr constant for fixed pitch
of the tubes. In this'analysis it is assumed that

Ki + Ke wo.75 (VI-9)

which corresponds to a pitch in the vicinity of 1.3. Then, by use of
the continuity equation

-fl - wfl/(Afl f1 3600)

and equations (VI-3) and (VI-4) and the tube diameters of 0.20 and 0.25
inch, equation (VI-8) may be rearranged to the form

o- .684(O-75+5ffl )[ l1 1 (VI-o)

The fuel-side heat transfer coefficient hfl may now be ex-
pressed as a function of the fuel-side ressure drop by equating the
fuel-side flow parameter (s/*V)(l)(Wfl
tions (VI-6) and (VI-IO). This yied w a

hfl - 140OPfl( 4P !'fl)0'4/(0.75 + 5f .L)0.4  (VI-u)

and illustrates the interrelationship of the heat transfer coefficient
with permissible pressure drop of the fuel. Doubling the pressure drop
increases the fuel-side heat transfer coefficient by about 32%.

2* Transfer-Fluid-Side Heat Transfer Coefficient
and Flow Resistance

The forced convection coefficient of heat transfer for the
transfer fluid on the outside surface of a tube bank, with the tubes
having in-line arrangement, is closely defined by

0,6 04,ht w O.26(kt/do)(Ret)O'(Prt)03 (vI-1)

where the Reynolds number is defined by

Ret*' do wt't Amin (V-13)

The minimum area of flow used in defining the Reynolds number is the
area of flow between two in-line tubes.,.

Amin - (LIs -1)do] (L3/Nsdo) (VI-14)
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or
Ami (s-/sJ (LJL/ N) (VI 15)

where N represents the number of passes through the exchanger made by
the transfer fluid. Thus.,

Let the parameter 12 be defined by

12 " kN/L (vi-16)

then, by use of equations (VI-4) and (vi-16) (7
WAmin - [S/(s.)] ( -2)(WN 4)

Combining equation (VI-17) with (VI-13) and (VI-12) and introducing do

equal to 0.25 inch and a pitch of 1.3 yields

hi- 3670 Pt [c12 1)(wd1000)/ 2]o.6  (VI.-18). °o '6
where Pt - Prot33ktA/t , for the heat transfer coefficient of
forced convection during flow of the transfer fluid over the tube bank.

The pressure loss of the transfer fluid during passage through
the exchanger may be evaluated by use of the tube-bank equations pre-
sented in Reference VI-l. The pressure loss equation for incompressible
flow is

&p+!/Yt - 4 ft n ugax12g (VI-19)

where n represents the total number of tube rows encountered by the fluid
and ft is a friction factor defined by

ft [0.044 + 0.08 s/(sl)a]/Re°'15 (vI-20)

where a . 0.43 + 1.13/s.
The friction factor ft is seen to be relatively insensitive to the Rey-
nolds number of flow, so that by assuming a typical average value of
10,000 for the Reynolds number and using a pitch s equal to 1.3, the
friction factor is equal to 0.136. Thus, by equation (VI-19)

Ap? t " 0.272 n ?:/g
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The number of tube rows is defined by the number per pass multiplied by

the N passes. Thus,

n Isd~ - I1.30.25 - 3.08 N4 (VI-21)

Ey continuity,

,a I w W y+ Amin)

so that by use of equation (VI-7)

umax - 40(w/000)[S/(S)](l 2 l/1t3(12
and

&r t 6.75(N4) [(12 1-y3i2) wt/x0o) (vI-23)

The interrelation of the heat transfer coefficient and pressure
drop on the transfer-fluid-side of the exchanger is defined by combining
equations (VI-18) and (VI-23); the combination yields

ht -2o6 Pt[Lpo ytN,;093(VI-24)

Doubling the pressure drop across the heat exchanger on the transfer-
fluid-side increases the heat transfer coefficient by about 23%.

3. Mean Temperature Difference for Heat Transfer

So as to permit algebraic reduction of the heat -transfer rela-
tionships to yield equations defining directly the volume, weight and
fluid pressure drop for the heat exchanger, it was found necessary to
simplify existing methods for defining the mean temperature difference
of heat transfer. The general arrangement of the heat exchanger is a
single pass for the fuel and multipass on the transfer-fluid-side. With
a single pass on the transfer-fluid-side, the heat exchanger becomes one
of conventional crossflow, for which data are well known to define the
mean temperature difference for heat transfer. Also, the mean tempera-
ture difference may be defined by the equivalent of counterflow when a
large number of passes on the transfer-fluid-side are employed. Since
this exchanger commonly will have several passes on the transfer-fluid-
side, it is assumed that the mean temperature difference will be between
the two extremes. A study of crossflow and counterflow data indicates
that a reasonably good approximation to the mean temperature difference
for several passes on one side and a single pass on the other is defined
by the equation

(Ttl - Tfl-1) a 1 - 0.55(et + ef,) (VI-25)

where et represents the effectiveness parameter for the transfer-fluid-
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side defined by

et a (Tt 1 - Tt_2 )/(Tt_1 - Tf 1 -l) (VI-26)

and e represents the effectiveness parameter for the fuel-side de-
fined

ef - (Tfl-_2 - Tfl_:L)!(Tt-i Tfl-l) (VI-27)

tquation (VI-25) does not represent a good approximation to the mean
temperature differencewhen the effectivenesses on both sides of the
exchanger are high. Thus, the fol wing limitations on the use of equa-
tion (VI-25)are introducedT The effectiveness on either side shall not
exceed 0.70 and the sue of the effectiveness (et + ell) shall not ex-deed 1.1.

4. Overall Coefficient -of Heat Transfer and Energy Balance

The transfer of heat froa the transfer fluid to the fuel in-

volves flow through three thermal resistannes: that dueto forced co -
vection heat transfer between the transfer fluid and the outside surfaceof the tubes, that due'to conduction of heat through the tube wallis and
that due to forced convection heat transfer between the inside surface
of the tubes and the fuel. A study of- 'the relative magnitudes of the
three thermal resistances indicates that the tbermal~resistance of the
tube wall is less than 5% of the total thermal resistance,, and, there-

fore, will be ignored in the definition of the overall, coefficient of
heat transfer in order to simplify the resulting algebraic relationships.

The overall coefficient of heat transfer based on the inside
tube surface area is

Ui 1 (VI-28)
(1/f1) + (d±/do)(~Iht)

or, based on the assumed internal and external diameters of 0.2 and

0.2S inch for the tubes,

Ui - (1.25 h)/(l + 1.25 ht/hfl) (VI-29)

By use of equations (VI-24) and (VI-ll)

ht/fl1.4 * (0.15, + -f~ 0.4

h+ 1.7 IoY f (VI-3o)

Also, the inside surface area Ai is defined by

Si u (ndi k)( 2Lnf/ 2 d) (VI-31)
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or,3I11 
(I 3S u 0.0414~ IkIL~ . 0.04~14 k'!2 1(v3

where the diameter of 0.2 inch and pitch of 1.3 is assumed. Then, by
use of equation (VI-6), which defines the parameter 12 as the flow
length on the transfer-fluid-side to the flow length on the fuel-side,
equation (V-32) becomes

s - o.44 (I4)3( 12/N)2/1 (v -33)

so that the product of overall heat transfer coefficient and surface
area is

Uisi 107pt(Ap t" 1~0 ( 2 /)(~/ 3 ). M v-34)

1+1'.845~ (0..7 + 5fnLI) 1

C
The rate of heat transfer in the exchanger is related to the

overall heat transfer coefficient and the mean temperature difference by

q, ui Uj, 6%T :(VI-35)

Thus, by equation (VI-25)

q Ui Si[1 - 0.55(et-+ efl)] (Tt 1 - Tfll), (VI-36)

where UiSi is defined by equation (VI-34). By energr balance,

qX m Wfl Cp-fl(Tfl-2 - Tfl-l) (VI-37)

and
X - w t cpt(Tt-l - Tt-2) (VI-38)

so by equations (VI-36), (VI-37) and (VI-38)

UiSi [1 - 0.55(et + efl)] - wf"cpflefl - wtcptet (VI-39)

wbich'relates the product of the overall heat transfer coefficient and
surface area to the two effectivenesses of heat exchange and the fuel
and transfer fluid flow rates.

5. Physical Characteristics of Heat 'Echanger

The following derivation presents the methods. by which the
working equations are established which are used to define the flow and
no-flow dimensions, volume and weight of the fuel-to-transfer-fluid heat
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exchanger. In an effort to establish practical working equations for
use in cooling systsm evaluation and study, various assumptions are in-
troduced during the process of equation derivation. These assuptions
are indicated at the points in the aralysis at which they are first used.

Equations (VI-23) and (VI-16) may be combined and solved for
the transfer fluid flow rate. This yields

wt a 384(Api" rt)°(l)°'(L[)l'/(N2 1) (VI-ho)

Then by direct combination of this expression with equations (VI-34) and
(VI-39) one obtains. .+o (!+  + (0..7 + r 5ofoT+ff o. ]?
3.6 + 1.845(t/Pfl) 1-

___ 0.1 (

" +t12)'2(~l~'2(P "lt-0.2 l-O.55 (et+ efl

- et t (VI-41)

Numerical evaluation of the various terms within the bracketed quantity

on the left-hand side of tlis equation has indicated that the term

(o.75 + 5ffle)°'4/( )° 3

may be roughly approximated by a constant value of 0.75. Then it be-
comes possible to solve equation (VI-41) explicitly for the heat ex-
changer dimensio n Ll, which represents the length of the tubes through
which the fuel flows.

.... (. "yt)2I6  et

Next, it is assumed that an average value of the specific gravity of the
fuel is 0.77. As a representative transter fluid a mixture of water and
metbyl alcohol (43% water by weight, -65'F freezing point) is assumed,
having an average specific gavity of 0.87 in the tempeatur. range en-
countered in this study. Thus, the value of ( f/-)U4 is 1.04. The
p1ysical properties of the transfer fluid in tWat temperature range are
such as to permit the approximation

(cP t 6 3 31[l - 0.56(Tt./100) (VI-43)
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The ratio Pt/Pfl has a typical nmerical value of about 2.25- In equa-
tion (VI-42) the specific gravity of the transfer fluid raised to the
1/6-power Is taken equal to 0.975. Lastly, in the same equation the
term (Ap90tOo.l is represented by the assumption that (onpi"sgt)O.l .
1.11. Introducing these constants into equation (VI-42 )yields

4 - (18 .5/12)(9',)( ./ 6(, " )l6(et/ 2)5/6  (VI-44 )

where
1 -16.J (Tt 1 lo) (VI-45)

P) 2 1 - 0.55 (et + ell1) (VI-46)

and )0)(po .4
P3" 1+ (1.96/l.3)(p"/APf") (VI-47)

The parameter 12 requires evaluation for definition of the
heat exchanger length in the direction of the transfer fluid flow. By
equations (VI-lO), (VI-2.3) and (VI-39) and assuming typical average
values for the specific heat and specific weight of the fuel and trans-
fer fluid, one obtains by direct solution

12- [(O.75+fl i( (VI-48)

The variation in the friction factor fl may be expressed as a function.
of the Reynolds.' number, which in turn may be expressed as a function Of
the fuel-side pressure drop. The rearrangement of this type yields,

then

12 + W 0.9[ + f9]/ (VT-49)

The parameter 1 used to define the no-flow dimension L3 is
evaluated by solving equation (VI-23) for 13. The length L2 may Ibe ex-
pressed as a function of LI,, N and 12 by equation (VI-16). The trans-
fer fluid flow rate is related to the heat transfer rate by

3.413 q' V (wt/l000) C pt et(Tt_1 - Tfll) (VI-50)

so that by assuming an average value for cpt of 0.86 Btu per pound-OR

wt/l000 - 3.97 q/et(Tt I - Tfl-l) M-51)

where q' represents the heat transfer rate in kilowatts. Introducing
this relationship into the equation defining 13 yields
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The ratio PJPfl has a typical numerical value of about 2.25. In equa-
tion (VI-42) the specific gravity of the transfer fluid raised to the
1/6-power is taken equal to 0,975. Lastly, in the same equation the
term (Ap " t)0.l is represented by the assumption that (A*"sgt)0 . l *

1.11. Introducing these constants into equation (VI-42) yields

Ll (VI-44)

where
i 1 -o.156 (Tt /loo) (VI-45)

02 V1 -0.55 (et + efl) _(1-46)

an 1 + (1961103)(A OW/4O)0.4 (VI-47)

The parameter 12 requires evaluation for definition of the
heat exchanger length in the direction of the transfer fluid flow. By
equations (VI-lO), (VI-23) and (VI-39) and assuming typical averag6
values for the specific heat and specific weight of the fuel and trans-
fer fluid, one obtains by direct solution

12-[(0,75+5flL)/L i/3(et/efl)2/3(Ap+/Apqj) / 3  (V'48)

The variation in the friction factor fl may.be expressed as a function
of the Reynolds' number, which in turn may-be expressed as a function of
the fuel-side pressure drop. The rearrangement of this type yields,
then

12- . W i. ' l LLPi (V1--49)

The parameter 1 used to define the no-flow dimension L3 is
evaluated by solving equation (VI-23) for 13. The length L2 may'be ex-
pressed as a function of LI .N and 12 by equation (VI-16). The trans-
fer fluid flow rate is related to the heat transfer rate by

3.413 q' , (wtlOOO) c' et(TtI - Tfl, l) (VI-50)

so that by assuming an average value for cpt of 0.86 Btu per pound-OR

wtlO00 3.97 q'/et(Tt..l - Tfl-1 ) (VI-5l)

where q' represents the heat transfer rate in kilowatts. Introducing
this relationship into the equation defining 13 yields
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1, 0.72 L 2  1][t T+~ f1..)]

which may be used to define the no-flow dimension L3.

The general procedure of evaluation for defining the dimensions
of the heat exchanger core is to first assume a value of the parameter
12. Then, by equation (VI-44) evaluate Li, which then permits evalua-
tion of 12 by use of equation (VI-49). The better value of 12 would
be used in equation (VI-44) to define a better value of L, etc., with
the trial-and-error process being continued until agreement is reached.
Thereafter, for ary selected value of N, representing the number of flow
passes on the transfer fluid side, the dimension L4 may be evaluated by
use of equation (Vi-16) and the dimension L by equations (VI-52) and

(VI-4).

During the evaluation of cooling systems employing heat ex-
changers of this type attention is directed more to the weight and spa-
tial requirements of the heat exchanger than to the configuration of
the core. Convenience in evaluation of weight and volume is obtained
by combining the reviously defined relationships and simplifying.- This
yields for the core volume

" (T_- Ill[1-.15 Tt-M 1.5(t 0 2Vi-coeT- T0f2-5
ql1U 0 5 (et) X

x ... ... ... . ..... . 7w 53)n0(.0"25, 12efle)Oh25

(,Opi. [ - 0"55(et + efl.

When accurate evaluation of the core volume is required for
relatively high effectiveness of heat exchange, et and efl, the term
l-0i55(et +efl) in the denominator of equation (vI-53) may be replaced
with a more accurate definition of the crossflow factor , the ratio
of the mean temperature difference to the inlet temperature difference
Tt.l-Tfl..1  This procedure, in general, however, requires the use of
tabular or graphical data -and does not permit analytical combination of
the heat exchanger characteristics with other components in the cooling
system to permit eva'luation of optimum operational conditions. Table
VI-l contains values of crossflow factors for ranges of effectiveness
el and e2, representative, in general, of sides (I) and (2) of the heat
exchange surface.

The total volume of the heat exchangers, i.e., core and head-
ers, is assumed to be defined by.

V. 1.25 Vicore (VI-54)
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Table VI-1. Values of crossflow factor
fluids unmixed (Reference VI-8)

e2 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0 io000 0.947 0.893 0.838 0.781 0.721 0.657 0.586 06502 0.388 0

0.1 0.947 0.893 0.840 0.786 0.729 0.670 o.6o5 0.533 0.448 0.338 o

0.2 0.893 o.840 o.785 0.734 0.677 0.617 0.552 o.480 0398 0.292 0

0.3 0.838 0.786 0.734 o.682 o.625 o.565 0.502 0.430 o.348 0.247 0

0.4 0.781 0.729 o.677 o.625 0.569 0.513 0.449 0.378 0.300 0.206 0

0.5 0.721 o.670 o.617 o.565 o.513 o.456 0.394 0.326 0.251 o.16,7 o

0.6 o.657 O.6O5 0.552 0.502 0.449 0.394 0.334 0.271 0.201 o.128 o

0.7 0.586 0.533 O.48O 0. 430 o.378 0.326 0.271 0.213 o.151 0.O89 o

0.8 0.502 0.448 0.398 o.348 0.300 0.25l 0.201 0.ll 0.100 0.052 0

09 0.388 0.338 0.292 0.247 0.2o6 0.167 0,128 0.089 0.052 0.022 0

1.0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The total weight of the heat exchanger, which includes the stored liquid,

tubes, shell, headers, etc., is defined by

WX - 0,0362 V _core (VI-55)

or
Wx 0.029 Wi (VI-56)

where the weight is expressed in pounds with the volume in cubic inches.
The weight-volume equations represent the average results of a fairly
extensive weight analysis of a number of commercial liquid-to-liquid
heat exchangers.

Air-to-Air Heat Exchanger

Certain cooling systems would employ air-to-air or gas-to-gas heat
exchangers. Many cooling systems would require this type of heat ex-
changer if the system is indirect and the transfer fluid a gas. One of
the common requirements for the use of air-to-air exchangers is with
air cycle refrigeration systems, where, for example, in the bleed air
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system it is normal to precool the bleed air by ram air before the bleed
air passes through the turbine. The following material presents the
basic relationships for forced convection heat transfer and flow resist-
ance, and the application of these relationships to the establishment of
working methods for defining the general characteristics of gas-to-gas
heat exchangers in aircraft cooling systems.

The overall heat transfer process is considered to bet forced con-
vection heat transfer between a flowing gas and a surface, conduction to
an opposite surface through a metallic wall and forced convection heat
transfer from this opposite surface to another flowing gas. In order to
first present the equations in a general manner, the heat exchanger is
considered as having two sides, referred to as side (1) and side (2),
with the two sides separated by the metallic wall. The state of the gas
at inlet on either side is denoted by use of the subscript (i) and at
exit by the subscript (e). Figure VI-2 illustrates the flow system, in-
let and exit temperatures and the definition of the dimensions LI, L2
and Lnf. The dimension LI represents the length of the flow path for
the fluid on side (1), L2 the canparable dimension for side (2) and Lnf
the no-flow dimension of the heat exchanger.

T e l -  " " -.e" _2

Side (2) Sie(1

Figure VI-2. Schematic illustration of heat exchanger flow
system and definition of dimensions.
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1. Basic Relationships for Heat Transfer and FlowResistance in Forced Convection

A ccmmon method of reporting heat transfer data in graphical

form is with a plot of the factor

j - (hVG cp)(pr)2/3 (vI-57)

as a function of the Reynolds number Re, where h represents the heat
transfer coefficient in Btu per hour square foot-oF, G the mass velocity
in pounds per hour-square foot and Pr the Prandtl number of the fluid.
Many examples of data of this type are found in Reference VI-2.. It is

r_-  often possible to represent such graphical data by an empirical equation
of simple form, such as

Su Cj (ReY-r (VI-58)

since the factor j is commonly a power-function of the Reynolds number
i for some ranges of values of the Reynolds number. For turbulent flow

in circular channels the coefficient C has the generally accepted value
of 0.023 and r the value of 0.20, and gefinres, . therefore., the Darcy
friction factor divided by a factor of 8 for turbulent flow over 1qdrau-
licall y smooth surfaces.

In order to determine or prescribe the pressure drop or power
loss of fluids in a heat exchanger, it is necessary to have data de-
scribing the friction characteristics of heat exchanger surfaces. These
friction characteristics are normally expressed by use of a friction,
factor f. defined by the equation

Ap W _r (fL/1h)(u 2/2g) (VI-59)

where the hydraulic radius rh is defined as

rh - AL/S (VI-60)

with A representing the cross-sectional area of flow, L the length of
the flow passage and S the wetted surface. For a circular tube,

A t /)d?

and
S - ndL

whence
rh , d/4 (VI-61)

For a hydraulically smooth tube the friction factor may be approximated
by the equation
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f w 0.184(Re)"0"2  (VI;62)

and applies quite accurately for values of the Reynolds number from
5000 to 200,000. For heat transfer surfaces other than tubes, friction
factor data are usually presented in graphical form, as plots of the
factcr f versus the Reynolds number Re, 'Such data can often be ex-
pressed by an empirical equation of the form

f a Cf(Re)X (vI-63)

of which equation (VI-62) would be a special case.

The process of transferring heat fran one fluid to another )
through an intermediate separating surface may be visualized as the
transfer of heat through thermal resistances. In the fundamental equa-
tion for heat transfer between a fluid and a surface,

q i h S TM% (v-64)

where h is the coefficient of heat transfer, S is the surface area, and
&TmX is the temperature difference between surface and fluid., the

product (hS) can be considered as a thermal conductance. or its recipro-
cal (i/hS) as a thermal resistance. The resistance equatIon of the heat
transfer process may be written as

RC + R+R 2  (vi-65)

where the combined or overall thermal resistance is equal to the sun of
the resistance (reciprocal of conductance) on the side of the first
fluid, plus the resistance of the separating surface, plus the resist-
ance on the side of the second fluid- Since the resistance to heat flow
through the separating surface is usually quite small due to high metal
thermal conductivities, it is neglected in this analysis. Equation
(VI-65) may therefore be rewritten asp

Re 0 (IhSl Ti) + (1/42S2 TI2) '(VI-66)

where the factors 1 and I 2 are the temperature effectiveness of the
heat transfer surfaces. This concept pertains to extended surfaces,
such as fins, where due to the thermal resistance of the fin material
itself, all of the fin surface is not at the same temperature as the
parent surface to which it is attached. The temperature effectiveness
of a straight fin 11p with constant cross section is given by the equa-
tion

rl p taniimi,]/Mi, (VI-67)

where m (Ii8)
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In these equations, I represents the projective length of the fin, h
the heat transfer coeficient between the surrounding fluid and the fin,
k the thermal conductivity of the fin material and tF the thickness of
the fin. With the fin surface area represented by SF and the total heat
transfer surface area by S, the overall temperature effectiveness of a
surface 71 is related to the temperature effectiveness of a fin F by
the relationship

q 1 (SF/S)(l - qF) (VI-69)

For heat exchanger surfaces which do not have extended surface, such as
simple flat plates or plain tubes, the temperature effectiveness is
unity, since SF is zero.

If the ratio of R1 to R2 is denoted by ct.- equation (VI-65) may
be written as

( +( )/ (w'"7o)
It is convenient to introduce a concept discussed at soue length in

Reference VI-2, whereby the overall thermal resistance is defined by

Re - [(uTU)(w Cp)min] (VI-71)

Reference VI-2 gives values of the factor 1TU for a large nmber of heat
exchanger flow arrangements. This factor may be thought of as the ratio
of the tem rature rise of the fluid having the smallest thermal capacity
rate (w cDgmin to the effective temperature potential for heat transferbetw een te two fluids., Thus.,

NTU (Te - Ti)=z4Tmx (VI-72)

where the meaning of the terms may be clarified by esmination of the
defining equation

q ,ATmZR c  a. (W Cp)mn(Te - Ti)maX  (V7-73)

Equation (VI-70) may then be rewritten in the form

hiS1l 1  -I (140)/o l(NTU)(w Cp)min  (VI-74)

Substitution of equations (VI-57) and (VI-60) in equation (VI-74), rear-
ranging and simplifying yields

(J)(~)'(ri(/)ll '  (14)/, (NTU)(Wep)min  (VI-75)

This equation will be used later in the development of a general rela-
tionship for the flow resistance characteristic of a heat exchanger ez-
pressed in terms of its tea.2 performance characteristics.
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Equation MV-54) is now considered to develop an expression for

the resistance characteristic of a heat "changer. Tn addition to the
pressure los required to pump a fluid through a heat exchanger cre,
thre are additional losses associated with entrance and exit of the
fluid to and from the core# These are conveniently treated in the man-
ner of a minor lose such as occ-ur due to abrupt expansions and oontrac-,

tions in pipe lines. A suitable equation for these losses iss Reference
KVI-3,)

& o (V-18) (V-76)

The overall iessure lossof a fluid nterin traversing9 and leaving
the oreof a heat exchanger is then given bys

which is obtained s adding equations (VI-59) and (Vi-76)t Thus, the
coefficient for the total loss is defined by

for use in the equation

pa a Ko(u2/2g) e (Vi-79)

Equation (VI-78) may be solved for the ratio (lorh) and then
this quantity may be substituted into equation (V-75). The result, af-
ter rearranging, -is

pr)113

K02 ~ *1dP K2 4[T(Jf (CP)2  (v-81

Equation (VI-80).expresses the flow resistance characteristic of the
heat exchanger on side (1) in terms of the entrance and exit lose coef-
ficient K, the thermal resistance ratio c the fluid flow rates wuin

and vl, the physical properties Pr and opf and the parameter (fieffa The
quantity WTU appearing in the equation is a function of the flow rates
(Wcp)I and (wc,)2, the flow arrangement (crossflows single or multiple

pas, counterf ow, ae.), and of the thermodyvnamic effectiveneses to be
discussed later. An analogous derivation for the overall lose coeffi-
cient on side (21 Ko2 gives the result.,,,

Ko |2 ...+'2 (V -81)

The appearance of the parameter (jn/f) in equations (VI-80) and

(VI-81) is of special interest. If the heat exchanger surface consists
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Of plain tubes through which the fluid flows, where 1 1, the parame-
ter has a numerical value of 0.325, so that the parameter, as appearing
in equations (VI-80) and (VI-81) is a constant, for this gemetry, al-
though the factors J and f are functions of the Reynolds number. This
condition also holds apprximate3,r for marq other useful heat exchanger
surfaces, including manr of the compact surfaces described in Reference
VI-2. For surfaces having extensions, or fins, a complication is intro-
duced by the fact that the temperature effectiveness of the surface qV
is a function of both the Reynolds number and the temperature level of
the fluid. Calculation studies have shown, however, that the effect of
temperature level on the parameter (JVf) is small, so that it is pos-
sible to approximate its value with a single, constant value for amr
surface type which is appropriate for a wide range of Reynolds numbers
and fluid temperatures.

Another important parameter in the design of heat exchangers
is the power-to-cooling ratio, defined as the ratio of the power re-
quired to pump the fluid through the exchanger to the heat transferred
in the exchanger. This parameter is mathematically defined by the

7). equation,

(PC) a (wl ")(Ap/7780) (Vi-82)

Substituting equation (VI-79) into equation (VI-82), with substitution
of

Ui a w/(3600'-A)

gives 1

(pC) . (w 2A [gqJ (vI-83)

By use of equation (VI-60), equation (VI-83) becomes

(PC) (w3/'r 2 )(4/S) 2 K2gx778x360 q(vI-82g77r2,K o  (v2-q 0

where Ko may be defined by either equation (VI-80) or (VI-81) depending
as the quantities of equation (VI-84) are applicable to side () or
side (2) of the exchanger.

It is now of interest to combine certain of the foregoing equa-
tions into a form which will describe the frontal area requirements of
the heat exchanger. Solving equation (VI-84) for S/L w A/rh, substi-
tuting Kol fron equation (VI-80), and rearranging gives
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A 1 rV ETql 1'J 1
" 2/3 "(4(T)w~~i

Subsequent use will be made of this equation in the discussion of the
effect of flow arrangement and other factors on heat exchanger shape.

A parameter comonly used to describe the performance of a heat
exchanger is the effectiveness. In the case of an exchanger transfer-
ring heat between two fluids, there are two values of the effectiveness
wIch may be defined, one for each side. These are as follows,

(Te -Ti) 1

e2 • (,Te - TjI),2

2 T (Te Ti)2  (VI-87)

In addition, there is a significant parameter called the thermodynamic
effectiveness of an exchanger, defined as the ratio of maximum actual
temperature rise of either fluid to the maximum temperature rise possi-
ble. This is given by

t . (Te - Ti)maxeth " WCp)min(T2 - T')" (Ti2 -(vI-88)

From equations (VI-86), (VI-87) and (VI-88), it is aparent that the
thermodynamic effectiveness is equal to whichever effectiveness is the
larger, i.e., either el or 02- In this connection it is noteworth that
combining equations (VI-86) and.'(VI-87) gives,

e3/ 2  N (wcp)2/(WCP)I  (VI-8)

whereby it is observed that the side having the largest effectiveness
value is that side which has the least thermal capacity rate (Wcp)mln .

With the inlet temperatures Ti2 and Til, the heat transfer rate
q and the thermal capacity rates (w )1 and (wec)2 specified, equation
(VI-88) may be used -to calculate the hermodyr c effectiveness. This
value of eh is then used, together with the ratio (wcp)min/(wcp)m&x,. to
obtain the value of NTU from charts for the various flow arrangements as
given in Reference VI-2. The factor NTU is then applied in equation

w=n mR5-08



(VI-85) for finding the frontal flow area of the exchanger.

It is next desired to derive an exp3ession for the length re-
quired of the heat exchanger core. Equation (VI-78) may be solved for
L to give

L a (Ko --K)(rh/f) (VI-89)

But by equation (VI-63)

L m (Ko - K)(4rh) h r(3600 u) C (VI-90),

and from equation (VI-83)

ii u 778 q(PC)/(w Kol M 1)

Thus,, by substitution,
FK°'[ .r. "q(c]/<hil'+'  (2&,.778) i/2 oo00" (vI-92(-'/ I, "l. J [" I

Equation (VI-92) gives the flow length of the exchanger for either the
side associated with fluid (1) or that associated with fluid (2). The
required surface area for heat transfer may now be defined by use of
the relatio nahip

S. AL/rh (VI-93)

As previously indicated, the equations for Ko, L, A and S are
appropriate for either side (1) or side (2) of the exchanger. 'Unfor-
tunately, however, it is not possible to design each side of the ex-
changer using these relationships, since once these quantities are es-
tablished for one side, there are pbysical and thermal limitations
which must be satisfied by the other side. For example, 'in a heat ex-
changer of established core surface, there is a fixed relationship be-
tween Sl and S2, the surface areas wetted by each fluid. It is there-
fore necessary, once the first side has been designed, to make the sec-
ond side furnish a sufficient heat transfer coefficient that the rela-
tionship

m - 8'(h2 . q2S 2)/(h 1r.S) (VI-9 )

is satisfied, where * is the same value as selected for the design of
the first side of the exchane. If equations (VI-80). (VI-85), (VI-92)
and (VI-93) are used to obtain 1ol, A1, L,_ and 83.p the design require-
ments are satisfied if 12 is determined ffo

L -m (r/rh)(s 2/1 1 )(A/A 2 ) (v-95)
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which is derived from the definition of the brdraulic radius, equation
(VI-60). Tn equation (VI-95) the ratios rh2/rhl and S2/Sl would be
known by the type of core structure used, thus making it necessary only
to give special attention to the method of determining the flow areas
A and A2 . The value of the flow area A1 is determined from the con-
tinuty relationship

Al - w)/(3600 bul) (vI-96)

where the velocity uI is defined by use of equation (VI-91). In order
to establish the flow area A,, it is necessary to examin the relation-
ships which govern the heat iransfer coefficient on the second side. By
combining equations (VI-57) and (VI-58) and expressing the mass velocity
G by means of the Reynolds number of flow defined by "7)

Re a 4rhG// (VI-97)

one obtains for the heat transfer coefficient

-h - Cj(cp /4rh)( r)2/3(Re)(l' r) (VI-98) C)
which, for a particular core surface structure, is a function of the
Reynolds number and the fluid temperature. Since the overall fin tem-
perature effectiveness 1F of a given surface is a function of the heat
transfer coefficient h, and since the variation of the effectiveness
is small compared to that of the coefficient h, it follows that a satis-
factory approximation for the product h2 112 is,

h2 T12  * Ch (Re)n (VI-99)

In this equation both Chq and the exponent n are assumed to be strictly
a function of temperature. It has been found possible, however, to de-
fine an average value of n suitable for a wide temperature range (such
as -1000 to +500F for air), and correlate data for the hyl product as a
function of the Reynolds number by assuming that on31 Chq varies with
temperature. It is therefore convenient to write

G2 - ( A/Arh)( N 12/0hi ) 3,n MV-100

But from equations (VI-70) and (VI-71)

(h, 711) - (14)(NTU)(wCp)min - h2712S2  (V1-101)

Thus,

h2 112 " (14)(NTU)(wep)min /S2  (VI-m02)

Using the continuity equation in the form
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A2 -w212

and equations (VI-96), (VI-100) and (VI-lOl) substituted in equatic
(VI-95) yields the flow length on'side (2) as

L2 u h ilJL] L 01'j. 2(Sl9)

-3600 r< fe"gx778 I.(Chi )1/X

The only remaining dimension of the heat exchanger is Lnfj, the
no-flow dimension. Since this dimension is a function of the core sur-
face geometry as well as the flow arrangement of the exchanger, it is
not discussed at this point. Ecamples of determining the no-flow dimen-
sion of an exchanger are given later in cases of designs for which the
core surface geometry and the flow arrangement have been selected.

The pwer-to-cooling ratio of the second side of the heat ex-
changer is similar to the length L2, in that it is a dependent variable
which must satisfy the conditions resulting from the design of the first
side of the heat exchanger. 'Using equation (VI-84) and the definition
of the hydraulic radius to eliminate the flow areas A1 and A2 , the sec-
ond side power-to-cooling ratio is given by,

. F)l3 1~ i1 2I r F I'li 2 Fol2  (VilO4)L' LWJL 2 LKoIJ Lrhal LS21 [L3J

I, The relationships developed to this point are generally appli-
cable to the design of heat exchangers transferring beat between two
fluids in forced convection. They are suitable for fluids, either gas
or liquid, so long as basic data for j factors and friction factors can
be suitably correlated in the forms shown.

Thus far there has been no consideration given to the questions
of selecting core surfaces or flow arrangements. Consideration is next
given to these factors,* after which it will be possible to show the ap-
plication of the equations developed here to the design of a number of
particular types of heat exchangers.

2. Heat Exchanger Flow Arrangements and Core Surfaces

There are a nmber of flow arrangements used in heat exchanger
construction. The heat exchanger designer must select a flow arrange-
ment suitable to the design problem, where in general the basis of se-
lection includes both physical arrangement and thermal performance con-
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siderations. Fram a thermal performance standpoint, the best flow ar-
rangement for an exchanger is the counterflow arrangement, since this
type always requires the least surface area and the smallest size for a
given heat transfer rate and temperature potential. However, there are
piysical difficulties encountered in the construction of a counterflow
exchanger, since the problem of suitably manifolding the two fluids can
be complicated. Therefore, in many cases it is practical to use same
form of crossflow exchanger. Although the manifolding of a croseflow
exchanger is less involved, the size is sonewhat greater than in counter-
flow for comparable operating conditions, and the maximum attainable
values of thermodynamic effectiveness are not as high as with the coun-
terflow arrangement. This latter difficulty can be partially overcome
by the use of multipass crossflow, where the greater the number of
passes, the more closely the counterflow performance is approached. In 0
penalty for this, however, the multipass arrangements require return
headers, adding to the complexity of construction and imposing addition-
al resistance to flow of the heat transfer fluids.

For purposes of cooling systems studies, it is desired to se-
lect a flow arrangement which is generally applicable to a wide variety
of physical situations, but which still gives heat exchanger designs
which represent reasonably the order of size that arw flow arrangement
would require under the same conditions. In order to do this, the ef-
fect of flow arrangement on size is now considered.

Referring to equation (VI-85), the only variable determined by
flow arrangement that affects the heat exchanger size is the factor NTU,
for fixed conditions of specified thermodynamic effectiveness, pressure
level, and flow rates of the two fluids. Reference VI-2 presents a
chart showing the effect of various flow arrangements on the value of
NTU. These data show that the maximum ratio of the NTU for a single-
pass crossflow arrangement (fluids unmixed) to the VTU for a counterflow
arrangement is of the order of 2:1 within the practical range of values
of NTU. Fram equation (7I-85) it is therefore apparent that the flow
area would vary by (2)0 ' or in a ratio of about 1.4,l. Since the fron-
tal dimensions are approximately proportional to the square root of thi
area A, it follows that the frontal dimensions would vary by roughly 20%.
It follows, therefore, that the frontal dimensions of an exchanger would
not be reduced by more than about 20% by use of any flow arrangement su-
perior in performance to single-pass crossflow with fluids unmixed. The
arrangement using a single-pass crossflow exchanger with one fluid mixed
is on the opposite side fron the counterflow, so that the frontal dimen-
sions for this case would be larger, and to a similar extent. Therefore,
single-pass crosaflow with fluids umixed appears to be a reasonably
representative flow arrangement, and is neither the smallest nor largest
heat exchanger that will fit a specified performance condition. Further-
more, it appears to be phsically suited to marV applications because of
its simple manifolding, thus making it ideal for a general comparative
study of cooling systems.

The next item to be considered is the selection of the type of
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core surface for a heat exchanger. The surface selected should afford
the best available characteristics of heat transfer rate per unit volume
of core, at a specified temperature potential and per unit of power ex-
pended to pump the fluids, The core, for aircraft service, should also
have the least weight compatible with pressure-safety or reliability re-
quirements. Data are available in Reference VI-2 describing the charac-
teristics of a large number of surfaces in a form convenient for com-
paring their performance on the basis of heat transfer rate, size, and
power requirements. A study of these data has indicated that the sur-
face shown in Figure VI-3 is well suited for use in aircraft heat ex-
changers. Reference VI-4 indicates that this surface should be suitable
for working pressures up to 450 psi for the temperature range -3500 to
+300 0F, and up to 200 psi for the temperatures up to 6000F, when the

( ) core is assembled by brazing aluminum plates and fin structures to-
gether. The separator plates, which sandwich the fin structure, are
0.032 inch thick.

0.413 in.

o.5 6 2 in.

----- _1 .0775 in.
(approx.)

I -Fin Thickness
o.00o6 in.

A

Section A-A

Figure VI-3. Ruffled plate-fin surface. Surface
designation, 17.8-3/8-R, Reference VI-2.

A surface of the type shown in Figure VI-3 is well suited to
heat exchanger construction, since the core can be built up of layers,
or laminae, consisting of the corrugted fin stampings and the separa-
tor plates alternated and brazed together. A core so fabricated re-
quires very little by way of external pressure casing, since it is a
pressure-tight unit of itself when manifolds are attached and when
small end pieces are brazed in to close off those areas otherwise
closed off only by the outermost fin.

With the development of the basic relationship governing di-
mensions and performance of forced convection heat exchangers, together
with the selection of flow arrangement and core surface, it is possible
to proceed to the development of design procedures for air-to-air, heat
exchangers.
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Figure VI-4. Plots of the design factcs (J/f)q and hr, for an
air-to-air crossflow exchanger with surface 17.8-3/8-R.
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3. Design Procedures

The air-to-air heat exchanger is considered in the form of a
single-pass crossflow arrangement with the core surface of the type il-
lustrated in Figure VI-3. The construction of this surface is such that
it is impossible for the air to mix, during flow through the exchanger,
so the condition of the fluids being unmixed pertains. The same core
surface is used for each side.

Figure VI-4 presents the information which must be prepared
for the method of heat exchanger design to be used. The data shown are
based on those presented for this surface in Reference VI-2. From Fig-
ure VI-4 it may be seen that the friction factor data can be represented

kin the form of a power function, as indicated for equation (VI-63). A
suitable equation for these data has been determined to be

f w 4.73(ReY0h3 (VI-l05)

The plots of the parameter j T/f shown in Figure VI-4 are calculated
from the J-factor data of Reference VI-2, by selecting a range of air
temperatures and using equations (VI-67), (VI-68) and (VI-69) to evalA-
ate the temperature effectiveness n . It is apparent from Figure VI-4
that the parameter J.'Q/f is substantially constant for this application.
A value of J 71/f of 0.051 has been selected as suitable to represent the
parameter in the range ,I000 to 500 °F, and for Reynolds numbers from
500 to 5000, or for reasonable extrapolations of this range. As ex-
plained in Reference VI-2, for the selected surface, the fin length is
one-half the spacing betweenseparatr plates, i.e., 0.206 inch.

An evaluation of the produRt hi for this surface and for the
temperature range frau -1000 to 50F was conducted and thereby deter-
mined that a fair3y accurate representation of this variation is de-
scribed by the equation

1.0

0.8 -

0.°'6 ___ Figure VI-5. Variation
Ch 06of the coefficient Con

(equation VI-Io6) with

0_4 temperature.

0.2 1 - -
-100 0 100 200 300 400 5oo

Temperature, OF
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Shql -C h, (Re,)O' (VI-1o6)

where the coefficient Chll is a function of the air temperature as shown
in Figure V-5.

It is next desired to calculate the values of the loss coeffi-
cients K1 and K2 as applied to a core of the selected 17.8-3/8-R sur-
face. For one lamination the ratio of free frontal area available for
fluid flow to gross frontal area is 0.82. However, one lamination con-
stitutes on3y one-half of the total gross frontal area fr that lamina-
tion, since each such lamination is matched by another for flow of the
other fluid. Since the entire area occupied by the other lamination is
blocked, the true area ratio ( for flow of either fluid is on3y 0.41.
This area ratio defines an abrupt expansion loss coefficient of 0.35
(Reference VI-3). The coefficient for entrance loss is difficult to
determine in the absence of any data or information on the sharpness of
the entrance corners. A value on the order of 0.35 is reasonably repre-
sentatives so

K1  + K2  " 0.35 + 0.35 w 0.70: (VI-I07)

With the selection of flow arrangement and surface, it is now
possible to derive an equation for the no-flow dimension Lnf of the ex-
changer. The flow frontal area of the exchanger, fra gemetrical con-
siderations, is given by

A1l Ln.f L2 Q

or
Ln A/L2 (VI-lo8)

where a is the ratio of free flow to gross frontal area) as calculated

above to be 0.41. Therefore,

Lnf a 2.44A1/12  (VI-109)

which, together with the equations developed in the basic ana3ysis
makes it possible to conplete3, design the core of the air-to-air heat
exchanger.

In Figure VI-6 are shown ptqsical properties of air appearing
in the design equations, namelys specific heat cp, viscosity A., and
st ard specific weight y/C . The figure also conins a plot of
P 3/(4in/ ) for Jl/f - 0.051 and a plot of A2C/n, appearing in
equation (VI-103), based on the variation of 0h wi' temperature shown
in Figure VI-5 and the value for n of 0.542 indcated by equation
(VI-106). Thus

'l AI2(Ch, )-l846 (Vt-1lO)
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Figure VI-7. NT-effectiveness relationships for crossi'low
of unmdxed, fluids.

F'igure V1-7 contains curves defining the parameter NTU as a
function of the thermodlynamic effectiveness et and the ratio of thermal
capacity rates for crossflow and umnixed fluids (Reference V1-2).

The methods may be used to illustrate the design of an air-to-
air heat exchanger for the following conditions:

W1  N W2 w1000lb/hr
SI = S2 u 1.Osq ft,
q w 10,000 BtW'hr
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T1 , = OF

!l , 1:0 0.10

: 147 Psia
Pi2 .7 Psia

The b draulio radius r h of the seleoted surface is 0.00174 feet. The
parameter j7n /f has the selected average value of 0.051, the exponent m
is 0.434, the exponent nuO.%42 and the coefficient Cf-4 .73, the coeffi-
cients K1 and K2 are each 0.7. The exit temperatures of the air on

() sides (1) and (2) are defined by heat balance, i.e.,

q,* wj cp-l(T. 1 - Ti 1)

or
10,000 1000 x 0.239(Tei - 0)

Tel' x 41.7 OF

where the factor 0.239 represents the specific heat c (Figure VI-6) for
the average air temperature at side (1) of 20.8 0F. A2so,

q w w2 op..2(T. 2 -Tj2)

or
-10,000 w 1000 z 0.240 (T. 2  100)

Te2 w 58.4o

'where the factor 0.240 represents the speoific heat op (Figure VI-6)
for the average air temperature at side (2) of 79.20F. For these aver-
age temperatures, Figure VI-6 gives

Pr/3/(4n i/f). . 3.94

oC1u004 lb/ft-hr

'n/0 3.90

Vi U 0.133

The specific weights of the air based on inlet pressure and average tem-
perature are by Figure VI-6 (1 •  2 0 1)

rl 0.0825 lb/cu ft

r2 0.0738 lb/cu ft
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The thermodynamic effectiveness is, by equation (VI.-88)

eth w 10,000/(1000 z 0.24 x 100) w 0.4.6

since (wcp)min " (wcp)l. The ratio (wC)ma/(wcp)mjin is 240/239 U 1.00.
The parameter INTU may then be found in Figure VI-7. It has a value of
0.76. Thus, by equation (VI-81)

Ko l - 0.70 + (3.94)(0M76)(2)(1) - 6.7

and, therefore, by use of equation (VI-92)

Li1 0.334& ft. 0j
The surface area on side (1) is defined by equation (VI-85) as

S, a 7.46 q ft

and the length L2 by equation (VI-1O3) 0FL - 0.338 f-

Then, by use of equation (VI-109)

Lnf w 0.288 ft

The equivalent loss coefficient for side (2) is defined by equation
(VI-81) as Ko2 = 6.7, so that by equation (VI-104)

(PC)2/(C)l- 1.28

The pressure drop of the air on both sides may then be evaluated frou
the PC-ratios. By equation (VI-82)

PC1 = 0.1 0 1000pJ(778 x.o.0825, x 10,000)

ap, " 64psf u 0.445psi

Ors.&P/Pi 0.445/14.7 . 0.03
Then,

PC2 =0.1 x 1.28 1000 &P2/(778 X 0.0738 zlO,000)

&P2 * 73.5 psf - 0.51 psi

p2/p2  0 o.5 14.7 0.035
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A check on the accuracy of this design by using the evaluated dimensions
and then determining the power-to-cooling ratio for the two sides by the
detailed method without any appracimations indicates a value of 1.33
versus the example value of 1.28. In general, the agreement is quite
good.

It is of interest to note from this example that there are nine
variables which may be specified for the design of a heat exchanger.
Among them the thermal resistance ratio cP w 'R1/R2 ) is of special in-
terest. Its value is an important factor in determining the shape and
overall volume and weight of the exchanger core., An increase of cI de-
creases the flow length LI, increases the flow length L2 , and decreases
the no-flow length Ltf. Since these lengths can vary widely, it is
usually necessary to determine the range of the resistance ratio
which will give reasonable heat exchanger configuration. These effects
are illustrated in Figure VI-8. It may be noted that the resistance
ratio C also affects the volume and weight of the heat exchanger, as
indicated by the variation of the surface area S, to which both are di-
rectly proportional. As the thermal resistance ratio c) increases, the
volume and weight decrease, but at the expense of an increased power
requirement to pump the air through the second side, as evidenced by
the increase in (PC)2/(PC)I. This is because the increase of 4, requires
a larger product of heat transfer coefficient and surface area h2S2 on
the second side.

The dimensions and ratio (PC)2/(PC)l of a heat exchanger for
specified operating conditions of heat transfer capacity, flow rates,
inlet temperatures, pressure levels and power-cooling ratio of side (1)
and various resistance ratios 4) can be determined on the basis of a
reference design of known resistance ratio ref. The exchanger charac-
teristics are related by the following equations to the reference char-
acteristics.

-r F 0.7 F(VI-112)
Llref Fe ref ref ref

Kol . 0.70 l F F F

olref Kolr1ef L Vrfi (VI.-113)

2efL

KK . 0 1 1 +. +S (VI-1lS)-, -2,. q7 rf 1.'Ko2_ref  Ko2_ref _ 1 +PrefJ +  +Pref - )

Sl Ll Kol .05

SlTref Lk-ref [Kolrefl (Vl-l15)
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q 15,000 Btu per hr
2w wl 2000 lb per hr

w2 1500 Ib per hr
H Til 0.3

Ti 2  0O ( m)2/(C) l .

2oC (PC), 0.1

0

*4

1.6

0%

0

C'

4-4 0°8-

o.:f

H
aS

4

2 3 4 5
Thermal Resistance Ratio..

Figure VI-8. Effect of thermal resistance ratio on characteristics
of ai-to-air heat exchn -r
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L2 [e}OU[ 1 +Jr L ref (VI-!I6)

L( l F L7)

~rf L 1

The -ref aboe -relt p fl 7 wk ire fj

RPT- K2 L2

TM7_1 orf -- .[.-ref-'
LMYi ref L ol-ref 7 e

The use of above relationships in design work is g'eatly facili-tated by representing them graphically. This is done most conveniently

on logarithnic coordinates.

- It is also possible to determine readily the effects of chang-
ing the pressure levels Sil and Ci2 and the power-cooling ratio of side
(1) on the heat exchanger dimensions, required surface area and power-
cooling ratio of side (2). The following proportionalities are derived
from the basic equations.

L, a (PC)o. 21 7  (VI-119)

( 0).239  
(VI-120)

Lnf a (Pc)j "739  (VI-21)

s8 a (PC)- 0 ' 283  (VI-122 )

(PC) 2 a (PC)1 044  (VI-123)

Similarly,

a a ( il)0434 (vI-324)
L2 a ( iI) 0".47 8 (VI-125)

Lnf (a il)-1"479  (VI-126)

S1 a (il) 0  (VI-127)

(PC) 2 a. (fil)2o 8 8  (VI-128)

(pC)2 a f,2)-2.00  (VI-129)

It should be noted that the pressure level of the air on side (2), CUP
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has no effect on arV of the heat exchanger dimensions, but affects only
the power requirement on this side.

The use of the above relationships in design work is facili-
tated by expressing them graphically in relation to a set of reference
values. Straight-line plots are obtained on logarithmic coordinates.

4. Simplified Ipproximate Method

For the evaluation of the performance and p1sical character-
istics of cooling systems employing heat exchangers of this type it is
very desirable to use methods which are considerably simpler in evalua-
tion form than those presented in the preceding sub-sections in order
to permit analytical combination of the various components in a cooling
system. By means of a simplification method it may be possible to eas-
tablish analytically optimum design conditions for a cooling system,
without resorting to extensive computations.

For the selected core construction, the previously determined
constant values are used: namely, rh is 0.00174 ft, Cf is 4.73, exponent
m is 0.434, exponent n is 0.542, J n/f is-O.051. The parameter r is as
shown in Figure VI-6. Furthermore, it is assumed that the entrance and
exit losses may be neglected. Thus, the factors Kl and K2 in equations
(VI-80) and (VI-81) are dropped out. Then by introducing the perfect
gas equation of state into equation (VI-82), one obtains

(Pc)l/Wl. - 3.6(Qil)(&p/pi~l) (VI-130)
Substituting in equation (VI-92), the flow dimension on side (1) is

'1 given by

L * o.164( f )°.4(&/pil)0.217(yo1)°-783/(g) ° .217  (vI-131)

where the viscosity on side (1) has been assigned a typical average
value since its effect on this dimension has been found to be small.
Following a simnilar procedure for the flow dimension on side (2), one
obtains

L2  r1 2 01 )0.758(s ,L)0.48[ . o2 (C1,)l.846/(9) 024 (vI-12)

The ratio of the two flow dimensions k/L becomes, therefore,

L29~~~~~~ o A~1 ~ ho~~ 0 23  .86/ OO2 .cfl

and because of the small variation of the flow length ratio L2 /1 with
pressure level, pressure drop, temperature level and the resistance co-
efficient, indicated by their small exponents, equation (VI-133) may be
simplified to the form
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k/Li a 10 r 1(62/, 1)(4)18U6 (vi-i)8)

The no-flow dimension Lm is obtained by cambination of equations* (VI-109)., (VI-85), (VI-1) and (VI-13iO. This gives

La awl ( oi l ) 0 . 74 ( e3.e 2 ) .. (Vi-135)

Then, the volume of the heat exchanger core is obtained by the product
of equations (VI-I31), (VI-132) and (VI-i35)

C ) " l.88(Oil)0 283(K.i) 1'283(wlOO0). (V-136V"C e 0 .. .( o.56 ( &/p 1)o.263 V-6

The ratio of the pressure drops on sides (2) and (I) is de-

fined by use of equation (VI.,.76).

&p (T/6)(Ko2 /K0 1l)( It/ji) (VI-137)

Then, by use of the equation of continuity and the assumption that the
Prandtl number on side (2) equals the Prandtl number on side (1) so
Ihat by equations (v7-80) a.A (V7-81)

Ko 2 Kol " 4) (e 2 /e 1 ) (VI-138)

equation (VI-137) reduces to the form

.2 I ? 2

Also, the resistance coefficient Kol is defined by

K01  - 3.86(vTu)(e 3 /e)(1 + cI)l, (71-140)

The final working equations are (V-136), (VM-139) and (VI-140).
The assumed independent variables are the effectivenesses on sides (1)
and (2), el and e2, the inlet pressure and temperatures on sides (1)
and (2) and the permissible percentage of pressure drop on sides (1) and
(2). Fran these data the resistance ratio 4) may be evaluated from
equation (VI-139) then the resistance coefficient KI from equation
(V1-140) and lastly the core volume frm equation (V-I36). For any
particular application of this heat exchanger to a cooling system it is
possible, normally, by examining the ranges on the variables involved,
to further simplify these equations so that heat exchanger volume may
be evaluated direoty from a single equ~tn.

The weight of the heat exchanger, including the headers, is de-
fined by
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U 0.0e)I4 V re (V-141)

or, assuming that
1 .2 V (V1142)" Vcore

then WX 0 017)1 Vi (vI-13)

Liuid-to-Air Heat Ebchanger

The liquid-to-air heat exchangers are considered to be of the sin-
gle-pass crossflow type. On the air side of the exchanger, the 17.8-
3/8-R surface is used, Figure VI-3. From explCratoz7 calculations, it
has been found that this type of surface cannot generally be used on the
liquid side, because the volumetric flow rate ordinarily encountered on
the liquid side is considerably smaller and it would be necessary to em-
ploy a very small frontal area for the liquid side to produce liquid d
velocities high enough that the liquid-film heat transfer coefficients
may contribute in any measure to the overall thermal conductance between
the two fluids., The resulting low frontal areas lead to very great flow
lengths on the liquid side, and therefore require unreasonable configu-
rations for the heat exchanger core. In order to avoid this, the liq-
uid-side surface is assumed to consist simply of flat plate areas, fur-
nished by the separator, or sandwiching plates of the 17.8-3/8-R sur-
faces. These flat plates would be closely spaced, and, thereby, furnish
a parallel-boundary channel through wich the liquid flows in laminar
or viscous flow.

1. Design Equations and Evaluation Procedure

The heat transfer coefficient for laminar flw of a liquid be-
tween two plane walls is given ap'aximately (Reference VI-5) by

hb/k - 3.75 (VI-144)

where b denotes the plate spacing in feet. This equation applies to
fully developed laminar flw, such as exists in the case of passages of
considerable length and small hydrauic radius. Thus, in neglecting the
entrance effect, the relationship is conservative for use in heat ex-
changer design, since the entrance effect tends to give larger average
values of the heat transfer coefficient than would exist for fully de-
veloped laminar flow. Equation (VI-144) will be used in'developing the
design relationships for the liquid-to-air heat exchanger. In deriving
the equations which govern heat transfer on the air side of the liquid-
to-air exchanger, it is possible to use those derived for the air-to-
air case with but minor alterations.

The entrance and exit loss allowance for the liquid-to-air ex-
changer would vary slightly from one design to another, since the plate
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spacing b would vary, and thus cause variation of the expansion and con-
traction ratios at entrance and exit of the core. Assuming that the
plate spacing is of the order of 0.040 inch, a suitable allowance for
entrance and exit losses would be defined by a value of K equal to
about 0.54. Thus, by equation (VI-80)

Ko 0/ 1.5 +1 (wcTmi (VI-145)

and from equation (VI-92)

FKco-o-5l rjrq(PC) / 1(lirl) (3600) (2gc7-78)W2 (IJ6
LIi - Cf 'I-36)

where side (1) represents the, air side of the exchanger. Then, by use
of equation (vI-85)

01  3600 r f ]ow-l

The heat transfer relationships governing the second side or
liquid side of the exchanger are next derived. Froa the definition ofthe thermal resistance ratio ci and equation (VI-74)

h2 S2 - (1 + 4))(VTU)(wcp)min .(vI148)

so that by combining equatio na (VI-144) and (VI-1 4 8)

3.75 k s r 82
b a (I + P)(NTU)(Wcp)min 8-J (vi- 49)

The surface on the air side has 514 square feet per cubic foot of space
between plates. The surface on the liquid side has 2/b square feet. per
cubic foot of space between the plates. Thus, since the air-side sur-
face has a spacing of 0.413 inch, the ratio of the surface areas

*2S [(2/b)/53.4] (12b/0.413) *0.1.13 (VI-150),

arx by equation (VI-149)
b - o.425 k Sl/l1 + 4)(14TU)(wc .)mlin] (VI-151)

The nmber of laminations in an exchanger of this type will be defined
by

n = Lnf/(b + 0.0397) M-152)
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since the spacing is 0.413 inch and the separator plates are 0.032 inch
in thickness. Thus, for one lamination, the thickness is

b + (0 13/12) + (2 x 0.032/12) b + 0.0397

Let 13 denote the ratio of the liquid flow dimension to the no-flow
dimension

13 L2/L (vi-153)

-Then, since

by combining this relationship with equations (VI-l52) and (VI-IO)
there results

L2 0.239( 13 s3/L)°.g(b 0 .0397)°.5  (VI-l5)
The no-flow dimension Lnf will be defined by (VI-153) and (VI-155) for

arw selected value of the ratio 13.

The equation defining the pressure drop of an incanpressible
fluid flowing in laminar motion between parallel plates is

AP2 ,, 32 A2 L'2 u2/060O0 g b2) (VI-156)

and by use of the continuity equation

w2  - 360012 U2 n b L1  (VI-157)

equation (VI-156) becames

(P2 - (A2 W2  )/(l.O8 x 106 y2b3  '2n Ll) (VI-158)

2. Simplified Evaluation Procedure

The evaluation procedures presented in the preceding sub-section
may be shortened considerably by making several simplifying asstuptions
and by assuming a Specific transfer fluid. As for the liquid-to-liquid
heat exchanger, a mixture of water and metbyl alcohol is assumed.

The simplified methods' herein presented are believed to give
accurate values of weight and volurae within 8 to 10% Referring to
equation (VI-145), detailed computations have indicated that no great
error will be introduced by neglecting the entrance and exit loss coef-
ficient of 0.54 and using an average value for air of 3.75 for the
parameter
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(Pr2/3)/(4j 3.75 (VI-39)

It is estimated that either of these approximations would rare3y irtrTO-
duce an error in excess of 3%. Also, the parameter in equation (VI-146)
involving the power-cooling ratio PC may be re-expressed in terms of the
fractional pressure drop of the air.

q PC3/w1  35.6. %l(&VpJ) (VI-160)

Than, introducing equations (VI-159) and (VI-160) into (VI-146) yields

I n~~ u0 0 4 3 0 2 1 7 ( i 1 1

Next, b assuming that

QM = Oil

and, because of the small variation of A over the required tem-
perature range' using for it a constant vue, equation (VI-161) reduces
to

Li 0.1 8)4(Nu) 7 8 3['b -1 1 o 041,)O.2 (0-162)

By a similar procedure starting with equation (VI-147) it may be shown
that o.2
S 1  .Sl 3 wl(VTU 1.2837;~ /{+ S.o0.566[±1 27 (v-6)

Using an average value of the coefficient of thermal conductivity k for
the water-alcohol transfer fluid, equation (VI-149) may be reduced to

"; 0.283.
b O.005(NTU) (I- 3 (1/O((-) 1*8(t')0#566 (vi_164)

Inspection of this equation reveals that a typical maximum value of b
is about 0.0085 feet. Further, a detailed study indicates that .an av-
erage value for b of about 0.004 feet would rarely introduce an error
in excess of 5%. Thus, the- plate spacing b on the liquid side is as-
sumed equal to a constant value of 0.004 feet.

ext, it is assumed that the liquid flow 'lngth L2 is equal to.
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the no-flow dimension Lnf. making 1 equal to unity and presenting a
square frontal area to the air. Then, by equations (VI-1551, (VI-163)
and (Vi-162) one obtains

2!7 8 x CO3(wl)0-(NTU)0.25 1(1+4))0.2 (0hi) 0,264 v-i~
. .. * dI .... ... _- ,- -.__5)

The volume of the core is defined by

vcore - L n k - _ (vi-166)

since 13 is unity. By use of equations (w1-162) and (VI-l65), equation
(v1-166). becomes

"ore * L,-J V 67)

The on3y remaining difficulty in the use of equation (V7-167) is the D
selection of the resistance ratio 4). An increase in 4) results in de-
creased weight and volume but greater pressure drop and pumping power.
A study of the size of this type heat exchanger as affected by the re-
sistance ratio 4) indicates that a value in the viciniV of four repre-
sents a good balance between size and flow resistance. The plate spac-
ing b with this value of 4) would be quite small and somewhat impracti-
cal, which indicates that in all probability the exchanger would not
actually be constructed on the flat plate basis but would use fairly
widely spaced flat tubes far the liquid flow. This would yield a rela-
tively high value for 4) and allows the air side to be the principal
factor in defining the required surface of the exchanger. Thus. for 4)
of 4 the volume defined by equation (VI-167) is expected to be quite
representatiVe of that defined by detailed design procedures, For 4)
of 4. equation (VI-167) reduces to

Voore. .63lO3(ITU)I'283(wl/00 0 {6I)O.566 [ 0}28 (VI-168)

which is the final form for the core volume equation. The volume of

the exchanger is assumed to be defined by

VX  1.30 Vcore (VI-169)

A study of.th weight of the exchanger, including headers and the water-
alcohol transfer fluid indicates that

. 60 Vccre (VI-170)

or
wx  o.o348 vm cre (VI-171)
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Boiling Liquid-to-Lquid Heat Exchanger

With indirect expendable cooling systems a heat exchanger must
serve as the intermediate component between the transfer and ultimate
fluids. The heat received by the ultimate fluid is absorbed in the
process of a change in phase. Thus, boiling may be assumed to occur on
the ultimate side. Heat transfer occurs by forced convection between
the transfer fluid and the heat exchanger surface. The 1heat exchanger
is assumed to be of the shell-and-tube type with the ultimate fluid lo-
cated outside the tubes and the transfer fluid flowing through the tubs.
The tubes are assumed to be standard aluminum tubing, 1/4 inch outside
'diameter and 0 .025 inch wall thickness. In order to provide sufficient
space for vapor rise between tube rows, a square pitch equal to twice7 theexternal tube diameter is employed. This arrangement of the tubes
provides 37.8 square feet external heat transfer surface per cubic foot
of exchanger core.

The cooling capacity of the exchanger is defined by

q - hUSIU &TIU (VI-172)

where hU represents the heat transfer coefficient on the ultimate side,
SJU the surface for heat transfer on the ultimate side of the intermedi-
ate component and ATIU the difference in temperature between the ulti-
mate-side surface and the ultimate fluid. It is assumedthat the sur-
face temperature is uniforimly the same over the entire external surface
of the tubes. For the specified tube arrangement,

sIU/Vcore - 37.8 sq ft/cu ft (VI-173)

so /Vcore w 37.8 hU aTIU (VI-174)

By this procedure the definition of volume and weight for this type ex-
changer becomes quite direct and simple. When applying the exchanger
to a cooling system it is then necessary to start from the tube surface
temperature and define the forced convection heat transfer and flow re-
sistance on the transfer side in a manner identical to that presented
for the equipment component in Section IV. The heat exchanger may be
adapted to any ultimate fluid by introducing into equation (VI-174) the
appropriate relationship for the boiling heat transfer coefficient.'

With water as the ultimate fluid, a study of boiling heat transfer
coefficients indicates that the following derived empirical relation-
ship may be employed with reasonably good accuracy.

kU.20 U (1rJl 1 + I(TU/lO0)] (VI-l1h)

This expression attempts to account for the variation of the coefficient
with pressure, since the temperature of the water in OF is included in
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the equation. Introducing equation (VI-175) in (VI-174) yields

401oe 2O.?(AT 1 J/l)2- 5 1 + U(TU/100)1 (VI-176)

or Vordkw - 165/(ATIu/lo) 2 - [5 .+ 4(Tu/IOO)] (VI-177)

The overall volume of the exchanger is assumed to be defined by
V = 1.21 Vc,,ore (VI-178)

and the weight of the exchanger for almninm construction and water as
the ultimate and transfer fluids by 0

WX  .o0oU2 v( VI-179)

S0.0 core (VI-180) D
The physical characteristics for this type exchanger with otherfluids may be defined starting fru equation (VI-174). E=aples for

other fluids are presented in Section lIlI dealing with expendable cool-
ing systems.
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SECTION VII

THE ULTIATE CCWPONWI

The ultimate component of aircraft cooling systems consists of all
the physical components associated with the supply, storages discharge
and conditioning of the ultimate fluid before and after receiving heat,
rejected by the equipment items, in the equipment component of direct
systems and in the intermediate component of indirect systems. The ul-
timate component provides conveyance of the ultimate fluid to and from
the equipment or intermediate components, depending upon whether the
cooling system is direct or indirect. Storage facilities for an ulti-
mate fluid would be part of the ultimate component in expendable cooling
systems. -Conditioning equipment for the ultimate fluid prior to receiv-
ing heat rejected by the equipment items, such as diffusers for raising
the static pressure level of the ultimate fluid or expansion turbines
for lowering the total temperature levels are part of the ultimate com-
ponent in marir cooling systems utilizing atmospheric air as the ultimate
fluid.

The ultimate component in ram air cooling systems consists of the
air intake, which includes arr internal diffuser, the duct or ducts con-
veying the air to the intermediate or equipment component, the duct or
ducts conveying the air to the point of discharge and the air outlet,
when provided.- The flight performance penalty imposed on the aircraft
by the ultimate component of ram air cooling systems is the result of
the weight of the ducts, inlets and outlets and the momentum and exter-
nal drags introduced by the atmospheric air being taken on board and
subsequently ejected. The momentum dragp which may be thrust for some
operational conditions of the aircraft and cooling system, represents
the net propulsive force of the influx and outflux of momentum of the
atmospheric air. A flight velocity greater than the final relative ve-
locity of the air issuing from the. outlet of the system represents a
momentum drag, since the aircraft must expend a greater propwulsive force
in taking the air on board than is derived by the aircraft from the air
ejection process. If the momentum of the cooling air stream is in-
creased from inlet to exit of the ultimate component. a negative momen-
tum drag or thrust is derived by the aircraft. The external drag of
the ultimate component represents the increased parasitic drag of the
aircraft because of skin protuberances, such as air intakes and outlets.
The air intake for ram air cooling systems might be of the leading-edge,
the fully-protruding or scoop type., semi-protruding, flush, or might be
designed in some instances to handle only low-energy boundary-layer air.
The type of intake which would be utilized for a ram air cooling system
depends upon many aerodynamic and general design factors of the aircraft
and cannot, therefore, be fully prescribed by considerations of the
cooling system design alone. There are, however, several compromise de-
sign features of the ultimate component which can be studied from the
standpoint of optimum ram air cooling system design. In general, in-
creasing the pressure recovery characteristics of ram intakes results
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in increased external drag and quite often greater momontus drag. Theadditional pressure recovery could be employed to reduce the size of the
internal air ducts in the ultimate components or to reduce the size ofthe intermediate component, or to permit an increase in the effective-
ness of beat exchange of the intermediate or equipment components so as
to reduce the flow rate of ultimate air required, or to change simul-
taneously several of these system design features. Once the performance
and physical characteristics of the various parts of the ultimate compo-
nent are defined, it is generally possible to, study the effects of c0m-
promise in design of the ultimate component on the overall pertW nrace
and pbysical characteristics of the entire cooling system.

The ultimate component of the expanded ram air cooling system eon-
sists of the same general components as for the ram air cooling systems
with the addition of an expansion turbine, itsloading device and andprecooling heat exchanger which might be employed. Since, in general,
the flight performance penalty introduced by cooling systems of this
type is appreciable and the expansion in the turbine depends upon the
degree of intake diffusion, it is desirable to employ air intakes having
fairly good pressure recovery characteristics. As with the ran air sys-tems, compromise in the design of the ultimate component, such as theOise versus pressure loss of ducting, or the mount of total temperature
reduction in the turbine versus the pressure level at exit of the tur-
bine, must be studied in relation to the overall performance and pbhsi-
cal characteristics of the entire cooling system in order to determine
optimum design conditions.

The ultimate component in bleed air cooling systems consists of all
bleed air ducts, ram air ducts, the expansion turbine and its loading
device and ar precooling heat exchangers. The phyical components of
the aircraft's powerplants-are not included as parts of the ultimate
component, since the penalty of bleeding air from the powerplants as a
required increase in fuel flow is charged to the ultmate component. For
the type of bleed air cooling system considered in this study, the ultl-
mate component consists ot the bleed air duct from the point of bleed onthe powerplant to the precooling heat exchanger, the precoolin heat ex-
changer, the turbine, its loading device which is a compressor, the raair intake, the ram air ducts from intake, tbrough the precoolor, through
the compressor and to the ram air outlet, and azV ducts conveying bleed
air to and from, the intermediate or equipment components. The penalty
due to the ultimate component in bleed air cooling systems represents avery large percentage of the entire cooling system penalty. Consequent-
ly, the physical characteristics and performance of the different parts
must be defined to permit evaluation of optimua system design.

The ultimate component for cooling systems relying on blowers as
the source of air flow consists of the blowers, their driving devices,
the power supply system within the aircraft serving the driving devices,
air ducts to and from the blowers and intermediate or equipment compo-
nents and amy air intakes and outlets. The increased fuel flow to the
powerplants necessary to supply power to the power supply system for
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driving the blowers must be charged as part of the overall penalty Im-
posed on the aircraft by the ultimate component. External and momentum
drags may also occur., depending upon the source of the cooling air. When
blowers are used for cooling in compartments having a natural ventila-
tion rate preater than the cooling air rate required, air intakes and
outlets for the cooling air need not be provided and external and masen-
tun drags associated with the natural ventilation should not be charged
to the cooling system. With c anpartments having no natural ventilation,
air intakes and outlets must be provided and azW moment=n and external
drags so introduced must be included,

With fuel cooling systes the ultimate component is of minor im-
portance in terms of aircraft penalty due to weight and power require-
ments . The ultimate component probably would consist of a few relative- 0
l7 short fuel by-pass lines leading to and from the intmediate canpo-
nent, where the intermediate component would be expected to be located
relatively close to a main fuel line. Other than the weight of these
lines and aW associated flow control equipment, the penalty on the air-
craft would only be due to the pumping power required to transfer the
fuel through the lines. 0

The ultimate fluid in expendable cooling systems is the expendable
fluid used as the tbomzai sink and nust., therefore, be stored within the
aircraft. The ultimate component consists of the strage facilities and
azW associated control equipment, the flow lines, if azv, for transfer-
ring the fluid to the intermediate or equipment components and the physi-
cal facilities for rejecting the ultimate fluid from the aircraft. In
general, the penalty of the ultimate component is a relatively mnll
portion of overall penalty of the entire cooling systes; including, of
course, the weight of the ultimate fluid.

The ultimate fluid in vapor cycle refrigeration systems is atms -.
pheric air, taken on board the aircraft through an air intake, delivered
by ducting to the condenser of the refrigeration machine, the refrigera-
tion machine being a part of the intermediate component, and then being
delivered by ducting to an air outlet. Thus, the ultimate component for
vapor cycle systems is pbysically equivalent in all respects to the ul-
tiUate component in ram air cooling systems.

In samry, the physical parts of the ultimate component in the
various types of cooling systems are air intakes, air outlets, ducting,
blowers, compressors. turbines, heat exchangers and power supply ays-
tes. The heat exchangers in ultimate components are precoolors located
in the flow circuit ahead of the intermediate or equipuent component and
have physical characteristics essentially the same as the comparable
type of intermediate component. For this reason, the physical charac-
teristics of heat exchangers used in the ultimate component have been
presented in Section VI. The physical characteristics of the power sup-
ply system have been presented in Section V and the penalties chargeable
to air bleed and shaft power extraction from the aircraft's poverplanto
in Section III. The following material presents the fluid dynamics,
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themodynamics and the psioal characteristics of dioting, air intakes,
outlet., blowers, compressors and turbines as used as a basis for evalu-
ating the performance and pbreioal characteristics of the ultimate cm-
ponent in aircraft cooling systems.

Nomenclature

Symbol Concept Dimensions

a velocity of sound feet per second
A flow area square feet
b •ratio of Impeller width to diameter dimensionless
a specific heat at constant pressure Btu per pound-0F
C constant
d diameter feet
Dr drag pounds
f Darcy frictin factor dimensionless
F correction factor' dimensionless
g dimensional constant 32.2 pounds per slug

(\ H head of fluid feet
J mechanical equivalent of heat foot pounds per Btu
k ratio of specific heat at constant dimensionless

pressure to specific heat at
constant volume

L length feet
14 Mach nuber dimensionless
n rotational speed revolutions per minute
N number of stages
p pIressure pounds per square footabs.o
P power Btu per hour
R gas constant feet per OR
Re: Reynolds number dimensionless
ag specific gravity dimensionless
T tenperatvwe OR
u absolute velocity feet per second
U relative velocity feet .per second
v volune rate of flow cubic feet per minute
V volume cubic feet
w fluid flow rate pounds per hour
W weight pounds
y distance measured normal to a feet

surface
Mach nunber parameter dimensionless
1 + [(k-1)I]2

specific weight pounds per cubic foot
r angle degrees
$ ratio of absolute pressure of fluid dimensionless

to standard sea level ressure
(2115 pounds per square foot)

4 absolute roughness feet
component efficiency dimensionless
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Symbol Concept Dimensions

Q ratio of absolute temperature to dimensionless
standard sea level absolute
teaperature+(529 0R)

diameter ratio dimensionless
absolute viscosity pound-seconds per square

foot
v hub-to-tip diameter ratio dimensionless

ratio of air density to standard dimensionless

air density at sea level
(OoO765 lb/eu ft)

flo coefficient
4) ratio of turbine tip speed to dimensionless

'spouting velocity
X, . power coefficient dimensionless

pressure coefficient dimensionless

Subscript Refers to

a axial component of velocity

A axial unit
B blower
bl bouni ary layer
C compress
d diameter
D distribution component
df diffuser
e exit
ex external
i inlet
I impeller
mh mechanical
morn momentum
n nozzle
pb pitch section
R radial unit
Re Reynolds number
ref reference value
rt root section
sh shaft

st stage
tp tip section
wh whirl conponent
1 efficiency
X diameter ratio
I turbine
co free stream conditions
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Superscript Refers to

o total or stagnation conditions
power in horsepower

* dimension of inches

Ducting

Ducts transporting air at low pressure would probably be of light-
weight metal ducting or fabric ducting in cm bination with flexible cor-
rugated sections for bends, elbows, expansion and flexing joints. when-
ever an absolutely leak-proolf flow system is not required. The internal
pressure range applicable for these types of low-pressure ducting would( be from less than 1 to about 75 pounds per square inch. Straight runs
of low-pressure metal ducting would probably be of the thin-wall stain-
less steel type, having single-ply construction and annular corrugations
in the duct wall for purposes of reinfarcement which are spaced at a
distance roughly equal to the duct diameter. Wall thickness of this
type ducting may be from 0.005 to above 0o010 inch. Internal pressures
up to 30 or 40 pounds per square inch are permitted with duct diameters
greater than about 3 inches, and up to 60 to 80 pounds per square inch,-
for ducts of smaller diameter. Two-ply construction permits doubling of
the allowable internal pressure. The external diameter of this type

ducting is defined as the outer diameter of the corrugations and is re-
lated to the internal diameter of the duct by

d 0.1 +1.12 d-

The external diameter of the duct wall proper is from 0.01 to 0.02 inch
greater than the internal diameter. The volume occupied by the ductingp
expressed in cubic inches per foot. is defined on the basis of the ex-
ternal diameter of the corrugations and is expressed by

V"/L 2.1 d(1 + 5.6 ?4) (VII-2)

Weight of this thin-walled stainless ducting expressed in pounds per

foot is defined by the equation

w/L o.o5 (de (vII-3)

Elbows, bends and flexure and alignment cormeations for this type
of metal ducting would be of construction similar to that for the
straight-run ducting, except for the annular corrugations which have a
spacing of 6 to 7 per lineal inch. External diameter and volime for
this part of the ducting would be defined by equations (VII-l) and
(VII-2). Weight would be ewaluated by equation (VII-3) multiplied by a
factor of 1.4.

Fabric ducting, of which ducts made of commercially available rub-
ber-impregnated fiberglass cloth are typical, might be used with certain
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systems for transportation of air at relatively low pressures. Straight
runs of the ductlng probably would be of semi-rigid construction with
convolutions spaced at intervals along the duct for added rigidity. Per-
missible internal pressure may be as high as 15 pounds per square inch,
but ordinrily the ducting would be employed for internal pressures of

pounds per square inch and less. Wall thickness would be in the range
0.035 to 0.04 inch for duct internal diameters up to 6 inches. The ex-
ternal diameter of the convolutions varies with the duct internal diame-
ter approximately as

.02 + 1. 1' A (vn-4)

The volume occupied by the ducting is ezpressed by C)
VN/L . 4.25 dj(l + 2.7 d.) (V1-4)

Weight of this type ducting for low. pressures is expressed by

WlL 0.075 d . (vii-6)

and for pressures of about 15 pounds per square inch by

W/L - 0.09 d! (V=-7)

These equations have been derived from data giving pbysical characteris-

tics of ccnmercial3,y available ducting. Elbows, bends and flexure and
alignment connections would be of the fully convoluted type having wire-
supported construction. External diameters and volumes would be defined
by equations (VII-4) and (VII-5). Weight would be evaluated by equation
(VII-7) multiplied by a factor of 1.5. Leakage rates typical of strajgib-,
run fabric ducting are expressed by the equation

V/L . 0.001 p di (Vfl-8)

where v defines the leakage rate expressed in cubic feet per minute. For
fabric ducting employed in elbows$ bendsj etc., as described in the pre-
vious paragraphs, the leakage rate averages about 4 times that given by
equation (VII-8).

For low-pressure metal ducting which is not corrugated, the Darcy
fricti on factor used in evaluating flow resistance mar be defined by the
relationship

f . 0.18/Reo"2  (V11)

where the Reynolds number Re is defined by

Re a 'ud 1 /g (VII-IO)

The friction factor defined by equation (VII-9) would be increased by
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about one-third when the duct has corrugations which are spaced at dis-
tances approximatey equal to the duct diameter. The frictional charac-
teristics of low-pressure fabric ducting of the fully-convoluted type
have been studied using manufacturers' data. Results of this study are
shown in Figure VII-I where the Darcy friction factor is plotted as a
function of the Reynolds number. The results are based on three series
of tests on tubing of similar pkysical characteristics, with flow being
well within the turbulent region for all tests. The friction factor is

0.10

+
' - + 0.03

*00.. 0.01

Figure VfI-l. Friction
factor of fully convoluted
low pressure fabric ducting.

o0001 10 0
Reynolds number, Re

compared with friction factors as defined by various values of the rela-
tive roughness on the Moody chart. This comparison indicates that the
equiva2ent relative roughness for the fully convoluted fabric ducting is
in the range of 0.01 to 0.03. For evaluation of the physical character-
istics of cooling systems employing this type of ductings the use of a
friction factor of about 0.05 to 0.06 for all conditions of flow within
the turbulent region appears reasonable. Test data on flow resistance
of bends for this type of ducting indicate that for the ratio of the
radius of curvature of the bend to the diameter of the ducting within
the range of 3 to 6, the flow resistance of an equivalent length of
straight ducting multiplied by a factor of about 11 yields a good aver-
age value for the flow resistance of the bend. Thus, the equivalent
Darcy friction factor would be about 0.60.

In maw" instances for internal ducting in the ultimate component it
is convenient and practical to evaluate the loss in total pressure of
the air because of the flow resistance by the inccpressible-flow rela-
tionship

. (f/d)(-.u2 /2g) ( -fl)

which may be rearranged to the form

&pO/pi (fL/d)(k1j/2) (V33-12)
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where Mi represents the Mach nuber of flow at inlet to the duct, Using
k for air equal to 1.4 and solving equation (V7-12) for the Mach number
Mi yields

Mi a 2.9(dlrL)O'5( 0lp .)0'5 (I-

The equation of continuity

w W 3600 uA

for flow through the duct may be rearranged, assuming airto the form

w it0 67I4 Mjde2 (v-l)

by assuming that the inlet Mach number of flow never exceeds about. 0.20.
By conbining equations (VII-13) and (VII-14) and solving for the. duct
diameter, one obtains

d" 0.07 82 (fL) 0.2(w gpD04/[- ,/j]0 -I (V3iZ-J$)

This relationship permits evaluation of the required duct size for arv
selected flow rate, temperature and pressure of the air., duct length,
permissible pressure loss and overall equivalent friction factor for the
duct run., By introducing into equation (VII-35) a typical average value
for the friction factor f of 0.02,

dnwoo6LaS)*/l-!(./ . (V11-16).

and defines the relationship which has been used quite frequently for
evaluating required duct size. When the flow Mach numbers are found to
be in the vicinity of 0.20 and above, an equation relating total pres-
sure loss to the duct length, diameter and friction factor is used in
place of the incompressible relationship defined by equation (M11-11)..

Air Intakes

Many cooling systens, whether centralized or individualized., uti-
lize atmospheric air for the ultimate heat sink. Atmospheric air would
be taken aboard an aircraft through an intake which may be one of four
general types: (1) leading-edge, (2) scoop, (3) skin, (4) internal.
Leading-edge intakes normally have the best pressure recovery character-
istics because of the absence of boundary laVer flow ahead of the en-
trance section of the intake, but they cannot always be employed, since
in many instances leading edge surfaces are not available in the general
vicinity of the equipments to be cooled, or aerodynamic considerations
of the aircraft in general would preclude their use. Scoop intakes are
inlets located on a surface of an aircraft which protrude outwardly from
the surface into an airstream flowing parallel to the aircraft's surface.
The protuberance of the intake generally serves to define whether the in-
take is handling principally free-stream or boundary-layer flow. Pressure
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recovery and flow capacity characteristics depend greatly upon the rela-
tive amount of boundary layer flow handled by the intake. Well-designed
scoop intakes handling essentially free-stream flow provide ram pressure
recovery nearly as good as far leading-edge intakes, but with higher
overall drag imposed on the aircraft. Intakes of small relative pro-
tuberance have inferior pressure recovery characteristics due to the
handling of low-energ7 boundary layer flow, but aid in reducing the
overall drag imposed on the aircraft for arq required flow rate of cool-
ing air.

Skin intakes are flush openings in the aircraft's skin, and may be
arranged to provide inflow of air in arVr direction fran tangential to
normal entry. External drag of this type intake generally is low in
comparison with the scoop-type intake. Pressure recovery and flow char-
acteristics for skin intakes having tangential entry can be as good as
with well-designed scoop intakes, but must operate in a region of thin
boundary layer, or in conjunction with boundary layer bleed. Skin in-
takes in supersonic flow are generally believed to be inferior to scoop
intakes. Internal intakes are principally openings or scoops located
in the main air ducts supplying ram air to the aircraft's powerplants.
Pressure recovery would be high since the powerplants require well-de-
signed air inlets. The use of an inlet of t1ts type has the basic dis-
advantage that equipnents to be cooled are commonly located quite remote
to the powerplants and air ducts of considerable length may be required
to transfer the cooling air to equipment or intermediate cnponents of
cooling systems.

1. Pressure Recovery and Flow Capacity of Leading-Edge Intakes

A leading-edge intake is illustrated schematically in Figure
VII-2, with. station (oo) defining the undisturbed free-stream state of
the air, station (i) the state at entrance to the diffuser and station
(e) the state at exit of the diffuser and entrance to the distribution
component. Free-stream diffusion occurs ahead of the diffuser. For
subsonic flight speeds it may be considered to occur isentropically.
Within the diffuser, the stream is diffused to the maximum permissible
flow velocity at the exit of the diffuser. The diffuser is assumed to

Diffuser

()~( I (e) Figure VII-2 . Schematic
d of a leading-edge air

intake.
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be conical. The rate of variation of its cross-sectional flow area isdefined by the total included angle r dp. Within the supersonic flight.

Mach number range considered in this a-ud1y, i.e., 1.0 to 1.8, the dif-
fuser is assumed to operate subsonioal2, at all times, so that a bow
wave would'be farmed ahead of the inlet section, thus permitting spill-
age of the free-stream air over the leading edge of the inlet. The bow
wave is assumed to possess the characteristics of a normal shock within
the flow region defined by the inlet area of the diffuser. The' selec-
tion of the diffuser with external normal shock for supersonic flight
speeds is based on a general study of supersonic diffusers applicable
to the flight Mach number range from unity to 1.8. This type of super-
sonic intake is generally considered superior to the full-flow oblique-
wave diffusers for flight Mach numbers less than 1.5. For this study,
the preference for the normal-shock diffuser is assumed to extend to the )
maximum Mach number of 1.8 for the purpose of simplifying evaluation
procedures. The performance of an external-normal-shook diffuser at a
flight Mach number of 1.8 apparently does not differ significantly from
that of an oblique-Owave diffusion system.

A review of existing methods of design for subsonic leading-
edge intakes indicates that a well-proportioned intake operates in level
flight with a diffuser inlet velocity udf-i of appr ximatev 70% of the
flight velocity. Reduction of the design inlet velocity has the advan-
tages of increasing the overall efficiency of diffusion and reducing the
spatial requirements of the diffuser proper. It has the disadvantages
of increasing the frontal area and, correspondingly. the external drag
attributable to the intake. An inlet velocity of 70% of the flight ve-
locity tends to emphasize minimization of external drag and of leading-
edge surface required for the intake opening. The minor penalties of
lowered overall efficiency of diffusion and p'eater spatial requirements
are justifiable for most cooling systems, since the absolute else of in-
takes for cooling systems would normally be relatively small. On this
basis, for subsonic flight Mach numbers,

T 1 + 0.102 (V7-17)

and Pdfj./PoO (1 + 0.102 M2 (VII-18)

The pressure recovery of the diffuser proper is defined by the diffuser
efficiency and the flow conditions at entrance to the diffuser. The re-
lation between pressure recovery and diffuser efficiency is defined by

" pa, - P -d

This, combined with the relationship

pO/poo . - oo " (1 + 0.2 (VI-20)

yields
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For known values of the diffuser efficiency and flight Mach nuber., the
total pressure of the air at exit of the diffuser is defined in terms of
the atmospheric pressure by equation (VII-21).

The efficiency of the diffuser qdf is a function of the re-
quired area change and the included angle of the conical section. The
required area change frm inlet to-exit of the diffuser depends upon the
permissible flow velocity at entrance to the ductingo Increasing the

(1 flow velocity at exit of the diffuser increases the efficiency of the
diffuser and, cCrrespondingly, the pressure recovery, but would also .in-
crease the pressure loss in the ducting. Hence, the exit velocity of
the diffuser must remain as an independent variable of analysis. Arny
selected value must be based upon a compromise indicated by the results
of a design study of the entire cooling system. The includ8 d angle of
th8 diffuser p df normally would be within the range. from 8 to roughly
25v . A reduction in the spatial requirements of the diffuser would be
obtained by increasing the included angle, wbi ch, however, would reduce
the efficiency and pressure recovery. Included angles in the range from
100 to 150 would be c onsidered as the. most likely design values for air-
craft cooling systems.

Based on a study of subsonic diffusers to determine the inter-
relation of included angle and area change with diffuser efficiency, the
following empirical equation is proposed to correlate the efficiency with
fairly good accuracy far a range of included angles from 50 to about 350
and area ratios up to roughly 10.

" 1 - o.0ol(rd) 133 - +l] (V71-22)

The area ratio of the diffuser Adf.eAdf.i may be defined-by application
of the equation of continuity from inlet to exit of the diffuser, ioe.,

(yAu)df.i (Y (Au)df- (VII-2-3)

which may be rearranged to-yield

o.7~l~~l2 2_(l(l+0.2O5l+02M&_e.)3Adf .e ,7 4 1., + 0.°10(y2 "51+01"W(1 °2a'e3.(I-

0 The required area ratio of the diffuser is a function of the selected

permissible flow Mach number at the diffuser exit.

Equations (VII-21), (VII-22) and (VII-4) define the basic re-
lationships for evaluation of pressure recovery and area ratio for lead-
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ing-edge intakes in the subsonic flight region. For evaluation of pres-
sure recovery, a trial-and-error solution is required. In general, the
procedure would be to assume a value for the diffuser efficiencyp calcu-
late the recovery pressure ratio by equation (VII-21), then the required
area ratio by equation (VII-24), and lastly evaluate the diffuser effi-
ciency by equation (VII-22) to check the accuracy of the initially as-
sumed value.

The inlet area of the diffuser required for taking aboard the
aircraft air at a specified rate may be evaluated by application of the
equation of continuity to the inlet section. In order to account for
boundary layer effects, the actual flow capacity of the opening is as.-
sumed to be 95% of that evaluated on the basis of one-dimensional flow.
The resulting expression is

22_ 140 (l + 0.102 (vM I25.5)

For the subsonic flight Mach number range of 0.6 to 1.0 the re-
quired arga ratio of the diffuser is defined quite accurately by :--
0.56 MO7.7/Mdfe. Thus, the required area ratios would normally be
within the range of about 2 to 5. Typical ratios of diffuser length to
inlet diameter are in the range 1.5 to 5, and have approximately the
same magnitude as the required area ratio. The volume of a diffuser
having an area ratio of 5, corresponding to an exit Mach number of about
0.10, is roughly twice that of a diffuser having an area ratio of 2,
which corresponds to an exit Mach number of about 0.25. The volume var-
ies roughly in direct proprtion with the corrected air rate raised to
the 1.5-power. Thus, for example, at an altitude of 60,000 feet, the
diffuser volume would be about 45 times that for standard sea level at-
mospheric conditions.

Within the supersonic flight range, a normal shook wave is as-
sumed to exist ahead of the diffuser inlet. The Mach number at entrance
to the diffuser is assumed equal to the Mach number downstream of the
normal shock, so as to prevent arn expansion or recompression of the
stream between the standing wave and the diffuser entrance. On this ba-
sis., and using the flow properties characteristic of a normal shock wave,
the ratio of the total pressure at exit of the diffuser to the free
stream pressure is defined by

afj(7Moo- l)/6]{1 + Vnd [<K.2M2o(7~ 3)>4l]

The diffuser efficiency is defined by equation (VII-22) since subsonic
flow exists at all times within the diffuser section proper. The ratio
of exit to inlet-flow area of the diffuser is defined by

Adf..e/Adf.- bo(pha/p )(Moo) l()01/5) (l+o.2X....)3 AI .e (VII-27)

and the flow capacity by
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Figure VII-3. Pressure recovery characteristics of leading-edge intakes.
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The required' inlet flow area of the diffuser would be evaluated by equa-
tion (VII-28). The procedure far evaluation of performance and physical
characteristics of leading-edge intakes for supersonic flight speeds is
identical to that outlined for subsonic speeds.

Simplified evaluation procedures for leading-edge intakes may
be employed in marW instances. If the included angle for the diffuser
is assumed to be within the range of 100 to 120 the ram pressure ratio
may be evaluated as a function of the flight Mach number and the Mach
number of flow at exit of the diffuser, The results of this evaluation

86 -- .-- I _ -I--=__ . .

80

lSea evel - "- , S06 ' ' 20o,00o -- 6000."

40.'000
-55-ooo. 4o465 .,000--- \"

'oo o
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Figure I Working c r0.8 oL.O 1. 3-,0.00,. k_ xo

0. 1.,-/ "--,l8 600

0.2 I II I 120

Figure VII-4. working chart for evaluation, of inlet.

diameter of leading-edge intakes.
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are shown in Figure VII-3 and it may be observed that the Mach number
of flow at exit of the diffuser has no major effect on the pressure re-
covery of the intake. For the flight Mach number range of 1.2 to 108
the ram pressure ratio may be represented quite accurately by the equa-

, tion

p&fe/P.oo 1.6 8  (VII-29)

For the subsonic range of flight Mach numbers from 0.4 to 1.0, an equa-
tion which quite accurately defines the ram pressure ratio is

a 1 + 0.185 U 2  (vII-3o)

The required inlet flow area of the diffuser is defined by
equation (VII-25) for subsonic flight Mach numbers and by (VII-28) for
supersonic flight Mach numbers. A graphical solution to the evaluation
of the required inlet area is presented in Figure VII-4.

( 2. Pressure Recovery and Flow Capacity of Scoop Intakes

Scoop intakes have performance and physical characteristics
which vary widely with the purpose of use, location on the aircraft
outer surface, type and configuration of the intake and aircraft flight
conditions. It has not been found practical to develop a working method
capable of evaluating the effects on performance and physical character-
istics of the intakes for the wide variety of operational and design con-
ditions possible. Methods are presented in the following paragraphs
which are not rigorous for all applications and flight conditions, but
are designed to evaluate appraximatey the performance and physical char-
acteristics of scoop intakes. If during any cooling system anp.lysis it
should occur that the characteristics of a scoop intake play a key role
in establishing the criteria of design, it would be necessary to consid-
er the design and performance evaluation of the scoop intake in consid-
erably more detail.

For purposes of analysis, scoop intakes are separated in three
general groups: (1) those having a height, as measured by the normal
projection of the scoop into the air stream, equal to or less than the
thickness of the boundary layer, (2) those having a height in the range
of one- to four times the boundary layer thickness, and (3) those han-
dling essentially free stream air, such that the boundary. layer air
represents .a small percentage of the total inflow to the scoop.

The velocity profile within the boundary layer is assumed to be
represented by the conventional one-seventh power variation, with a flow
velocity of zero at the aircraft's surface and free stream velocity at
the outer edge of the boundary layer. Also, it is assumed that no dif-
fusion of the air occurs before entrance to the scoop intake. For
scoops having a height equal to or less than the, thickness of the bound-
ary layer, the mean temperature of the boundary layer is assumed to be
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the arithmetic average of the free stream and adiabatic wall tempera-
tures, the latter defined on the basis of a recovery factor equal to
0.9. The resulting expression defining the flow capaciiy of the scoop,
when (Ydfi/Ybl) < 1, may be shown to be

1870uMco (Ydf-i/Ybl)O.4
df ooso fi a1 + 0. 09 M2 (2 - Yf-i ./l) (I-1

The thickness of the boundary layer is assumed to be defined by

Y b, 0.9(14 I)
0"B gO;24/(SooMo)0.2  (VII-32)

where Lbl represents the distance fru the scoop intake to the leading
edge of the aerodynamic surface on which the intake is mounted. The in-
tegrated mean total pressure at the entrance section of the diffuser,
when (ydf_/Yb) 4 1, is defined in terms of the free-stream pressure
by the express on

atTheiscoo must prvd 0 oo(ydf /l)0V2'e T

The scoop must provide internal diffusion of the air frm the
mean flow velocity at entrance of the diffuser to the required flow ve-
locity at exit of the diffuser andentrance to the ducting. •The mean

flow velocity at entrance of the diffuser is defined by

ud-/uo-0.875(ydfgybl)013(I-4

The area ratio required of the diffuser is defined by application of the
equation of continuity fram inlet to exit, which yields

Ad -e - 87 oD p _e ( " 5 0- , o 143 ( I -5
i " O*75(p°°/ -e)( -e) ( o°/"df -e) (Ydf'i/ Y b l1(I-5

where the total pressure at exit of the diffuser is related to the inlet
total pressure by

p _e/oo * I + n [(P_/Poo) -i (VII-36)

The efficiency of the internal diffusion process is assumed to be de-
n y equation (VII-22). For scoop intakes having a ratio of

(ydf-iybl) much less than unity, the mean flow velocity would be rela-
tively low and no internal diffusion is required. An area ratio
Adf _/i&... less than unity would indicate that the boundary-layer flow
must be accelerated within the scoop to reach the specified flow velocity
at exit of the diffuser. As for evaluation of the leading-edge intake,
a trial-and-error process is required to define the pressure recovery of
this type intake.
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With the second general type of scoop intake, where the bound-
ary layer thickness is within the range of 25 to 100% of the scoop
height, the equation defining the flow capacity of the inlet section is

Wdf~c/UoAf~) 1870M1L,{(817)[l - yYb 0 9 ~ (VII-37)
d-i (l+O.09NJ(DI-7

The thickness of the boundary layer is defined by equation (VII-32). The
mean total wessure of the air at entrance to the diffuser is defined by

P&f...iPO, Q o .2MD[(Ypi..i/yubl)-0 3]/ [(Y~v...i/Ywbl) - .213%(VII-38)
(7' The pressure recovery during diffusion within the intake is evaluated by

equations (VII-22) and (VII-36)., with the internal area ratio of the in-
take defined by

When the height of a scoop intake is more than five times the
thickness of the boundary layer, it is assmed that the required inlet
flow area and external pressure recovery may be evaluated independent of
the boundary layer characteristics. The scoop acts essentially as a

=leading-edge intake. The external pressure recovery is quite high over
the range of inlet velocity ratio Udf_ uoo from about 0.4 to 1.2. In
order to permit a compromise in design between inlet flow area and over-
all pressure recovery, the following equations are presented as a func-
tion of the inlet velocity ratio, and are valid f ar a range of inlet as-
pect ratios from 1 to 5. The flow capacity of the scoop is defined by

OWAS ~ ~ df _Cd~/.)27__0

The external total pressure recovery is assumed independent of the inlet

velocity ratio and is defined therefore, by the equation

[1 + 0.195 vI4l

The internal pressure recovery is evaluated by equations (VII-19) and
(VII-22), with the internal area ratio defined by

Adfe Poo udf-i MO00D- - - +02 1 (VII-42)

Inlet velocity ratios in the range 0.7 to 1.0 would be considered most
typical for subsonic flight speeds.
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With scoop intakes and supersonic flight speeds, the \following
assumptions are made. A normal-shock wave precedes the flow at the en-
trance to the diffuser, and the free-stream flow conditions ahead of the
inlet are defined as those downstream of the normal shock. Thereafter,
the scoop intakes are evaluated in the manner outlined in the preceding
paragraphs. This method of analysis yields only approximate results.

3. Pressure Recovery and Flow Capacity of Skin Intakes

The performance of skin intakes depends greatly upon the bound-
ary layer conditions at entrance to the intake, the aspect ratio of the
intake and the relative amount of boundary layer bleed employed. De-
tails of general design procedures for high-performance skin intakes
have not been compiled. Specific procedu'es yielding designs with good
pressure recovery should be utilized when a high-performance skin intake
is required for a cooling system.

Typically, a flush recessed opening in the skin of an aircraft
would yield a pressure recovery defined by

PC~r-e/poO L 0.06 M~] ~(VII.-4)

when the flow velocity udf.8 at the exit of the intake is within10 to
70% of the flight velociE.- The required flow area at exit of the dif-
fuser is defined by

4. Pressure Recovery and Flow Capacity of Internal Intakes

An internal intake located on the surface of any main air duct
acts essentially as a scoop intake. Pressure recovery and flow capacity
for this type intake would be evaluated by the procedures outlined in
the preceding sub-section (2).

5. Drag of Air Inlets

The total drag imposed on an aircraft by use of an air inlet
may be evaluated as the sum of the momentum and external drags. Momnen-
turn drag accounts for drag on the aircraft resulting from change in the
absolute or relative air velocity between inlet and exit of the flow
system. External drag includes all parasitic drag originating from
added surfaces, edges and protuberances in general.

External drag of leading-edge inlets having the general design
features as presented in sub-section (1),would be, on the average. de-
fined approximately by

Dr 0.5 to Aa. i M? for Moo 1 (VII-44)
over the subsonic flight range.
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Within the supersonic flight range of the study, i.e., for Mach
numbers up to 1.8, the external drag would be roughly .- times that do-
fined by equation (VII-44) when the inlet is operating at its design
flight speed. Under off-design operation, if the inlet handles less air
than the swept-volume of flow, so that spillage of air over the leading
edge of the intake exists, a drag increase results which must be added
to 1.5 times the drag defined by equation (VII-4 4 ).. The total external
drag under these conditions is defined approximately by

Dr., 1 4,78004f -i IPo SoOd- (I45

( where, in general, the diffuser inlet pressure and flow velocity can
only be defined fron considerations of the flow characteristics of the
entire cooling system. When the inlet operates under off-design condi-
tions with the shock located within the diffuser proper, so that the in-
flow of air is defined by the swept-volume of flow, the external drag
would be evaluated apprcozimately by 1.5 times the drag defined by equa-
tion (VII-14).

The monentum drag with subsonic or supersonic leading-edge in-
takes is defined by

D~rman " 0-.00915 Wdf Moo 1 0 (V11446)

which for subsonic design reduces to

Drm - 13 8ooA _i M2(l + 0.102 M0) 2 O (VII-47)

and for supersonic design to

Drmom 1 9.6 8= 4f-i Mo (VIi-48)

The external drag of scoop inlets operating over the subsonic
flight speed range is approximately defined by

'ex l2 a.. v13

For the supersonic speed range, the external drag of a scoop would be
defined by equation (VII-49) multiplied by a factor of 2, except under
conditions where the boundary layer extends beyond the maximum protuber-
ance of the scoop. For the latter case, the external drag would be de-
fined by equation (VII-49).

The momentum drag of boaniary layer scoops for both sub- and
supersonic flight speeds is defined by

Drmom = 16 soJ)L o M9 (yfj/ybl)2/7 (VII-0)
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when the diffuser inlet height ydf-i is less than or equal to the bound-ary layer thickness ybl; or by

Drm m  16 6oki 7bl + 0.O0915wdf M 0 L1 _ 7b1 (VII-5)" ' Ydf-i " Ydf-i (I-1

when the diffuser inlet height ydf~i is from 1 to 4 times the boundary
layer thickness, or by equation (VII-46) when the ratio of inlet height
to boundary layer thickness is greater than 4.

Air Outlets

The general practice in the cooling system study has been to ignore
external drag of air outlets and to define their weight and space on the
basis of an equivalent length of ducting. The thrust which may be de-
rived from expansion and ejection of the air has been included in some
systems and ignored in others. When the flow circuit is such that pres-
sure drop at the outlet is available, in general the thrust is included.
The cooling system studies presented in subsequent sections specify when
the thrust is included or ignored. With some systems there is no prac-
tical benefit to be derived by raising the back pressure throughout the
flow circuit so as to have a pressure drop available in the outlet of
the system for development of thrust. The thrust resulting from an exit
velocity of the outlet, une", is defined by

thrust u - Drmm a 0.863 x lo-5 w Un-e (VII-S2)

where w represents the flow rate of air in pounds per hour and the Un-e
the exit velocity in feet per second. The net momentum drag is defined
by the sun of the inlet and outlet momentum drags.

Blowers

Evaluation of cooling systems employing blowers as the source of
air motion requires working procedures which permit convenient defini-
tion of size, weight, speed and power for arV specified air flow rate
and system flow rasistance. Studies of the performance of low and medi-
um pressure centrifugal and axial blowers have been conducted to estab-
lish evaluation methods for determining physical characteristics and
performance. Low and medium pressure blowers are arbitrarily classified
as those having pressure producing ability up to about 10 to 15 inches
of water at standard density.

1. Centrifugal Blowers

The study of low and medium pressure centrifugal blowers has
been restricted to blowers employing forward curved multiple vanes of
shallow radial depth. Centrifugal blowers employing backward curved
vanes have not been considered for aircraft application because of their
inherently small pressure-producing ability. The performance of 55 units
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of the forward-curved multi-vaned type, representing products of five
manufacturer, have been studied to define representative performance.
Impeller diameters ranged from 3 to 36 inches, and rotational speed from
280 to 5000 revolutions per minute.

Ferforpance of each unit was studied and correlated by assuming
the blowers to be honologous, ioe *, assumin'g the fan or blower lavs to
apply. On this basis three parameters may be defined to correlate the
volumetric capacitor, the pressure-producing ability~ and the input power

096

4 6 10 12, 14 16
Volume Flow Parameter,~

Figure VII-5. Generalized pressure and volumue flow characteristics
of low- and medium-pressive centrifugal blowers.
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requirements. The relative volumetric capacity of the blowers was cor-
related by using a parameter equivalent to the standard flow coefficient
for compressors and blowers. The parameter is defined by

-fB- (vB/lO0)(O--/bB)4/l00O)(diw/lO)3J (VII-5'3)

which assumes that for homologous blowers the flow rate is directly pro-
portional to the rotational speed and to the cube of the impeller diame-
ter when all impeller widths are first corrected to a comparable percent-,
age of the impeller diameter. The standard gemetry of the impeller is
selected as a width ratio bB of 0.5, i.e.. an impeller width equal to
one-half the tip diameter. A practical design range for the width ratio
would be considered as from about 0.3 to about 0.7. The volme flow

0.4-
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Figure VII-6. Generalized shaft power requirements
of low- and medim-pressure centrifugal blowers.
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parameter for arV blower would vary from zero, .e., shut-off operating
condition, to a value corresponding to the maximum flow handling capaci-ty of the unit, defined as the operational condition where the outlet

static pressure equals the inlet total pressure. The pressure-producing
ability of the various units has been correlated by the parameter

S(&g/o BO)4n,/l000)( w(d/1/0) 2] (VII-54)

which is basically equivalent to the definition of the standard pressure
coefficient employed in compressor design theory. The denominatcr of
equation (VII-54) is proportional to the square of the impeller tip
speed. The numerator of equation (VII-54) is proportional to the head

'- produced by the blower, where O!i represents the ratio of the air den-
sity at inlet to the blower to standard air density. Data on shaft power
required to drive the blower were evaluated and correlated by the power
parameter

'B" (P Bi) (0"5/bB)4 /I000) 3(d"Bid1)9 (VII-55)

60

p4 0

Volume Flow Parameter, (pB

Figure VII-7. Generalized efficiency Of low- and
medium-pressure centrifugal blowers.
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where P oi defines the corrected shaft horsepower required by the
blower.

The blower efficiency is defined by the generalized parameters
and was calculated from

q * ?B -B/( 63-57B) (VII-56),

The results obtained in correlating centrifugal blower perform-
ance by the parameters 5B. I'B and XB are shown in Figures VII-5,
VII-6 and VII-7. Representative generalized perfotmance for this type
of blower may be selected from average performance shownv in Figures
VII-5 and VIl-6, as illustrated scheuatical2v in Figure VIZ-B. These

1B FigNe VII-8. Representative general-
ized performanc- of low anemedium
pressure centrifugal blower.

Percent Max. Capacity

generalized characteristics are used for selection of required impeller
diameter and rotational speed of a blower. The criteria for selection
are obtained by combining equations (VII-53) and (VII-54) to yield ex-
plicit definitions of required diameter and speed. The resulting ex-
pressions are

dI/I- [0.707 0{(( 0oo)O.5bB)O.5(O'/FBi)O.2lM(VII.57)
nBI000 -[F-O'5/0.707 O7 E( /Bi)O75(b)' ( O)O (I-8

These relationships illustrate that for any volumetric capacity and total
pressure rise required of the blower, the diameter and rotational speed
are defined explicitly by selection of the width ratio of the impeller
and the efficiency level or percent maximun capacity at which the blower
would operate.

Generalization of bulk volume and weight for low and medium
pressure centrifugal blowers has been obtained from a study of existing
designs representing 31 units and 5 manufacturers. Impeller diameters
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of these units ranged from. 3 to .1 inches. Blower volume is carrelated
as a function gf the diameter and axial width of the impeller by the
parameter bB(djI).', where bB is the ratio of the axial width to tip di-
ameter of the peller. Results of this type correlation are shown in
Figure VII-9. For ar specific blower type, as for example blowers of
varying size but built by the same manufacturer, the volume is found to
vary linear3ly with the parameter bN(d'7) . However, a range in blower
volume is found at arV fixed value of Bhe abscissa in Figure VII-9 due
to variations among the designs of the various manufacturers. For pur-
poses of evaluation of blower volume required for aircraft equipment
cooling systems it is assumed that the, effort would be directed toward
practical minimization of pbysical size, so that the solid line indi-

rcated in Figure VII-9 would be representative of blower designs suitable
for cooling system applications. This line may be described by the
equation v - (owI-59)

and would be 'used to define spatial requirements of low and medium pres-
sure centrifugal blowers.

A study of the weight of various low and medium pressure cen-
trifugal blowers indicates that weight may be correlated with volume.

30

/ e -
/ /

S20- /-

/

A A

20.

"IT

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Figure VII-9.* Results of correlation of volume for low and medium
pressure centrifugal blowers as function of impefler dimensions.
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The representative weight variation is defined by

WB 0 l.28(V °00)0 8  (vn-6o)

The flow velocity of the air at the blower discharge is defined
by the flow rate and the exit area. In order that the exit, velocity may
be defined for arq selected low and medium pressure centrifugal blower,
a study of exit areas of existing blowers was made in an effort to cor-
relate this area as a function of the impeller dimensions. The results
obtained from this study of 36 commercially available units having im-
peller diameters, in the range 3 to 22 inches define the variation of,
area with the abscissa parameter by the equation

Aje -100 bB(d B/40)2  V1-1 ~

External dimensions of the scroll for low and medium pressure
centrifugal blowers were studied for 34 units having impeller diameters
in the range from 3 to 15 inches. Dimensions of the scroll were found
to vary about in direct proportion with the diameter of the Impeller.

2. Axial Blowers

A study of low and medium pressure axial blowers was conducted
to define generalized performance and physical characteristics in a man-
ner similar to that used for low and medium pressure centrifugal blowers.
The purpose of determining performance and physical characteristics has
been to allow evaluation of rotational speedp powery weight and volume
of a typical blower employed, as a source of air movement in an aircraft
equipnent cooling system. Physical characteristics and performance of
low and medium pressure axial blowers were determined from the charac-
teristics of existing designs., in order to define typical average values.
No attempt was made to study effects of details in design3 such as rotor
or stator blade angle and solidity.

The results are based on the study of 17 single-stage units.,
which have rotor diameters in the range from 3.5 to 21 inches and rota-
tional speeds from 3600 to 14,000 revolutions per minute. Generalized
performance is defined in terms of the flow coefficient V B. the pres-
sure coefficient P B and the power coefficient X B. The flow coeffi-
cient for axial blowers is defined as

?B"- (vBlOO)[10o50(I --V2B B(lOO) :~/l) 3 ]  (VII-62)

which is identical to that used for centrifugal blowers except that a
correction factor is introduced to allow for variation in the hub-to-tip
diameter ratio of the impeller V /B whereas with centrifugal units a
correction factor ~ is included to allow for variation in the axial
width of the impeller relative to the tip diameter. -For axial units, a
reference hub-to-tip diameter ratio is selected as O o0O, which defines
the constant of 0.51 equal to ( -V 2 ) in equation (VII-62)o It is as-
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-uwed that a ome variation in the hub-to-tip diameter ratio f or blower selec-
ticn or design is possible without affecting to axr appreciable extentb the
pressure-producing abilitr or power requirements of the blower, and that the
voltuetric, capacity of a unit would be proportional to the factor (1 --v 2 ).
as indicated by equation (VII-62). Actually, performance of axial blowers
would be affected to some extent when this ratio is varied, yrincipally due
to radial flow vhen the ratio is low and to high relative skin friction when

0 'A

CII

0.12-

0.04-

01II
1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.*6 3.0 3.4

Volumue flow Parameter, B0 B

Figure VII-lO. Generalized pressure and flow volume characteristics of low
and medium pressie single stage axial blowers.
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the. ratio is high. A practical range of the hub-to-tip diameter ratio v B
permitting correlation by thie factor introduced in equation (VII-62) is ee-

tiinated to be frou about 0.-60 to 0.80.,

The pressure-producing ability of a single stage axial blower is

correlated. by the pressure coefficient, defined as

#r (47'aBi)/ [(n.j/ o) di/02 (vii-63)

which is identical in definition to that employed for centrifugal blowers.

As previously pointed out, the pressure-producing ability is assumed to be

indepe ndent of the hub-to-tip diameter ratio within a practical range of

variation, such as 0.60 to 0.80. The effect of inlet air density on the

actual air pressure rise is accounted for by the inlet air density ratio _
a~.This method of correction is fairly accurate as long as the flow pro-

16-

'4

1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 390 3.4
Volume Iflaw Parameter,,r

Figure VI-li. Generalized shaft power requfremente of
low and medium pressure single stage axial blowers.
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cess is essentially incom essible, as would be the case for most single-
stage axial blowers. Basicall., equation (VII-63) defines the ratio of
head development to the square of the impeller tip speed for one stage of
a blower.

Shaft power required of axial blowers is correlated by the power
coefficient, defined as

-A (Pl,/aBi) [o.53-Al -VB']/[r /l00)3dB~i/l)5] (VII-64)

which is basical3y equivalent to that employed for centrifugal blowers ex-
cept for the factor including the hub-to-tip diameter ratio in place of the

100

o

04

20

* 0 i , I .. i , ,I. .
160 1. 4 1. 8 .2L,2 2. 6 303.4

Volume Flow Parameter,

Figure VIi-12. Generalized efficiency of low and medium
pressure single stage axial blowers.
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width-to-diameter ratio for centrifugal units. It is ass-mod that me-7
chanical losses are included in defining shaft power required of azi
blower by use of the power coefficient defined in equation (VII-64).

Results obtained by correlation of perfommance of single-stage
axial blowers in terms of flow, pressure and power coefficients are il-
lustrated in Figures VII-1O, VII-II and VII-12. The variation in re-
sults may in part be attributed to differences of solidity, blade angle
of rotor and statr and stator vane location.

Representative generalized performance for this type blower may
be selected from average performance of Figures VII-10 and VIIZ. is il-
lustrated schematically in Figure VII-13. The generalized performance
so defined would be employed to define typical operational characteris-
tics of low and medium pressure axial blowers.

Figure VII-13. Representative
generalized performance of low and
medium pressure single-stage axial
blower.

Percent Max. Capacity

Fro= the generalized performance of Figure VII-13 for aW so-
lected operational condition, usually defined by percent maxinum eapaci-
ty or percent maximum efficiency derived fron required power level or
control consideratione, the required impeller diameter ani rotational

speed may be explicit3, defined frca the equations

d" 0QO [074-" '/.]~~% 'pj[/7tA )o.71(lmj)0- 4&%/(v3/OQ (VII-66)

The procedures of selecting a blower and the determinmtion of
its performance are identical to those for the centrifugal blower.

The performance and physical characteristics of low and medium
pressure axial blowers requiring more than one stage, i.e.o more than
one Impellers would be obtained by assuming that the performance of in-
dividual stages may be comb ned in series. A procedure of this type
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would be approximately correct when only a few stages are required. Be-
yond this. the blower would have fairly great pressure-producing ability
and would be evaluated as an axial-flow compressor.

Bulk volume and weight relationships for low ani medium pros-
sure axial blowers have been established, based on a limited quantity of
information. The bulk volume of this type blower is defined by

VB - 1.75"( I )' "6  (VII-67)

and the weight by

U 3.6(V/OO).(VIx-68)

Both exwressions apply specifically to single stage units which include

either inlet or exit stationary guide vanes for the Impeller.

Compressors

A study of aircraft cooling systems in general requires knowledge
of the performance and pbysical characteristics of eiall radial (cen-
trifugal) and axial compressors. Radial compressors would be employed
in certain trpes of air cycle refrigeration systems and as compression
elements of a completely pneumatic power supply system and vapor cycle
refrigeration systems. Axial compressors are employed rather exten-
sively in marr air cycle refrigeration Systems.

1. Radial Compressors

A radial compressor is classified in this study as a radial-
flow turbomachine producing in azy oe stage a total pressure ratio of
the compressed fluid from 1.1 upwards. All units are considered to have
radial vanes., i.e.. units having impeller vanes inclined toward or =ay
from the direction of impeller rotation at the outer diameter of the im-
peller are not considered. Lower values of required total pressure ra-
tio would classify the machine as a low and medium pressure or high pres-
sure centrifugal blower. The maximum total pressure ratio possible for
development in axW one stage of a radial compressor is limited to values
in tbs vicinity of 4 to 13 primarily by mechanical strength limitations
of the impeller and secondarily by an acceptable efficiency level for
the machine.

Under normal conditions of application of tbLs type compressor
to an aircraft cooling system, the total temperature and pressure at in-
let of the unit., the air rate to be handled by the unit, the rotational
speed., and the shaft power available for driving the unit would be deter-
mined by performance of other components within the system. Hence., they
may be considered as independent variables of analysis. In other in-
stances. the rotational speed or the flow rate would not be known. Also.
with some' systems the total pressure ratio required to be developed by
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the compressor may be an independent variable of analysis. Dependent
variables to be determined when evaluating a radial compressor are (1)
those affecting directly the performance of other components within a
cooling system, such as outlet total temperature and pressure and rota-
tional speed2 and (2) those affecting merit considerations of the com-
pressor and entire cooling system when compared to other systems pro-
ducing an equivalent cooling effect, such as inlet, impeller and exter-
nal diaeters, axial length, efficiency and spatial and weight require-
ments.

Working methods to be used for evaluation of performance and
physical characteristics of radial conpressors are presented in the fol-
lowing sub-sections, derived on the basis of conventional thermodynamic
and fluid dynamic principles and typical generalized performance charac- , )
teristics for this type compressor. The approach is basically one of
design or selection of radial-vaned units meeting specified performance
requirements for the design conditions of the cooling system. *Off-de-
sign" performance of the compressor is not considered herein. Working
methods are presented for design of units having maximum air capacityj,
i.e., minimum physical size for any specified air rate, and fr design
of units operating at or near peak efficiency. Compromise in selection 'i

between maximum capacity and maximum efficiency is discussed.

a. Flow Capacity

Two parameters useful far evaluation of compressor perform-
ance in general are the flow coefficient and the impeller tip Mach num-
ber. The flow coefficient, which characterizes the operational condi-
tion of the compressor, is defined as the ratio of the absolute axial
flow velocity at inlet to the compressor to the tip speed of the impel-
ler. In equation form, the flow coefficient is defined as

OCR - uCR uCRI (VII-69)

It is assumed in all instances that at the inlet the flow is uniform and
in the axial direction only. Prerotation vanes are not considered, so
that the inlet velocity of equation (VII-69) represents the actual aver-
age flow velocity for the fluid. The impeller tip Mach number of the
compressor is a fictitious parameter used to relate the peripheral speed
of the impeller to the total temperature of the fluid at the inlet of
the compressor. It is defined in equation form as

I HOR - uR kRT~i(VII-70)

Typical values of this parameter are in the range 0.3 to 1.4, the lower
limit being defined by a total pressure ratio for the compressor of ap-
proximately oI,. and the upper. limit being defined by typical values of
the maximum permissible peripheral speed of an impeller and the total
temperature of the fluid at the inlet. Most comonly., in connection
with aircraft cooling systems, the impeller tip Mach number would be in
the range 0°5 to 1.2.
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A general expression for the flow capacity of a radial can-
pressor may be derived In terms of the flow coefficient and Impeller
Mach number by application of the steady-state equation of continuity to
the inlet section of the compressor. The flow rate expressed in pounds
per hour is related to the specific weight. the flow velocity and the
flow area at inlet by

WCR - 3600( rAu)cRi (VII-71)

The inlet flow area is defined in terms of the impeller
diameter by the expression

A (,A)(dCR)2 (A R - .0625), (VII-72)

where it is assumed that the ratio of the hub and tip diameters is 0.2".
Thus the available inlet flow area has an outer diameters i.e., the eye
diameter, equal to X times the impeller diameter and an inner diameter
equal to 0.25 times the impeller diameter. The specific weight of the
fluid at the inlet plane may be defined in terms of the total tempera-
ture and pressure at inlet by the following expression, assuming the
fluid to obey the equation of state for a perfect gas,

Rc - (p/RT)CRi - (pO/ CRI/(Pi)/(k '1) (vfl-73)

The actual Mach number of flow at the inlet of the unit is related to
the flow factor and impeller Mach number by

M *j a (u/a)CRi  - $ CRuCR/ jkRT R (VII-7 4 )

or, by combining equations (VII-70) and (VII-7h),

POR 4R, POui (VI-75)

which may be solved directly to yield
...... (VII-76)

C~i • 1- (l 21 HR,

Then., by combining equations (VII-73) and (VII-76) an expresslon for the
inlet specific weight of the gas is determined as

" [(kl)/2] q 24 1  (k (VII-77)

and the general expression for flow rate is obtained by combining equa-
tions (VII-69), (VII-70),. (VII-7T)., (II-72) and (VII-77),

wcRyT I(P~idRI) ( 900-)(0cR.RI)(O2-O.0625) x
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WYT';e(, goCR _ ),31680fMMMRI(A2 r0.65) 0.,2V2ji]2.5
o o~aR C."2o25 (VII-79)

for air with k and R equal to 1.4 and 53.3, respectively, and t and 9
defined as the ratio of pressure and temperature to standard sea level
pressure and temperature of 215 pounds per square foot and 519°F abso-
lute, respectively.

A review of radial compressor performance as presented in
the literature, References VTI-5, VI-3 and VI-7, indicates that design
for maximum efficiency requires the flow coefficient to be in the range
0.25 to slightly above 0.3, with the peak efficiency varying little over
this range. Therefore, it is assumed in this analysis that radial com-
pressors expected to operate at peak efficiency are designed for a flow
coefficient of 0.3. Secondly, it is assumed that a well-proportiqned
impeller would be designed to have an eye diameter of about 62.5% of the
impeller diameter, i.e., CR is 0.625, as verified by conventional prac-
tice in compressor design as well as theoretical analyses. Reference
VII-5 indicates that slightly higher efficiencies are possible with NC !L)
of about 0.7. However, the use of larger eye diameters introduces adi-
tional mechanical problems in the design of the impeller inlet vanes or
inducer. For this reason and the fact that in design practice somewhat
lower ratios are employed, the value of ACR equal to 0.625 is main-
tained as the maximum value in design, for maximum efficiency. However,
in the subsequent analysis dealing with design for maximum capacity,
values of XCR up to 0.7 are used. With the flow coefficient maintained
constant at a value of 0.3 for maximum-efficiency design, the absolute
axial inlet velocity increases in direct proportLon to the impeller Mach
nuber. Thus, at high values of the impeller Mach number, corresponding
to an appreciable total pressure rise of the air produced by the com-
pressor, the flow velocity relative to the inlet vanes or inducer of the
impeller becomes very great. Normally, an excessive relative inlet ve-
locity is considered to exist when the Mach number of flow relative to
the inlet vanes is within the transonic region, so that shock wave for-
mations over the vanes may possibly create separation of the flow and
consequent reduction in efficiency and capacity of the unit. Conven-
tional practice is to limit the maximum Mach number of flow relative to
the inlet vanes, occurring at the outer inlet diameter far pure axial
entry., to a value of 0.9. Slightly higher efficiency of the compressor
would be expected when this Mach number is limited to values in the
range 0.7 to 0.8, as corresponding, for example, to the critical Mach
number of simple aerodynamic shapes, but the flow capacity would be
greatly reduced. In this analysis, the relative inlet Mach number is,
limited to 0.9.

The maximum impeller Mach number at which the relative in-
let Mach number is not excessive for a flow coefficient of 0.3 is de-
fined in the following manner. At the outer diameter of the inlet and
for pure axial entry of the air in the approach section, the maximum
relative velocity is
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di g + ?L'l U6I (vnI-8o)

or,

where UiR /kgRTC,, (0.9) 2 .0.81 (VII-82)

since -the relative inlet Mach number is limited to 0.9. Hence 1 solving
equation (VII-81) for the impeller Mach number$ using the relationship
of equation (VII-76) and k equal to 1.4, yields

C) CRI w09/1FI 16 V2 +.A2
(7 R 0 CR (VII-83)

For r 9 i and A cR of 0.3 and 0.625, respectively, the impeller Mach num-
ber isi. 28. Thus, whenever the impeller Mach number is less than 1.28,
the relative Mach number at inlet of the vanes is everywhere less than
0.9, it is equal to 0.9 at an impeller tip Mach number of 1.28, and
would exceed 0.9 for impeller Mach numbers greater than 1.28. With im-
peller Mach numbers greater than 1.28, either the flow coefficient or
the eye diameter must be reduced. A study of this condition shows that
frm the standpoint' of flow capacity reduction of the eye diameter is
greatly superior to reduction of the flow coefficient. For example, at
an impeller Mach number of 1.4 with a flow coefficient of 0.3, the re-
quired value of A R would be 0.555 instead of 0.625, creatinga loss in
flow capacity of 25. However, should A R be maintained at the stand-
ard value of 0.625 and the flow coefficient be reduced to maintain the
limiting relative Mach number of 0.9 at an impeller Mach number of 1.4,
the flow coefficient would have to be reduced to 0.139 which, compared
to the standard value of 0.3, represents a flow capacity drop of over
50%. Also, with the latter design the efficiency level would be appre-
ciably lowered. Hence, for impeller Mach numbers greater than 1.28, de-
sign practice would be to reduce the eye diameter, i.e., reduce A as
required by equation (VII-83) for a flow coefficient of 0.3. It is to
be emphasized that prerotabion vanes within the inlet are not consid-
ered. Values of the flow coefficient and inlet diameter ratio for de-
sign at maximum efficiency as a function of the impeller Mach numnber are
presented in Figure VII-14.

The flow capacity of radial compressors designed for opera-
tion at maximum efficiency may now be defined from the data of Figure
VII-14 and equation (VII-79), which is valid for air., When the impeller
Mach number is less than 1.28, which would be the usual condition, ?CR
and ACR are 0.3 and 0.625, respectively, and

wCR1/--(Sid(I) u 16 5 .5MCRI(l _ 0.018 &i)2. 5  (VII 84)

When the impeller Mach number exceeds a value of 1.28, the flow capacity
is defined by
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Figure VII-114. Flow coefficient and inlet diameter ratios
for radial caupressors.

using NcR as defined by equation (VII-83) for 9P 0.3. The variation
in corrected flow capacity, pounds per hour per inch squared of impeller
tip diameter, is illustrated in Figure VII-15. The maximum flow capaci-
ty exists at the impeller tip Mach number ,of 1.28, where the value of
the ordinate is about 196 pounds per hour-inch squared.

Design for maximum flow capacity of a radial compressor is
based upon the maximum flow rate the inlet section can handle without
exceeding the selected maximum value of 0.9 for the relative Mach number
of flow at the inlet and without prerotation vanes. A detailed study of
the maximum flow capacity of radial campressars is presented in Refer-
ence VII-8. For a hub-to-tip diameter ratio of the impeller of 0.25, as
herein used, and a limiting relative Mach number of 0.9, maximum flow
capacity is achieved when

XcR 0..77 8/cRi (Vii-86)

Substituting this relationship into equation (VII-83) defines the corre-
sponding variation in the flow coefficient, which is

VCR 0.I42/II (VII-87)
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Figure VII-)5. Fl1ow capacity of radial compressors for design
with maximum efficiency or maximumn flow capacity.

Equation (vII-86) indicates that very high values of the inlet diameter
ratio are required at low values of the impeller Mach number. For prac-
tical reasons of designs the maximum value of AM is limited to 0.7,
which corresponds to impeller Mach numbers below 1.11. Thus, when

N RI > 1.111 X and ? CR are defined by equations (VII-86) and (VII-B7.
1-Jhn MCaz < 1. DCR is 0.7 and (fCR is defined fr m eqization (VII-83).

to be

10C 0. 65 (1T6_A9&) - 1 (ViI-88)

Here again, a limit rmuot be placed on r~ since at low impeller Mach num-
bers the flow coefficient would be very high, so that the efficiency and
pressure-producing ability would be negligible. Hence, the maximum Vau
of j9C is limited to 0.6, which occurs whenMI~p is about 0.95. The
variations of flow coefficient and inlet diameter ratio with design for
maximum flow capacity are presented in Figure V17-1 4.

The air flow rate with design fc' maximum capacity is de-
fined by equation (VII-79) and the previously established conditions of
the flow coefficient and inlet diameter ratio. Fo Impller Mach num-
bers greater than 1.11, equations (VII-86) and (VoII-87) are substituted
into equation (VII-79) to yield

wGR Yr'f,6Ri/CRidCRI) 40. 3.~~cI 2
-1 VI.9
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For impeller Mach numbers greater than 0.95 and less than 1.11, equation
(VII-88) andAOR equal to 0.7 are substituted into equation (Vil-79) to
yild

Lastly., for impeller Mach numbers les than 0.95, 9,R andACR are re-
stricted to 0.6 and 0.7 respectiveyp, so that equation (VII-79) reduces
to

vo1i/(8&tid1j) * 431 M1 (l- 0.O72& 1 )2 5 (VII.91)

The variation in corrected air flow capacity with design for maximum ca-
pacity is presented in Figure VII-! as a function t the impeller Mach 0
number. At a value M of 1.4, the conditions of design for maximum
efficiency coincide with those for maximum capacity. Design for maximum
capacity with impeller Mach numbers less than unity results in from 2 to
2.5 times as much flow rate as with design for maximum efficiency.. theImpeller tip diameter being the same in both cases.

Compromise in design between maximum efficiency and maximum
capacity Is achieved by employing variations in the flow coefficient in-
termediate to those shown in Figure VII-14. As may be seen in the sub-
sequent discussion dealing with the variation in efficiency with flow
coefficients$ the flow capacity At various prescribed efficiency levels
may be establi hed, which would then permit construction of additional
curves on the plot in Figure VII-15 and allow direct selection for com-
promise in design of efficiency versus size of the machine.

b. Efficiency and Pressure Coefficient

The operational efficiency level of a radial compressor is
primarily a function of the flow coefficient, impeller Mach number and
machine Reynolds number, and secondarily of the inlet diameter ratio,
clearances and general mechanical design features within the range of
conventional design practice. A study of efficiency characteristics for
this type cmpressor indicates that efficiency correlated as a function
of flow coefficient, impeller Mach number, machine Reynolds number and
inlet diameter ratio is satisfactory for predicting general performance
and pbsical characteristics. Reynolds number and inlet diameter ratio
are considered as secondary factors in the evaluation of efficiency.

Typical average efficiency variations as function of the
flow coefficient and impeller Mach number are presented in Figure VII-16.
All data in this plot are for a machine Reynolds number of 100 and an in-
let diameter ratio of 0.62 . Design for maximum efficiency based on a

flow coefficient of 0.3,v as used in the preceding sub-section for evalu-
ation of flow capacity, may be seen to represent an average value for the
range in flow coefficient corresponding to peak efficiency at various
mpeller Mach numbers. The selected variation of flow coefficient for

design with maximum flow capacity, as shown in Figure VtI-14,, defines an
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Figure VII-16. Reference efficiency of radial compressor as function
of flow coeffTicient and impeller Mach number,

efficiency level of approximately 80% of that for a flow coefficient of

inrrection factors to be applied to the reference efficiency

ratosn othiger V17; for-machine Reynolds numbers and inlet diameter

VII-17 and VII-18. Thus, for any values of flow coefficient, Impeller
Mach number, machine Reynolds number and inlet diameter ratio, the op-
erating efficiency of a radial compressor is evaluated by

TIM (FC-rr~)(F(VII-92)

The machine Reynolds number for arzr operational condition of the can-
pressor is defined and1 evaluated in the following manner. 1 he Reynolds
number is defined as

1.21

1.0 -Figure VII-17. Correction
ji factor for effect of machine

Reynolds number on effi-
ciency of radial ccmpressor.

0.8 I : Ii A 1 1

ReCR
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1.05

1. 00. Figure VII-18. Correction
factor for effect of inlet
diameter ratio on efficiency
of radial compressor.

0.5.6 I.6 0.70I
0,65 ,60A CR06507

1ReC PCRi 'UCRI dCRI/ PCRi (VII-93)

The inlet density plii is defined by equation (VII-? 7) when divided by
the dimensional cons ant g equal to 32 .2 pounds per slug. The absolute
viscosity of air is a function of the inlet static temperatureanfo
the temperature range -1000 to 10000F its variation may be quite accu- (
rately expressed by the. empirical equation

1, 4 .16xl0-9TOM7  (VII-94)

Combining equations (VII-70),9 (VIJ:-17), (VII-93) and (VII-94), and intro-
ducing the definitions of corrected pressure 8 and corrected temperature

yields a generalized expression f or the machine Reynolds number which
is for air

Re (Ci 1 2 /Sid" 1) - 9xloIM0 j [l1-0.2(~I 2 (VII-95)

The pressure coefficient of a radial compressor is a parame-

0..1

Figure VII-19. Chart for
0. evaluation of pressure

coefficient for radial
compressors.

0. 106 107
RomR
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4- ter useful for evaluation of head production as a function of the im-
peller's peripheral speed. It is defined by

%rCR9 (VII-96)

The ratio of the pressure coefficient to .the efficiency of a radial com-
pressor is normally referred to as the slip or circulatory flow coeffi-
cient. A study of the pressure coefficient as affected by design condi-
tions for the compressor indicates that the ratio of the pressure coeffi-
cient to efficiency may be correlated as a function of the flow coeffi-
cient and machine Reynolds number. This correlation is presented in
Figure VII-19, which illustrates that evaluation of the pressure coeffi-
cient may be obtained directly once the efficiency of the compressor has

- been defined.

c. Pressure and Temperature Developed by Compressor

The ratio of the total pressure at the exit of the total
pressure, at the inlet of a compressr handling a perfect gas is related
to the head produced by the compressor according to the expression

H& - JcpTCRi [(P8Re/Pi)(k-)/k (v-7)

Introducing this relationship into equation (VII-96), substituting for
cn its equivalent Rk/[J(k-l)], and introducing the definition of impeller
Mch number by equation (VII-70), yields0 p~ 0 2 Ik/(k-1)

which for air at normal atmospheric temperatures reduces to

PdRe/P~i C 8R.] (vII-99).

The total pressure developed is defined directly by the Impeller Mach
number once the pressure coefficient is defined according to the proce-
dures outlined in the previous sub-section.

Change in total temperature of the air from inlet to exit
of the compressor may also be evaluated from the impeller Mach number.
Assuming mechanical losses of the compressor to have no effect on the
temperature change of the air and the specific heats for air to be con-
stant from inlet to exit, the efficiency is defined by

To~ 1/ T g -1-0N (VII-lO0)

which., when combined with equation (VII-99), reduces directly to

o o 1 + 0.4(r/ R)MRP I (VII-IOI)
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d. Shaft Power

The power required to drive the compressor equals the sum
of the rates of energy addition to the air passing through the compressor
and required to overcome mechanical losses. The latter portion of the
energy addition is assumed to be received by a thermal sink other than
the air passing through the compressor. The rate of energy addition to
the air passing through the compressor is defined by temperature rise of.
the air according to the relationship

PCRair - Wc cp(T~e - T~i) (VII-102)

The mechanical. efficiency of the compressoris defined by

)CR-mh a PCR-air/PCR-sh (V1I-103)

Thus, the rate of energy addition required to drive the compressor is

PCR-sh CR Cp(T8Re - TCi)/AcR-mh (VII-104)

OPCR-sh "WR(TOe - TORi)/(iO 6OO- I mh) (VII-lOS)

The shaft horsepower may also be expressed as a function of the impeller
Mach number by introduction of equation (VII-lOl) into equation
(VII-f05), which, on.a corrected basis, is

p;_sh(wCR ) - ( AICR) 2Ri/(51.05 TIRh) (VII-106)

e. Rotational Speed

The rotational speed of the compressor is related to the
peripheral speed and diameter of the impeller by the expression

"nd4, n/72o (Vn-10o)

which, when combined with equation (VII-70) and the definition of cor-
rected temperature, yields

(nC/ooo) a 256 MCRI 1fV idd (vii-108)

f. Physical Characteristics

Evaluation of radial compressors as a practical compression
component in aircraft cooling systems requires knowledge of their size
and weight. A study of existing practice in small compressor design in-
dicates that approximate relationships may be established to define these
characteristics. The maximum external diameter of a small radial com-
pressor is approximately twice the impeller diameter.,
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d *e 2d~tl (Vn:-Xo9)
and the maximum axial width# including the impeller housing, is about

O.3,of the impeller diameter, ie.,
bOR a 0.3 (vI-nO)

The hub-to-tip diameter ratio of the impeller is selected as 0.25 and
the inlet diameter ratioXCR is a function of the type of design. Evalu-
ation of the inlet diameter ratio is discussed in the preceding sub-
section (1a).

Spatial requirements of radial, compressors have been deter-
mined to be represented approximately by the expression

V;R 3 (VII-in)

The weight is defined approximately by

• " - c(d" I3  (vII-13.)
whee 0 R CR CRCRdRI) bl

where CCR represents an average bulk density and has been found to be

frm about 0.02 to 0.075 pound per cubic inch, depending upon the size
and general design features of the unit. In general the larger the unit
the lower will be the value of CCR.

g. Evaluation Procedures

A general discussion cf procedures for use of the previously
presented evaluation methods is presented in the subsequent paragraphso
The intent is not to present details for calculation, but to indicate
generally the procedures of evaluation which would be employed when a
radial comp essor is used in connection with an aircraft cooling system.
Also, when used for evaluation, working charts may be used to permit re-
duction of the number of steps in the process.

With many applications for radial compressrs, the perform-
ance characteristics of the driving device would be khown or previously
evaluated. Thus, the total pressure and temperature at inlet to the
cmpressor, weight flow rate of air and driving power would be known and
represent independent variables of analysis. The problem would be to
determine. then, the performance and physical characteristics of a radial
compressor operated with the specified driving power and handling the
necessary air flow rate at the specified inlet total pressure and tem-
perature. First, a value of the ratio (w/) would be assmned, using
the plot shown in Figure VII-19 as a guide to the selection of a typical
value. The mechanical efficiency of the compressor is assumed next. Its
value must'be taken as representative for small radial cmpressors, com-
monly 95%, and cannot be verified as to its accuracy in the subsequent
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evaluation steps. The required impeller Mach number may now be deter-
mined by equation (VII-I06). The values of the flow coefficient l CR
and inlet diameter ratio ?CR are determined from a working chart, such
as illustrated in Figure VII-14, based on the selected condition of de-
sign, i.e., either maximum efficiency or capacity, or any selected com-
promise between efficiency and capacity, and the value of the impeller
Mach number. Then, the required impeller diameter is defined from the
value of the parameter employed as the ordinate of the air capacity
chart, Figure VII-15. Next, the machine Reynolds number would be evalu-
ated, by equation (VII-95), which permits, thereafter, direct evaluation
of the efficiency q Ci and the pressure coefficientIr~ by equation
('11-92) and the charts illustrated in Figures VII-16, VII-17, VII-18
and VII-19. At this point along the evaluation process, the accuracy of
the value of (-/q)rR assumed at the beginning of the process would be 0
checked. When the assumed value of this ratio and the value given by
Figure VI'-19 are not in agreement, it is necessary to assume a new value
of the ratio and repeat the evaluation process. Once this trial-and-er-
ror procedure is completed, the total pressure and total temperature ra-
tios of the air developed by the compressor are defined directly by equa-
tions (VII-99) and (VII-101). The rotational speed of the impeller is
determined by equation (VII-108). External diameter, axial width, volume
occupied and weight of the compressor would be evaluated by equations
(VII-109), (VII-II0), (VII-111) and (VII-112), respectively. Compromise
in design between units operating at maximum efficiency or maximum ca-
pacity is obtained by selecting other combinations of inlet diameter ra-
tio and flow coefficient between the limits indicated on the plot of Fig-
ure VII-14.

Should, in addition to inlet total pressure and temperature
and shaft power, the rotational speed of the compressor be specified, as
for example, when a driving device must operate at maximum efficiency and
its rotational speed is, therefore, specified, the evaluation process
would be identical to that previously outlined through the step defining
the impeller Mach number., From values of the rotational speed and im-
peller Mach number, the impeller diameter is defined by equation
(VII-1o8). Next, the ordinate parameter for the chart of Figure VII-15
would be evaluated frau the known values for the air rate, impeller di-
ameter and inlet total pressure and temperature. The value of this pa-
rameter and the value of the impeller Mach number locate a point on the
flow capacity chart of Figure VII-I5. If the point so defined falls
above the line for maximum capacity and the impeller Mach number is
greater than 0.95., the relative Mach number at the inlet of the impel-
ler's vanes for this design wold be excessive. Then, either the com-
pressor would not be capable of handling the specified air rate because
the required Mach number at inlet would be supersonic, or it would be
within the transonic range where the expected efficiency would be low
and the capacity somewhat reduced. Under these circumstances of design,
the only alternatives would be (1) redesign of the driving device to al-
low reduction of the rotational speed so that the impeller diameter may
be increased, hence, increasing the size of both compressor and driving
device, (2) the use of stationary guide vanes at the inlet of the com-
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pressor so as to prerotate the air in the direction of the impeller rota-
tion and permit greater axial flow velocity without incurring excessive
relative Mach numbers of flow over the inlet vanes, a design approach
which can increase the flow capacity fran 5 to 40% over the impeller Mach
number range 0.6 to 1.4, but creates.7 to 8% loss in head-producing abil-
ity and several percent loss in efficiency of the unit, cr (3) to actu-
ally employ the design even though the relative Mach number is within the
transonic region and efficiency and flow capacity are reduced. If, with
rotational speed specified, the design condition defines a point in Fig-
ure VII-I$ above the maximum capacity line but the impeller Mach nmber
is less than 0.95, the capacity may be increased by methods (1) and (2)
described abovej or by increasing the flow coefficient until the limit-
ing inlet Mach number of 0.9 is reached. The latter method appreciably
reduces the efficiency and pressure-producing ability of the compressor,
but serves to define a compressor capable of handling the air flow at the
specified rotational speed. The maximum permissible value far the flow
coefficient is defined by equation (VII-88). and the flow capacity by
equation (VII-79) usingACR equal to 0.7.

(When design with rotational speed specified defines a point
on the chart of Figure VII-15 between the lines of maximum capacity and
maximum efficiency, the specified conditions dictate design based on
conpromise between capacity and efficiency. Figure VII-14 would be used
as a guide in selecting an appropriate inlet diameter ratio and then the
required flow coefficient may be calculated from equation (VII-79). Here-
after the procedure for evaluation would be identical to that outlined
when the rotational speed is not specified. Should the point in Figure
VII-15 fall below the line corresponding to maximum efficiency, it would
indicate that the specified rotational speed dictates the use of a
greatly oversized compressor and driving unit, and redesign of the driv-
ing unit would be desirable to increase the rotational speed.

For another type of application a radial compressor might
be required to develop a specified total pressure ratio at specified
values of the air rate and inlet total pressure and temperature, as for
example, a pressurization unit, The procedure for design and evaluation
would be to assume a value far the pressure coefficient,C R and to deter-
mine from equation (VII-99) the required impeller Mach number. Next,for
the selected condition of design, maximum efficiency, maximum capacity,
or compromise between maximum efficiency and capacity, the required im-
peller diameter is defined frm the working chart illustrated in Figure

II-15, after which the machine Reynolds number is evaluated by equation
(VII-95). This permits evaluation of the efficiency and pressure coef-
ficient by use of Figures VII-16, VfI-17, VII-18 and VII-19 and equation
(VII-92). The correctness of the assumed value of the pressure coeffi-
cient would then be checked to determine if the calculational process
should be repeated. After the assumed and calculated values are in
agreement, the evaluation process to define additional performance and
the physical characteristics follows the general procedure outlined in
the previous paragraphs except for the. required shaft power which would
be defined by equation (VII-I06).
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2. Axial Compressors

The study of aircraft cooling systems in general requires
knowledge of the performance and physical character istics of axial1 cam-
pressers, In the following the relationships for evaluation of perform-
ance and physical characteristics for this type machine are described.

Because of its relativelyr high, flow capacity and pressure-pro-
ducing ability, the symmetric type of stage design will be employed.
Symmetric design may be defined on the basis of the flow velocities at
the pitch diameter of the compressor as follows the relative flow ve-
locity at the impeller inlet equals the absolute flow velocity at the
impeller outlet, and the relative flow velocity at the impeller outlet
equals the absolute flow velocity at the impeller inlet. In equation.C
form,

UCAIip t - ucAIe.pt (VIll3)

andand UCAIe-pt - uCAi-p t  (VII-ll4)

In Figure VII-20 a schematic diagram of the blading arrangement is pre-
sented along with nomenclature and velocity diagrams.

The axial flow velocity is assumed constant throughout the
stage. Since the absolute velocities at the impeller inlet and exit are
equal to the absolute velocities at the stator exit and inlet, respec-
tivelys the analysis is conducted on basis of the flow velocities
throughout the impeller. Further, the analysis is performed on basis of
the pitch-diameter conditions of the first stage, and the remaining
stages are assumed to have similar pressure-producing and efficiency
characteristics.

a. Flow Capacity

The effective velocity with which the flow proceeds through
the compressor may be defined as the axial component of the absolute ve-
locity at the impeller entrance. This velocity may be defined in terms
of the flow coefficient by the expression

"CAIi-a 0 9CA uCAI-pt (vII-115)

Maximum compressor efficiency occurs for values of the flow coefficient,
0CA, in the vicinity of 0.5, with shall change in efficiency occurring
when the flow coefficient varies over the range of O.3 to O.75. In this
study it is assumed that the flow coefficient is permitted to vary over
the range of 0.3 to 0.75 for purposes of matching the compressor rota-
tional speed to the rotational speed of the driving component. The ef-
fective flow area may be expressed by the equation
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ACA - (n/4)(d AIpt)(l vcA) (VII-16)

From conservation of eneror, the static temperature of theair at entrance to the impeller may be expressed by
TAi[,-r2 2 -P/(2gjcpTgjo a~~~~)
T a T 6 A Ci i-82 rg T° e.-)] (VII-fl17)

Neglecting the small pressure loss caused by inlet guide vanes. the
static pressure at entrance to the impeller may be expressed by

Pwipt- Pg&,i[i-8A~ (2~pTA 002 r~i..)' (Mi-318)

Hence, by combining equations (VIZ-lIT) and (VII-i8)., the specific
weight at entrance to the impeller may be expressed by

•~ k .2 2 oC!-g
ThA~-pt. £~ [1I 1 ,/(2gJcToA coo~~I..p)' ('VII-119)

The flow capacity of the axial compressor may then be defined by com-
bining equations (VII-115), (VII-1l6) and (VII-1119) with the equation of
continuity to yield

z-2 2 12.5w I'. (O- ) I-Pt CA uP-pt !

a3(l-v& QK 6.241 iob e oes ..ptj
With reference to Figure VII-20, the angle of the mean velocity relative
to the axial direction is equal to the arc tan (1/2 rCA)o The turning
angle of the air at the pitch diameter, i.e., rCAiD% - Aje-Lt, nor-
mally has a maximum permissible value in the range ;Ft20° to 30 to pre-
vent stalling of the blades at the root section. Hence, the angle in
equation (VII-120) may be evaluated, with negligible error on the flow
rate, by the expression

rC'AIe - (arc tan 1/2 tCA) - 15, (VII-121)

which corresponds to a blade turning angle of approximately 250. By sub-
stitu MM equation (VII-121) into equation (VII-120) an expression for
the flow handling capacity of the c ompressor is defined, where the flow
parameter on the left of equation (VII-120) becomes a function of the
.corrected pitch line speed of the blades uCAIp+/t ii, the flow coeffi-
cient jpCAL &ad the hub-to-tip diameter ratio vC.Seection of a value
for the ratio -vC is required, and the value selected normal3y would be
the result of a compromise between flow capacity, efficiency and stress
level of the compressor. Typical values of the diameter ratio v CA are
within the range of 0.55 to 0.7, with a value of about 0.6 being com-
monly employed.
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r jb. Rotational Speed

The rotational speed required of an axial compressor is re-
lated to the pitch diameter and pitch line speed of the blades by the

eLession

.cA 229 uCAI pt/dCaIpt (VM 22)

By use of equation (VII-122) the impeller pitch diameter and pitch line
blade velocity may be evaluated for any selected value of the flow fac-
tor and diameter ratio, when the inlet total temperature and pressure,
the required rotational speed and the required flow rate are known,

( c. Pressure Development

With reference to Figure VII-20, the increase in static tem-
perature within the impeller equals the kinetic energ decrease from the
relative velocity at entrance to exit of the impeller, ani the static
temperature increase within the stator equals the kinetic eneru decrease( from the absolute velocity at entrance to exit of the stator. Further-
more, these two energy changes are equal and the absolute air velocity
leaving the stator is equal to the absolute air velocity entering the
rotor. Hence, the increase of static temperature across the stage is
equal to the increase in total temperature. Thus, by introducing equa-
tion (VII-ll5) the total temperature rise of the stage may be expressed
by

Toe-st - T4_ist - [ _iu pt6ol0] [tan2rcji-tan c.&e1 (VII-123)

From the geometry of the velocity diagram, it can be shown that

TCA tan rcAii - 1 - TrA tan rCAie (vi-324).

Combining equations (VII-123) and (VII-124) yields

TOest - T8Ai.st- [ i.pt/6010 [1- 2 TGA tan rAe ]  (VII-2)

The total temperature ratio for the stage is related to the total pres-
sure ratio developed by the stage by the expression

T8Ae_-tsT8A.st "1 + '[(Pa&.-t/P&.st)0'286 - ]/qC. t - (VII-126)

Combining equations (VII-125) and (VII-126) and solving for the pressure
ratio yields

P~ e-4, t-st"A-,.
P&e.st/Pa&i-.st - [20~ - 1 2 eCLtan, r ca.)] (VII.,127)

" 3-11P CAi st

Since the Iressure ratio is assumed equal for all stages,., the overall
compressor pressure ratio is defined by
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P&S/PC• o (Pk-t/L- t )NoA.- s t

The maximum stage pressure ratio is limited by stalling of
the blades at the root section and by the Mach number of flow relative
to the blades at the tip section. Stalling of the blading is a function
of the air turning angle. In this study the limiting turning angle will
be represented by the limit of the air exit angle relative to the rotcr
as given by equation (VII-121). The Mach number relative to the blades
at the tip section is limited to 0.7. This limit is used to define the
maximum permissible tip speed of the impeller.

d. Temperature Ratio

The stage temperature ratio is defined by equation
(VII-126), and since the pressure ratio and efficiency for all stages
have been assumed equal, the total temperature ratio developed by (N)
stages can be expressed by

+ sL - t .286 l]/qt CA at (vII-29)

e. Power

The power required to drive the compressor equals the sum
of the rates of energy addition to the air while passing through the
compressor and the energy rate required to overcome mechanical losses.,
The latter portion of the energy addition is assumed to be received by
a thermal sink other than the air passing through the compressor, The
rate of energy addition to the air passing through the compressor is de-
fined by the total temperature rise of the air according to the relation-
ship

• CA-air " VCA cp( Ae " j) (vII-1o)

The mechanical efficiency is defined by

TICA-mh - PCA-air/PCA-sh (VII-131)

Thus, the rate of energy addition required to drive the compressor is
defined by

eCA-sh " W( k 0p(Tae - ) hi (VII-l3)

Equation (VII-132) may be reduced to the corrected horsepower required
per pound of air per hour and assumes then the form

( o . o.o4 [(T.e/T ) (VII-13
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f. Stage Efficiency

The stage efficiency of the compressor is prlmarily a func-
tion of the machine Reynolds number and stage pressure ratio. The Rey-
nolds number may be expressed by the equation

Re/ .~ a 500 Uvtp, 1-134)

As the pressure ratio is increased, the air turning angle and/or the
relative Mach number of the air at the tip section increases, either or
both ceating a decrease in the efficiency.

g. Physical Characteristics

Evaluation of axial compressors for application in aircraft
cooling Us tems requires knowledge of their size and weight. A study of
existing design practice indicates that approximate relationships may be
established to define these characteristics. The maximum external dimen-
sion in the plane of rotation may be defined roughly by the equation

(T)U ) d~ex  a 1.25 dcAI-tp

Ordinari3y, flow passages forming the inlet and outlet of the compressor
will have an axial length roughly equal to the impeller tip diameter.
Each stage of the compressor will have an axial length of approximately
20% of the tip diameter and the entrance guide vanes will have an axial
length of roughly 10% of the tip diameter. Thus, the axial length of
the compressor may be represented by the expression

4 ,A-a * (1.1 + 0.20 NCA.st)dAi.tp (VII-36)

The spatial requirements of the compressor may be approximated by ocm.

bining equations (VII-135) and (VII-136) to yield

V * w (l.35 + 0.25 NCAt)d"i_tp (VII-137)

The bulk density of a typica' unit is estimated to be approximately 0.02
pound per cubic inch. Her i, the weight is expressed by

Wca . (o.r, , 0.005 NCA', t) 0- (V 33-13)

Turbines

Turbines are employed in cooling systems for reduction of the total
temperature of cooling media, principally air, by expansion of the gas
and transfer of energy from the gas as mechanical work. Also, turbines
would be employed as a power sources such as an air turbine driving a
circulation pump or a vapor cycle refrigeration machine. The principal
association of a turbine with a cooling. system, however, would be as a
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mechanical device for transferring energy from air as work, when it is
less practical to transfer the energy as heat. In the following, work-
ing methods are presented for evaluation of the performance and physical
characteristics of radial inflow and axial turbines.

1. Radial Turbines

Radial turbines of the inward-flow type and with straight radial
vanes are considered. Figure VII-21 illustrates schematically the ar-
rangement of the nozzle ring and impeller for such a radial turbine.

Rotation
Flow direction

Nozzle Ring dl

-Impeller

Figure VII-21. Schematic of typical radial turbine having radial blades.

The velocity diagrams at inlet and exit of a radial-vaned im-
peller are illustrated in Figure VII-22. The exit design is based on
the condition of pure axial discharge.

U~~aiiUIi Uil eO°Q0. 90°0

u-IR (d dRI)Ud

Inlet Exit

Figure VII-22. Velocity diagrams at inlet and exit of radial-vaned
impeller having axial discharge.

Energy conversion within the turbine occurs in the stationary
nozzles and in the rotating impeller. Thermal energy is converted into
directed kinetic energy within the nozzle and is defined by
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Tri - u u 1Rj/2gJcP  (VII-139)

The energy conversion within the impeller passages is defined by

T. Rji- Ti -. ((dRe/dfI)2 + UIe-, Uii] /2gJcp (VII-14 0)

Since, however, with reference to Figure VII-22s
2d Ie , a e + u2tI(daRedI) 2  (VII-l4l)

and u2 u2vi-ii
dU2I i  * 2 - U2R I  (Vi-142)

the energy change across the turbine can be expressed by combining equa-
tions (VII-139), (VIIa0h0), (VII-lhl) and (VII-142) to yield

Ti- Re  (2u2 + u2TRe)/2gJcp (VII-1h3)(
The total temperature at exit of the turbine is related to the actual
exit temperature and flow velocity by

TTe u e + u2e/2gJc p  (VII-144)

so that in combination with equation (VII-143), the total tenperature

change of the gas from inlet to exit of the turbine is expressed by

TO - e u 1 igJcp  (viI-145)

By definition of turbine efficiency, the relation between total tenpera-
ture ratio and total pressure ratio across the turbine may be shown to beTo .ol/k](II16

IteT ut 1 - ThLif - (P (vii-ih6)

Hence, combination of equations (VII-145) and (VII-146) yields a defini-
tion of the required tip speed of the impeller as a function of the inlet
temperature and pressure, exit pressure and turbine efficiency.

* u~i - JCp' T~i[1- (P9 eP~i)(k- l)/1]. (VII-l 47)

The ratio of impeller tip speed to the turbine's theoretical
spouting velocity 0..R is a parameter conventionally employed to define
the range of maximum turbine efficiency. The theoretical spouting ve-
locity is a measure of the total energy released within the turbine and
is defined by

theo. velocity - 2gJci[l - (p/ i)(kl)/k (VII'le)
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Thus, by equations (VII-147) and (VII-148)

* • uIaf 72 (VII-149)

Test results of various radial turbines indicate that the value of the
parameter 4 * corresponding to maximum efficiency is in the range from
0.6 to 0.7, with the value of 0.7 corresponding to higher machine effi-
ciencies. 

)i;

The flow coefficient of a radial turbine is defined as the ra-
tio of the axial component of the exLt velocity to the impeller tip
speed, i.e.,

rt- u,&/uR (VII-150)

This parameter is useful for evaluating the air capacity of the turbine.
Studies of the effects of the flow coefficient on turbine performance,
References VII-II' and VII-12, indicate that maximum efficiency occurs
when the flow coefficient is within the range of 0.3 to 0.5. In the
present study the value of the flow coefficient is assumed to have no
effect on the turbine efficiency since, in general, it is possible to
design the turbine to operate within the mentioned range. The rota-
tional speed required of the turbine varies directy as the square root
of the flow coefficient for amy specified flow rate, expansion pressure
ratio, and fixed geometry of the impeller,

The mpeller's diametrical proportions may be defined in terms
of the impeller tip diameter. The hub diameter is assumed equal to 20%
of the tip diameter. Thus,

v R w 0.20 (VII-151)

Examination of existing impeller designs indicates the ratio of 0.20 to
be representative. The outer diameter at the turbine exit plane is de-
fined by

%, - de/,R (VII-%2)

Present design practice indicates that values of this diameter ratio
should be within the range of O.5 to 0.7. Variation in design from the
average of this range would be governed by matching the turbine perform-
ance to that required of the component operating as the load for the
turbine. A study indicates that variation of the diameter ratio N
within the range 0.5 to 0.7 has little or no effect on the turbine efi-
ciency.

The flow capacity of a radial turbine is limited by the impel-
ler dimensions and the permissible velocity at the turbine exit. The
exit velocity is assumed to be axial and uniform throughout the exit
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flow area. The exit flow area is defined by
Aieo. U(/4)(dqj)(' . - 0.22) (viI-l3)

The specific weight of the air at the exit of the turbine is defined by

A -. (p/RT),ge (111-154)

For convenience of analysis and evaluation, the exit temperature and
pressure are expressed in terms of the turbine inlet total temperature
and pressure. The ratio of total to static temperature at exit of the
turbine is

(!T deT-Re pt Re "1 + 0.2 14e (MI-155)

which., when combined with equation (VII-146), yields

Tde - TO i - - (p 0pi)l/3"5//'e. (vii-156)

Also,

Combining equations (VII-150), (VII-155) and (VII-156) yields

2]
3,Pt 1- I (V.II-3,58)

2 1{- %R [1- (p&e/p~t)i9,5~I

The specific weight may then be expressed as a function of the inlet
conditions by combining equations (VII-154), (viI-l6) and (VII-157).
Thus,

le" ' ' 4 i(pte/pt)I "5)

RT{ 0- 37

"1 - q .'1L1  [-(p.pi)3Il *'J (VII[l59)

The flow rate in pounds per hour is expressed by the steady-

state equation of continuity,

w =3600 ( Au),. 8  (VfI,160)

which with equations (VII-I$O),. (VII-i$3) and (VII-J59) reduces to

W1 54--359 l
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wIM f7/t, 2650 '.(p,,z/Ai)(, a-0o04)

1 '3.5..,.5

- S0 ,ii ~Ll-p ~/~±)l3~1(VII-161)

The variation in corrected air floO capacity per square inch of impeller
frontal area is presented in FiM4'e VII-23 as a function of the total
,pressure ratio and the flow coefficient (pa., assuming the turbine off i-

100i , .. 1..
-0.14A75 - ..*

50.3

S 25 -

i. 0.8 o.6 0.4 0.2 0

Figure VII-23. Chart for evaluation of flow capacity or impeller$diameter of radial turbines.

1.2

Figure VII-24. Correction
factor for evaluation of

.0- the effect of the impeller
diameter ratio on the re-
quired impeller diameter
of radial turbines.

.5 0.6 0.7
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Sciency to be 80%, and N,* as 0.6. For values of N different than 0-.6,L

th; value of the ordinate read from Figure VII-23 must be multiplied by

I -0.04)/O.32. Numerical values of this diameter correction factor

Fj d are presented in Figure VII-24. Similarly, for turbine eff i-
ciencies different than 80% the correction factor Fa.d. to be ap-
plied to the impeller diameter is presented in Figure VI?-25 as function
of the total pressure ratio. Since the diameter ratio and the effici-
ency correction factors are independent of each other, the impeller di-
ameter may be evaluated as the product of the reference diameter, the
diameter ratio correction factor, and the efficiency correction factor,
i.e.,

-) d~i (dali_ref)(F,&_d.N)(F,., .,(VI!-162)

1.06

S0.98 0.

o-9

1.0 0.8 O.6 0.4 0.2 0

Figure VII-25. Correction factor for evaluation of the effect of
efficiency on the impeller diameter of radial turbines.

The flow capacity with the nozzles operating under "choked
flow" must be evaluated to determine its effect on the design procedure.
Choking occurs when the throat veloci -- of the nozies .becames. near-y! sonic. This condition is expressed approximatey by

uIRii - UaT /l2 , &n/iu dti/ I) (VII-163)

where the ratio u.ii~j is the cosine of the nozzle angle. If the
impeller tip speed defined by this equation is substituted into equa-
tion (VII-147). the overall turbine pressure ratio for sonic nozzle ve-
locity is

AteWP*i * l-[uIui~)/3 mT } (VII-164)

For nozzle angles of zero and 30c the required turbine pressure ratios
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are 0.151 and 0.269, respective3y. Inspection of Figure VII-23 reveals
that these values are in the range of decreasing flow capacity; hence,
once sonic nozzle velocity is reached, the nozzle width or the nozzle
angle may be decreased as the pressure ratio is increased. Thus, chok-
ing of the nozzles is not a determining factor far the turbine flow ca-
pacitV.

An expression for the nozzle width may be derived by equating
the flow through the nozzle to the flow through the exit. Since the in-
nor diameter of the nozzle ring is rearly equal to the impeller diameter,
the flow equation may be expressed by

(r,9 the ratio of the nozzle width to the impeller diameter is

b. n - Ldtdd,&I - TRe U1iReEX2 - 0.04] /(4 )RIi Umii) (VII-165)

For very small pressure ratios the specific weight of the air at the in-
let would be nearly equal to the specific weight at the exit. At this
condition, the nozzle width would be a maximum for arV ratio of the exit
velocity to the impeller inlet velocity since the exit flow area and im-
peller diameter would be small. For equal velocities at inlet and exit
of the Impeller, an exit diameter ratio of 0.6 and a hub diameter ratio
of 0.2, the ratio of nozzle width to impeller diameter is 0.08 for preS-
sure ratios near unity and decreases to about 0.035 for a pressure ratio
of 0.2.

The efficiency of the radial turbine is primarily a function of
the machine Reynolds nurber and pressure ratio, and is secondarily a
function of the flow coefficient, the exit diameter ratio, and the gen-

0.9- R; e/1. 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.

0.8-

'0.
3.0 100

Re,&

Figure VII-26. fficiency of radial turbines as function of the
machine Reynolds number and the pressure ratio.
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eral design features of the turbine. A study of the efficiency charac-
teristics of radial turbines indicates that for flow coefficients in the
range 0.3 to 0.6 and exit diameter ratios frum 05to 0.7, the effects
of the flow coefficient and the diameter ratio on the efficiency may be
neglected. It is assumed that the general design features of all tur-
bines are such as to yield optimun efficiency. Hence, the efficiency
may be presented as a function of the pressure ratio and the machine
Reynolds number only. Typical efficiency variations are presented in
Figure VII-26.

The machine Reynolds number is defined by

[ iRear " rdti udtI ddd~g /tdi (VII-166)

The specific weight of the air at turbine inlet is

IRT~ 0 VII-167)

The inlet Mach number of the turbine has only a mino effect on the Roy-( Inolds number. Hence$ the term- PRi will be considered constant and equal

to 1.025,. corresponding to an inlet Mach number of 0.35. For the proba-
ble operating temperature range of the turbine, W. 00 to 6000F, the
absolute viscosity of air may be expressed quite accurately by the em-,
pirical equation

A a 4.16 % 10-9 T0 "72  (Vii-168)

Combining equations (VII-47),, (VII-166)o (VII-167) and (VII-168), and
introducing the definitions of corrected pressure V and corrected tem-
perature 0, a generalized expression for the machine Reynolds number is
obtained.. It is

1.2

1.6
2,0

1 0.8 0.6 0 04 0.2 :o

Figure VII-2?. Machine Reynolds number of radial turbines as function
of inlet temperature and pressure ratioO
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f0

R,AS/(5R Ii) a8.7?10 1-R Ake( .22 (vzI.-169)

The corrected Reynolds nuber per inch of impeller diameter is presented
as a function of the pressure ratio and the corrected inlet temperature
go iin Figure VII-27. A turbine efficiency of 80% is used to define
tie-leynolds number° If the turbine effi-ciency is 70%, the Reynolds
number would be 94% of the value indicated in Figure VII-27, This vari-
ation in Reynolds number would produce a negligible change in the tur-
bine efficiency.

The total temperature and pressure ratios across the turbine
are related as indicated by equation (VII-16). Once the efficiency has
been determined and either the temperature or the pressure ratio of the
turbine is known, the other may be evaluated directly.

The power delivered by the turbine shaft is equal to the energy
removed fran the air less the energ required to overcome mechanical
losses. It -is assumed that enery lost because of mechanical losses is
transferred to a thermal sink other than the air passing through the
turbine aid that this loss may be expressed as a fraction of the theo-
retical power output of the turbine0 The power removed from the air is

P,&-air W& cp(~ -C ite). (VII-170)

or.,

0. 0. 00 0.008 0.02 0.016 OI
I.

o.0.9
Q.96 0.8

1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0
0 0i

Figure VII-28. Chart for evaluation of shaft power
delivered by radial turbines.
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Pit-air T1'R VWiR cp T~Ri:L-(p/ i) l) 1 (VI-17l)

The shaft horwcpower expressed on a carrected basis is

0.049 n T-- k ° ooi - (p4e/4pi ] (VI-172)

In Figure VII-28 the schematic of a working chart for evaluation of the
corrected horsepower is presented as a function of the turbine pressure
ratio, turbine efficiency, and mechanical efficiency.

The rotational speed of the turbine is related to the peripher-C al speed and diameter of the impeller by the expression

n,& = 720 uti/(1 di) (VII-173)

Coubining this equation with (VII-147), ard using the definition of cor-
rected temperature, yields

(nR/l00 0 406R [ (P~e/P~i)1'- "' 1 '(VII-l74)

A schematic of a working chart for. evaluation of the rotational speed of
a radial turbine is presented in Figure VII-29.

. 080 60 1o 20

2.0

, o , , , n5 6 8 1 .6o

4 1.2

II .

1 0.8 o.6 0. 0.2 0 o I
Figure VII-29. Chart for evaluation of rotational

speed of radial turbines.
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i
Evaluation of radial turbines for application in aircraft cool-

ing systems requires also knowledge of their size and weight. A study
of existing design practice indicates that approximate relationships may
be established to define these characteristics. An average value of the
maximum external diameter would be equal to tmice the impeller diameter,
and the axial length including the housing, would be approximtev 30%
of the Impeller diameter, i.e.,

S0.3 (vII-175)

Based 'on the dimensions of existing units., it appears that spa-
tial requirements of radial turbines may be represented approximately by
the expression d

y*, (dR) (vn-76)

Similarly, the weight may be defined apprmximately by

W R  - Ca )  (VII-77)

where the constant C,,p varies :n the range of 0.02 to 0.06, depending
upon the size and geAeral design of the turbine.

2. Axial Turbines

The axial turbine is a turbomachine in which the effective gas
flow is parallel to the axis of rotation. This type of turbine might be
used in aircraft cooling systems as an expansion device for the produc-
tion of power or a cooling effect.

Performance and physical characteristics of axial turbines are
evaluated for units designed on the basis of constant angular momentum
theory. Turbines designed on this basis yield fairly high operating ef-
ficiencies. The c-ondition of design for constant angular momentum is
based on the radial variation of the gas velocity in the clearance space
between the nozzle ring and the impeller buckets. Within this clearance
space, the product of the whirl component of the absolute velocity and
the radial distance from the axis of rotation is constant for all radii
frau the root section to the tip section of the turbine stage. In equa-
tion form, this condition of design is defined by

(u.iwh)(di I ) - constant (VII-178)

If in addition to the condition of constant angular momentum, the axial
component of the velocity in this space is constant over the flw an-
nulus, i.e.

uCii a  ,,-constant., (VI-179)
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Nozzle -Impeller_ _ - - __ __ _

Figure V11-30, Velocity diagrams for nozzle and impeller
of axial turbine stage.

a condition of radial equilibriuu is established such that the resulting
radial pressure gradient exactly counteracts the effect of centrifugal
farce of the Fluid particles created by their whirl components of ve-
locitr, and the flow proceeds uniformly through the turbine stage rather
than crowding to the tip section of the buckets.* Results of actual meas-
urements of gas velocities in a turbine stage designed on this basis are
presented in Reference VII-16 and show good agreement with the design or
theoretical valuesj except in the regions of boundary layer flow. Fig-
ure 711-30 illustrates the arrangement of the nozzle ring and impeller
of a turbine stage1 the velocity diagrams and nomenclature employed in
this study.

~Since, in general, the, absolute velocity of the gas issui-g
! frou the, impeller varies to stone extent both in magnitude and direction
~~with respect to the diamet-., the analysis is conducted on the .basis o.fthe flo- conditions at the pitch diameter of the impelle, At this di-p

azFeter the exit velocity i assumed to be directed axial and to repre-
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sent the mean value of all exit absolute veiocities. Generalized equa-
tions presented In the following sub-sections are derived on the basis
of conventional thermodynamic and fluid dynamic principles combined with
typical generalized performance characteristics of axial turbines. Sche-
matic diagrams representing graphical solutions and working charts for
evaluation of turbine performance and physical characteristics are pre-
sented.

The required impeller speed of a turbine designed for pure #L.-
pulse at the root section is a function of turbine efficiency, pressure
ratio, angle of the absolute velocity at entrance to the impeller and
total inlet temperature.

Since the losses of the turbine are equal to (l- Tr ) times
total-to-total isentropic energy release, the energy aailable for con-
version to velocity at the root section, without diffusion in the impel-
ler passages, equals the output'work of the impeller plus the axial exit
kinetic energy. Hence, in equation form,

2- c[ ( 13. + el (2gJ) (vI1-1) 80%

For turbines designed on the basis of pure impulse at the root section,
the axial eomponent of velocity at the root section of the impeller exit
may be considered approximate3y equal to the axial velocity at the im-
peller inlet. Thus,

'ie . ,Aie-a u Aitirt sin r,&.rt (VII-181)

Combining equations (VII-180) and (VII-181) yIelds

The unit cutput of the turbine with axial exit velocity may be
expressed by

The whirl component of velocity at the tip section is equal to the root-
to-tip diameter ratio multiplied by the whirl a cmponent of velocity at
the root section. Hence, the impeller tip speed may be determined by
combining equations (V71-182) and (VITI-183), to yield

21 2gJ n, LcpT? [1-]~/P i"~ /2 , (I1 )

The flow velocity at the pitch section is used to define the
flow capacitV of the turbine. The axial velocity ii assumed constant
over the flow annulus. With reference to Figure VII-30 and equation
(V11-182), the axial velocity my be expressed by the relations4p
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1Xi- ______________ 1;' tp~ 1-(~ epk) 1-(a Z~t VI15

Since the whirl velocity varies inversely with the diameter, the whir!
velocity at the pitch section is expressed by
u !i.mT4.~h-pt (lI v -. c1T Fi , ( o yL/3i j (vI-186)

With reference to Figure VII-30, equations (VII-185) and (Vii-i186) may
be combined to define the pitch-! 4ine spouting velocity oe the nozzles,

(-! ~ ~~~ u[-t- , apitan2r,_rt+
jiipt * 2g' PT~i [i. P~ke)[~ )](VII-l7)

Since the turbine stage design has been defined on the basis of
the velocity relationship in the clearance space between the. nozzles and
the buckets,,. the flow capacity of the turbine is most convenienty de-
scribed by the state of the air in this space. The axial flow area is

- )(-v2)(d 2  (VI-188)

nAsi (vA)(t oAn, re -tpn

The velocity component defining the flow through this area is the axial
coaponent of the nozzle velocity, as defined by equation (VII-185). By~conservation of energy,

Ai - - /(2gJcpTk)I (VII-189)

Combining equations (VII-187) and (VII-189) yields

Taiipt i" 12 tan2 rt 2  (vII-l90) .

and., by introducing the nozzle efficiency

i 1 4 2 -v .25"

Pi A ie r7

A study of losses in axial turbines indicates that at design operational
conditions nozzle losses represent about 40% of the turbine losses.
Hence, the nozzle efficiency may be defined approximately by

01an M o.6 + 0.41b. (VII-192)

The specific weight of the gas at the pitch section is defined
by combining equations (VII-190) and (VII-191) with the perfect gas law.
Combining this relationship for the specific weight .with equations
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(VII-185), (VII-188), (VII-192) and the equation of continuity yields

-2.5" (. r Id,,,

11, .v. 2J :0
x~m 1--, I I ,2F..mt+ (¥11-193)

The maximum obtainable efficiency of an axial turbine is pri--
marily a function of turbine pressure ratio and machine Reynolds number,
and secondarily of leakage., windage, heat losses and flow angles. The
secondar-y factors are assumed to have a consistent effect on the effici-
ency level of the turbine, so that turbine efficiency may be defined as
a function of pressure ratio and Reynolds number only. Figure VII-31 0
presents a chart for the evaluation of the efficiency. The efficiency
is defined on the basis of total pressures at inlet and exit of the tur-
bine. The effect of machine Reynolds number Re,* on turbine efficiency
is defined on the basis of data presented in References VII-18 and
VII-17o

The machine Reynolds number is defined by

ReA n rLi dc &I-tp U A-tPg/U (VII-Ii-94)

For the normal range of air velocity at entrance to the turbine nozzles
and the viscosity of air expressed by the relationship

/ . 4.16 x 10,-9 TO 7 2  (vII-Js)

o0°90

0080 00
20 Figure VII-31. Effi-

* 1~,4 070 0ciency of axial turbines.
0.60" "

1111111 I i .1iIII

105 106 107
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the Reynolds number equation may be generalized as

--/ =- * - 500 u .P/(4o) 1 .7 2  (VIB-196)

The required rotational speed of an axial flow turbine is re-
lated to the impeller tip speed and diameter by the equation

n 229 u,,,t/di (VII-19?)

The shaft power delivered by an axial flow turbine equals the
power developed by the impeller less the power required to overcome me-
chanil losses. Mechanical losses, which include bearing friction,

(7windage etc., cannot be evaluated accurately for variable operational
conditions of the turbine, but their effect on turbine power output may
be aproaximate3y defined by use of a mechanical efficiency. Thus, the
corrected shaft power per pound of air is defined by 1

In many designs, the permissible blade stress level z be a
primary factor in establishing the required operating speed and/or size
of an axial turbine. It is conventional practice in the design of tur-
bines to define the maximum permissible stress level on the basis of the
stress induced in the root section of the rotating blades by action of
the centrifugal load of the blades. This obviates the consideration of
vibratory, gas bending and secondary loads on the blades and discs.

Assuming the cross-sectional area of the blades to decrease
linearly from the root to the tip section, the stress level at the blade
root section due to centrifugal force is defined by

StreSSrt= (blrbj it )(l-4.) [12 g (Iablade)(2 VI)] (v-I"Stres rt -(VII-419)
288 g L1 (+ V~k)

where the parameter blad represents the ratio of the blade tip area
to the blade root area.. Since the ipeller blades of axial turbines em-
ployed in cooling systems would normally be subjected to relatively low
temperatures, the allowable stress level may be considered greater than
cammonly employed in gas turbine design practice. The maximum permissi-
ble stress is set at 3,OOO pounds per square inch for steel blades and
at 12,000 pounds per square inch for aluminu blades. The parameter
blade should be as low as is practical frou the standpoint of manufac-
ture and fatigue. A typical value of lade equal to 1/3 will be used.
For these conditions, equation (VII-199) may be reduced to the form

( l-tp) (a'A)[1"O.222(2 ',*)/(l+v.l 6.68 x lo5 (VII-200)

d-'
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SI~tplOOO)2(l -vL) (5 + 7V1 j) U 6.0 (VII-201)

and is applicable either for steel or aluminum blades.

Very little design information dealing with size and weight of
small axial turbines is available. The physical characteristics of an
axial turbine may be determined with fairly good accuracy by similarity
considerations of larger turbines. For comparative purposes, the maxi-
mum external dimension parallel to the plane of rotation can be ex-
pressed by an external diameter defined as

de 1.25 datp (Vni-202)

The nozzle ring and impeller bladea forming one stage would
have an axial length of apprcrimately 0.2 d l.D. At both the inlet
and exit of the axial turbine an air collector rng would be necessary.
The air velocity in the collector ring at inlet would be approximately
equal to the axial air velocity through the turbine. Consequently, the
collector at inlet would have approximately the same flow area as the )
annulus. If the inlet collector is assumed circular in cross section
and the outlet collector is assumed cylindrical with the outlet centered
about the axis of rotation, the turbine axial length can be represented
appr orimately by

. d1,1-tp (VII-203)

The spatial requirements may be determined by calculating the
volume of the turbine with the dimensions given by equations (VII-202)
and (VII-203). Thus,

4" 1 - .4 dji.tp (VII-204)

The weight of an axial turbine may only be roughly established.
Due to the greater amount of duct work required for flow passages in the
axial turbine unit in comparison with the radial turbine, the bulk den-
sity would be less. On the basis of this assumption, the axial turbine
weight can be expressed approximately by

- 0.03 (VII-205)
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